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Elementary students struggle with writing narratives 
because they do not have an understanding of the writing 
process, or the elements that make up good narratives, and 
they do not have the metacognitive thinking skills that 
good writers have. This study aims to address these needs 
by focusing on students' writing needs from a 
metacognitive level. In the study, eight students 
participated in an eight-week writing workshop unit that 
focused on the writing process, the elements that make up 
good narratives, and the metacognitive thinking skills 
that good writers have. The students were given pre and 
post writing exams, oral interviews, and written writer's 
reflections in order to examine whether or not their 
metacognition, their understanding of the writing process, 
and their understanding of the elements of good narratives 
would improve. The study also looked at whether or not an 
improvement in these three areas lead to improved student 
performance on the writing prompt exam. Overall, the 
students showed a marked improvement in their 
understanding of the writing process, the elements of good 
narratives, and their metacognitive awareness and the 
students' writing improved as well. The more the students 
understood the writing process, the elements of effective 
iii
narratives, and questions that good writers ask themselves 
as they are writing (metacognition), the better the 
students scored on the writing prompt.
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Background of the Project
Writing and teaching others how to write has been an 
all-consuming passion for most of my adult life, but I 
have never been completely satisfied with the results of 
my writing instruction. I figured this restlessness would 
wane once I became a more experienced writer and teacher, 
but the more I learned about writing, the more I began to 
question my own teaching practices. It was not that my 
students were not learning to write, because they were; it 
was just that they were incredibly dependent on me to 
prompt them and guide their thinking for even the most 
basic writing dilemmas. Every writer needs scaffolding and 
guidance to push them to the next level, but the level of 
dependence of my student writers was so high that most of 
them could not produce quality work on their own. I wanted 
to find a way to guide them towards independence so they 
could prompt their own selves through a variety of writing 
dilemmas. My expectation was that if they could become 
more independent, then we could concentrate on even more 
complex and exciting writing strategies during 
1
mini-lessons and conferences, and I could guide their 
writing development to higher levels than ever before.
The biggest problem was that my students did not 
revise their work unless I prompted them with specific 
questions..It was as if they did not even know where to 
begin. Without my scaffolding, they just corrected a 
spelling error or two, added a few commas, and then 
rewrote their rough drafts and turned them in as final 
drafts. However, when I was there to prompt them with 
questions and directives, they could make at least some 
revisions to their drafts. After seeing this pattern over 
and over amongst all types of student writers, I began to 
wonder, do they really understand what good stories look 
like? In other words, do they understand the general 
criteria used to judge narrative writing so that they can 
evaluate their own work? And, is it that they are not 
capable of revising, or is it just that they do not know 
what questions to ask themselves while they are revising? 
And, do they really understand the writing process? As I 
continued to work with my students I found that the 
answers to these questions was, no. They did not have a 
firm grasp on the general criteria used to judge good 
narrative writing, they did not know what questions to ask 
themselves as they were writing and revising, and they did 
2
not really understand the writing process—they only really 
knew how to draft and edit. I realized that it was not 
enough to just tell the students to write because they 
could not judge their narratives or revise them; they 
needed a specific writing unit that would address these 
issues and scaffold them towards writing independence.
The purpose of this study is to find out if teaching 
the students how to use the writing process, teaching them 
about the elements that are in good narratives, and 
teaching them focused questions that they can ask 
themselves as they are writing and revising will improve 
the content of their work. There are many strategies that 
good writers use to help them overcome obstacles when they 
are writing, but for this study, questioning is the 
strategy we will focus on. I also want to find out if 
students who are metacognitively aware that they are 
deliberately asking themselves specific kinds of questions 
as they work actually produce better writing than students 
who are less metacognitively aware.
Hypothesis
I hypothesize that writers must have a working 
knowledge of a multitude of effective writing strategies 
and the metacognitive awareness of what strategies to use 
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and when to use them. Therefore, just because young 
writers do not effectively revise their work does not mean 
that they do not want to; it is likely that they can't 
revise their work because they do not understand the 
writing process or the deep thinking that takes place 
during the revision stage of the writing process.
Theoretical Basis
This study is grounded in metacognitive theory, 
writing workshop theory, and Vygotsky's Zone of Proximal 
Development. Metacognitive theory says that a person who 
is metacognitively aware is able to articulate what they 
are thinking about (Flavell, 1979). They are aware of how 
this thinking is helping or hampering their learning, and 
they adjust their thinking accordingly. According to 
Flavell and other metacognitive theorists, improved 
metacognition leads to improved learning outcomes. I 
created questions that would stimulate the students' 
metacognitive skills, and I built,these questions into our 
writer's workshop.
Authentic writing theory says that students learn to 
become writers when they are treated like writers 
(Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001). Writing Workshop proponents 
assert that students learn to write best when they are in 
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authentic writing environments honing their craft. I used 
the writing workshop model with the students in my study 
in order to help the students reach their potential'.
In the Zone of Proximal Development theory, Vygotsky 
(1978) asserts that optimum learning takes place when 
students are scaffolded in their Zone of Proximal 
Development. A student's ZPD is just above what the 
student can accomplish alone. It is the place where the 
student can be successful as long as she has the help of a 
teacher or a more capable peer. Over time, through gradual 
release, the student will eventually be able to handle the 
task independently. Pearson and Gallagher's (1983) Gradual 
Release Model is based on Vygotsky's Zone of Proximal 
Development theory. I used the Gradual Release Model in my 
writer's workshop to help create an optimum learning 
environment.
Significance of this Study
While studying Mosaic of Thought (Keene & Zimmerman, 
1997) and other landmark works on reading comprehension, I 
noticed that the application of metacognitive theory 
formed a focal point of the research. Curious to see if 
metacognitive theory could be applied to writing, I began 
searching for research on this topic. While many prominent 
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writing researchers discuss the importance of 
metacognition and questioning strategies, few studies 
focus specifically on writing and metacognition. In 
reading comprehension, my students' reading scores soared 
with the practical application of metacognitive theory. 
Because of this, I began to wonder: can a writing unit 
that has metacognitive thinking at its core make a 
significant impact on student writers? In writing 
research, this is a question that has seldom been explored 
in a systematic way, yet it has the potential to lead to 
considerable gains in student writing scores.
Definition of Terms
Blocking — Blocking is one of the elements of good 
narratives. It is used in narrative writing to tell 
the reader what the characters are doing while they 
are talking. Example: "Oh, no!" Jane cried as she 
fell over the tree stump and landed on the ground." 
(The blocking is in italics.)
Elements of good narratives — the elements of good 
narratives are the common components found in most 
effective narratives. The elements are: setting 
description, character description, dialogue, 
blocking, figurative language, and nuanced details.
6
Figurative language — figurative language is a general 
term for language that represents something with a 
symbol, i.e. similes and metaphors.
Gradual Release Model — This model says that the optimal 
way to learn is by watching someone model the task 
that is to be learned, then participating in the 
learning (but the modeler is still in charge,) then 
practicing the task with a more capable person's help 
(the learner is starting to take charge), and then 
finally, taking over and completing the task 
independently (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983). Wilhelm 
(2001) refers to it this way: "I do, you watch; I do, 
you help; You do, I help; You do, I watch."
Metacognition — Metacognition is thinking about what you 
are thinking about. In other words, it is when a 
person is aware of what they are thinking about, and 
they are aware of how this thinking is helping or 
hindering their learning (Flavell, 1979).
Nuanced details — Nuanced details are the little moments 
that are often missed in everyday life. They are the 
little pieces of life that writers pick up on and 
accentuate in their work. Calkins (1994) calls this a 
"wide-awakeness" (p. 24), and she also describes it 
as, "...lingering with a bit of life and layering it 
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with meaning...[It is] not a process of recording 
details but one of making significance of them [her 
emphasis]" (p. 5).
Rehearsal — This is what Calkins (1994) refers to as 
"wide-awakeness" It is the time when a writer is not 
actually writing, but they are thinking like a 
writer—examining the world and all of its nuances.
The writing process — The process includes: rehearsal, 
pre-writing, drafting, revising, editing, 
publishing/final draft (Calkins, 1994). This process 
is not linear; it is recursive (Emig, 1971).
Writing strategies — Writing strategies are actions 
writers take to help them when they are writing. 
Knowledge of writing strategies is particularly 
helpful when a writer is having difficulties. For 
example, if a writer is having trouble writing a 
draft, she could use the pre-writing arc strategy to 
help her organize her thoughts.
Limitations
This study has few limitations. The first limitation 
is that this study has a small sample size. There were 
only eight students in the study, and this is not a number 
that is representative of a regular classroom setting. The 
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second limitation is that the study only lasted for eight 
weeks. With a process as complex as writing, it may take 
longer than eight weeks to see significant results.
Organization of the Study
Chapter one is an introduction to the study. It 
includes background information that explains why I 
decided to pursue this study, it discusses the problem, 
and it talks about why this study is important. This 
chapter also explains the theoretical basis for this 
study, my hypothesis, and the significance of the study. 
This chapter also gives a definition of terms, it explains 
the limitations of the study, and briefly shows how the 
chapters in this study are organized.
Chapter two gives a review of the literature. It 
explores both writing and metacognitive research. All of 
the research in the review is either a study of a 
particular program, the practical application of a 
particular philosophy, a meta-analysis, an explanation of 
a theory, or a combination of these various types of 
research. Specifically, the writing research says that 
student writers learn best in a writing workshop setting 
that treat them like real writers. The metacognitive 
research says that students learn best when they are 
9
metacognitively aware, and the more metacognitively aware 
learners are, the better and faster they will learn.
Chapter three explains the specifics of the study's 
data sources, and it explains how the data was collected 
and analyzed. It also explains the writing unit in detail 
so that it can be recreated if necessary. This chapter 
also explains the research methodology, and it gives a 
profile of the students in the study.
Chapter four is a report of the findings. All of the 
students' pre and post assessments are analyzed in a 
narrative format. Each narrative is supported with 
evidence from the assessments, and the assessments are 
included in the form of figures and tables.
Chapter five summarizes the entire study and draws 
conclusions based on the overarching themes and patterns 
that emerged from the study. This chapter also includes a 
reflection on the study as a whole, including 
recommendations for future research in this area.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction
Writing is an incredibly complex task. Writers must 
have a deep understanding of the writing process and 
strong critical thinking skills so that they can 
effectively revise and edit their work. They must also 
have a-working knowledge of a multitude of effective 
writing strategies and the metacognitive awareness of what 
strategies to use and when to use them. Metacognition 
means that people are aware of what they are thinking 
about, and they are aware of how this thinking is helping 
or hindering their learning processes (Flavel, 1979). I 
contend that just because young writers do not effectively 
revise their work does not mean that they do not want to; 
it is likely that they can't revise their work because 
they do not understand the writing process or the deep 
thinking that takes place during the revision stage of the 
writing process. Therefore, I have created the following 
goals for the students in this study. First of all, my 
most important goal is.that my students will develop their 
metacognitive abilities so they will be aware of what 
strategies they need to use throughout the writing process
11
in order to be most effective, and they will know when 
they need to use them. The specific strategy we are 
focusing on in this study is questioning. I would like my 
students to come to understand the critical elements of 
effective narratives so they can question themselves about 
these elements when they are working with their writing, 
and then they can add or enhance these elements in their 
own work. I also want my students to deepen their 
understanding of the writing process so they will be able 
to effectively revise and edit their narratives, and I 
want my students to develop their higher order thinking 
skills so they can effectively question themselves while 
they are revising and editing their narratives.
The remainder of the chapter will present relevant 
writing and metacognitive research to support the 
aforementioned goals. Some of the research describes 
actual metacognition programs tested on students. Other 
research explains successful writing programs, 
philosophies put into practice, or strategies used with 
students. All of the research in this literature review 
was either a study of a particular program, the practical 
application of a particular philosophy, a meta-analysis, 
an explanation of a theory, or a combination of two or 
more of these types of research.
12
Literature Review
"If thoughtful inquiry does not lie at the heart of 
writing, then our students become little more than 
amanuenses. They cannot be writers unless they are first 
thinkers" (Hillocks, 1995, p. 214).
According to the research presented here, teaching 
students to be proficient writers is no easy task. Strong 
writers have a deep understanding of the writing process, 
they are metacognitively aware of themselves as writers, 
and they are able to draw from a large repertoire of 
writing strategies in order to complete the task at hand. 
The research presented here shows that students become 
good writers when they are treated like real writers. In 
other words, they pick their own topics, so they are 
invested in learning, and they are taught the stages of 
the writing process through a method of systematically 
scaffolded gradual release. Students are also taught the 
composing strategies that writers use, the teachers fully 
integrate higher order metacognitive thinking skills into 
the teaching of writing, and students write regularly.
There are numerous problems with some of the writing 
models still being used today to teach writing. Many 
researchers have shown over and over again that teaching 
writing drills out of context does not work (Nagin, 2003, 
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p. 7 6) . Other studies have shown that a carefully 
scaffolded writing curriculum with active student 
participation is almost four and a half times as effective 
as the traditional lecture style mode of instruction, yet 
many teachers still use the lecture format to teach 
writing (Hillocks, 1995, p. 220). Also, students don't get 
sufficient opportunities to write in school, and the 
writing time is often compartmentalized instead of 
expanding it across all subject areas (Nagin, 2003, p. 6). 
According to the National Assessment of Educational 
Progress (NAEP) reports from the National Center for 
Education Statistics (NCES) , only 25 percent of fourth 
grade students nationally scored proficient on the 2002 
writing prompt and 59 percent of fourth graders nationwide 
scored in the basic range. Fourth grade students in the 
state of California almost paralleled the dismal national 
average with only 21 percent scoring proficient and 57 
percent scoring in the basic range. This shows that 
writing proficiency is not just a problem at my elementary 
school, but a problem at elementary schools across the 
entire nation. Obviously, something needs to be done to 
increase student proficiency.
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Table 1. National Assessment of Educational Progress





Below Basic 15 20
Table 1.: Adapted from National Assessment of Educational Progress 
from the National Center for Education Statistics. Retrieved November 
20, 2005, from http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/writing/ 
results2002/stateachieve-g4.asp
Despite the bleak results presented in the NAEP 
report, there are countless writing researchers and 
theorists implementing and investigating best practices 
that could scaffold students into the proficient and 
advanced bands on writing assessments. Fletcher and 
Portalupi (2001), advocate that students need to see 
themselves as writers in order to be good writers. In 
their writing workshop model, the teacher acts as a 
writing coach for the students by modeling for them 
through all the stages of the writing process while the 
students engage in authentic,writing on topics that they 
have chosen. The students are invested in the writing 
because it is meaningful to them, and they own the writing 
because they chose it. Underlying their philosophy is the 
belief that ultimately, students are in charge of their 
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own learning whether the teacher puts them in charge or 
not. As Fletcher and Portalupi (2001) write, "...while the 
teachers may determine what gets taught, only the student 
can decide what will be learned...we learn best when we 
have a reason that propels us to want to learn" (p. 9).
Georgia Heard (2002) also talks about the importance 
of empowering students as writers. She focuses on revision 
by discussing countless lessons that can be used to teach 
students good revision strategies. These lessons are not 
meant to be one time lessons; they are meant to teach 
students strategies that they can incorporate into their 
writing repertoire and then use as needed. When dealing 
with the issue of student empowerment, she says that the 
language teachers use with student writers is critical. 
She recommends including students in the "world of 
writers" by calling them writers. For example, instead of 
saying, "I think you should add more detail" she suggests 
saying, "Many writers [her emphasis] do exactly what 
you've done" or "There's a writer named [Langston Hughes] 
who writes in a very similar way as you do," so that the 
students begin to think of themselves as writers with 
significant thoughts and opinions that they can share in 
their work (p. 92).
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In The art of teaching writing (1994), Lucy McCormick 
Calkins stresses four essential pieces that must be in 
place in order to help student writers reach their 
potential: students must be deeply involved in their 
writing, they must have a regular chance to share their 
writing with others, they must see themselves as writers, 
and they must develop a "sense of awareness" of the world 
around them so that they are able to notice the little 
details in their lives and write about the significance of 
those details (p 3). Like Fletcher and Portalupi (2001), 
Calkins says students need to be allowed to write about 
what matters to them, and teachers need to help students 
realize that their lives are worth writing about. As 
Calkins (1994) writes, "When we help children know that 
their lives do matter, we are teaching writing" (p 16).
She also stresses that not only should students be allowed 
to pick their topics, but they should pick their own 
writing genres as well. She says that the writing topic 
should drive a student's genre decisions, not a 
standardized curriculum. Giving students this high level 
of freedom and autonomy will motivate them to become 
deeply involved in their work. To develop a keen sense of 
awareness, she says students need to write every day, and 
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to see themselves as writers, teachers need to treat them 
like writers and address them as writers.
Becoming empowered as a writer by being treated like 
one is the critical first step that students must take to 
become writers, but there are many more steps as well. 
Readers need to acquire a multitude of thinking skills to 
write effectively. As Fletcher and Portalupi (2001) state, 
"Teaching kids how to write is hard. That's because 
writing is not so much one skill, as a bundle [their 
emphasis] of skills that include sequencing, spelling, 
rereading, and supporting big ideas with examples" (p. 1).
In Show don't tell: The importance of explicit 
prewriting instruction, Kerry Holmes (2003) discusses the 
importance of modeling the various writing steps and 
skills. Holmes says writers need teachers to guide them 
through the process of writing or else they are likely to 
skip critical writing steps and produce inferior writing. 
Holmes advocates the Gradual Release of Responsibility 
Model with intensive teacher modeling of the. writing 
process and guided practice at first, and then more 
independent practice as students acquire the knowledge 
needed to work independently. The Gradual Release of 
Responsibility Model was originally developed by David 
Pearson and Margaret Gallagher (1983), but it has been 
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adapted by numerous educational researchers including 
Regie Routman (2005) and Jeffery Wilhelm (2001). Routman 
refers to the model this way:
Demonstration -» Shared Demonstration ->
Gradual handover of responsibility ->
Guided Practice -> Independent Practice
Routman, R. (2005). Writing essentials: Raising expectations and 
results while simplifying teaching. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
Figure 1. Regie Routman's Version of the Gradual Release 
Model
Wilhelm's (2001) model.parallels this concept as well, but 
he uses slightly different language:
I do, you watch -> I do, you help ->
You do, I help -> You do, I watch
Wilhelm, J., Baker, T. N., & Dube, J. (2001). Strategic reading: 
Guiding students to lifelong literacy 6-12. Portsmouth, NH: 
Heinemann.
Figure 2. Jeffery Wilhelm's Version of the Gradual Release 
Model
The original Gradual Release of Responsibility model 
appears below:
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Pearson, D. P., Gallagher, M. C. (1983). The instruction of reading 
comprehension. Contemporary educational psychology, 8(3), 
______317-344._____________________________________________________  
Figure 3. Pearson and Gallagher's Gradual Release of
Responsibility Model
Ultimately, the original Gradual Release Model and 
all of its various adaptations stem from Lev Vygotsky's 
(1978) theory of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD). 
This theory says that students have a gap between what 
they can do alone and what they can potentially do with 
help; the students' ZPD is the place in their learning 
where they can be successful with help from a more capable 
peer or adult. The Gradual Release of Responsibility 
Model, and all of its various adaptations, gently pulls 
the learner through their Zone of Proximal Development 
until the learning in their Zone becomes independent 
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practice and a new Zone is formed at an even higher level 
of understanding.
Like Holmes (2003), Heard (2002), Fletcher and 
Portalupi (2001), and Calkins (1994), many other 
researchers stress the importance of emphasizing the 
thinking processes involved in writing; most of these 
researchers refer to this thinking process as 
metacognition. John Flavell (1979) defined metacognition 
as someone thinking about what they are thinking about. He 
says there are three parts to metacognition: personal 
variables, task variables, and strategy variables.
Personal variables means the students understand 
themselves as learners. Task'variables means the learners 
understand the parts of the cognitive task that they are 
working on. In other words, they know what they have to do 
to successfully complete the task. Strategy variables 
means that the learners have a good repertoire of 
strategies for achieving success with the cognitive task, 
and they know which strategies to employ for a given 
situation. Flavell states that strong learners have good 
control over all three of these variables, and the 
variables are highly interactive with one another. Ruth 
Garner (1987) gives a great example of the interaction of 
the three variables of metacognition. She states:
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If I kn’ow that I tend to read with a global 
processing approach and if I expect that the 
criterion task for understanding a text chapter 
will be a detail-oriented test, I might well 
decide that 'a note-taking or underlining 
strategy (emphasizing details) is in order to 
prepare for the test. This latter case 
demonstrates person x task x strategy 
information. (Garner, 1987, p 18)
Flavell (1979) also states that, "...metacognitive 
experiences are likely to occur in situations that 
stimulate a lot of careful, highly conscious thinking..." 
(p. 908). According to Israel, Bauserman, and Collins 
Block (2005), teachers can set up these situations by 
engaging students in activities that require them to think 
critically. They suggest using Bloom's Taxonomy to create 
questions that will stimulate students to think 
metacognitively as they are reading. As they said:
Teachers need to think about going beyond the 
basic questions: who, what, when, where, why, 
and how. Bloom's taxonomy of higher order 
thinking skills can be a useful guide for 
creating questions that encourage students to 
think metacognitively about what they have read.
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For example, the teacher might ask: How did you 
analyze your conclusions? What steps did you use 
to evaluate the author's craft? What did you 
think when you read that passage? (p. 24)
Asking students the right questions to exercise 
students' higher order thinking skills leads to greater 
metacognitive awareness, but students also need to learn 
to ask themselves the right questions while they are 
engaged in the act of writing so that they can become less 
dependent on the teacher and develop into autonomous 
writers. Flavell (1976) talks about the common phenomenon 
of students who possess the necessary skills to solve a 
problem, and yet, they do not solve it. He says, "...the 
growing child has much to learn about how., where, and when 
to store information and how, where, and when to retrieve 
it..." (p. 233). Flavell suggests that teachers could 
teach their students to ask themselves certain questions 
when they are working on a problem because some students 
seem to fail to retrieve and utilize information at the 
appropriate time. In other words, as Day, French, and Hall 
(1985) put it, "Questions serve to direct and organize the 
learners' activity at a given moment. Such questions also 
model for the learner important components of 
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metacognition (e.g., 'Does that look right?' 'What should 
we do next?')" (p. 49).
According to Cullen (1985) children who are not at 
grade level often exhibit signs of learned helplessness 
which appears to be linked to metacognitive deficits. 
Cullen urges teachers to create a classroom environment 
where students have the confidence and the metacognitive 
strategies (which include questioning strategies) to face 
challenging assignments head on. In other words, when 
faced with a rigorous task, students who have the 
metacognitive knowledge to problem solve and access the 
appropriate cognitive knowledge tend to try working 
through a task instead of giving up or depending on the 
teacher. Cullen asserts that the teacher has to create an 
environment where the students learn to be metacognitively 
aware, and, thus, self-directed. She says the classroom 
teacher has to create a learning environment where the 
students are constantly trying out strategies for coping 
with failure instead of just relying of the teacher to 
solve their problems for them.
Loper and Murphy (1985.) conducted a meta-analysis of 
several studies concerning metacognition in underachieving 
children. Loper and Murphy concluded that underachieving 
students are, "...inactive learners who do not 
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spontaneously apply task-appropriate strategies" (p. 231). 
They say these studies show that compared to more 
successful students, underachieving students are 
metacognitively unskilled at every level. The studies show 
that underachieving students are: 1) not able to evaluate 
their own ability to complete a task successfully, 
2) unable to make a successful plan of action for 
attempting the task, 3) not able to apply appropriate 
strategies to the task, 4) cannot monitor their progress 
5) do not identify their mistakes and adjust their 
strategies accordingly, 6) do not evaluate their own 
performance once they finish with the task (p. 231). Loper 
and Murphy go on to discuss studies where underachieving 
students were taught metacognitive thinking strategies 
that improved their overall performance. Furthermore, they 
recommend teaching metacognitive strategies as an 
intervention for underachieving students.
Even though most cognitive research does not 
specifically mention metacognition as it applies to the 
teaching of writing, some writing researchers, such as 
Devine (1993), have taken Flavell's (1979) theories of 
metacognition and applied them specifically to reading 
and/or writing acquisition. In her research, Devine 
focuses specifically on metacognition as it applies to 
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students learning to read and write in a second language. 
She refers to metacognition as, "strategies that function 
to monitor or regulate cognitive strategies" (p. 112). 
Devine talks about how writing requires more monitoring 
than reading. She says that students who are learning a 
second language have trouble monitoring their progress 
because they have, "a limited metacognitive knowledge 
base" (p. 117). She writes:
Especially in the area of knowledge of task 
variables, second language writers may simply 
not possess sufficient information to determine 
if they are making progress towards the goal of 
the writing task. For example, writers who are 
unfamiliar with rhetorical structures or content 
demands of academic tasks are hardly in a 
position to adequately determine the success of 
their composition efforts ... with enhanced 
understanding of the task demands as well as 
explicit instruction in how that knowledge might 
be applied, L2 writers are better able to 
monitor their writing, (p. 117)
Devine recommends that students need to understand not 
only what they are expected to produce as well as the 
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procedures and strategies that they will need to use in 
order to get there.
Gordon's (1990) research shows that you can teach a 
student to become more metacognitively aware. Her research 
shows that when teachers explicitly taught metacognitive 
thinking strategies, the students did become more 
metacognitively aware. Gordon found that throughout the 
course of a school year, her sixth grade subjects became 
more aware of themselves as being in charge of various 
strategies that they could employ to be successful on the 
cognitive task at hand. She also noted that at the end of 
the year the students were more likely to use self 
monitoring strategies, and they were more aware of the 
decisions they were making in regards to strategy usage 
(See Appendix A).
Numerous writing researchers and practitioners use 
metacognitive thinking strategies when they teach writing 
even if they do not refer to it as such. Teacher 
researchers Carol Bland and Irene Koppel (1988) discuss 
the "Thinking Skills Through Writing" program at 
Bernardsville High School in Bernardsville, New Jersey. 
They assert that the first step in the program is to 
create a "thinking environment" in the classroom. Then, 
they teach the students the thinking skills that they need 
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to know to be writers. The program is broken into three 
phases. In the first phase, students learn to produce 
ideas by participating in class discussions that develop 
the following thinking skills used by writers: 
brainstorming, classifying and prioritizing, inferring, 
predicting, evaluating, changing perspectives, and 
comparing and contrasting. In the second phase the 
students learn to express their ideas by participating in 
activities that help them, "prioritize, classify, 
elaborate, and connect ideas" (Bland & Koppel, 1988, 
p 59). In this phase, the writing topics are student 
driven. Then, the third phase focuses on learning how to 
fine tune their writing and create finished pieces.
Throughout all three phases, students are required to use 
higher order thinking skills and the students are taught 
that, "writing is thinking" (p. 59).
One of the most effective ways to teach students the 
thinking processes writers go through while composing is 
to model these processes by thinking aloud while writing. 
In Writing and reading: Partners in constructing meaning, 
Taffy Raphael and Sue Englert (1990) discuss how writing 
is an invisible process. In their research, they set out 
to find ways to make this process visible to students. 
They started by creating a common language for teachers 
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and students to share when discussing the writing process, 
and then they made the process visible to students by 
thinking aloud while writing non-fiction essays in front 
of the students. They also gave the students "think 
sheets" to use while they wrote (See Appendix B). Students 
used them as tools to help remind themselves of the types 
of questions they should be asking themselves as' they 
wrote. The think sheets were tools to help the student 
writers think about their writing—they were not 
worksheets. Raphael and Englert made a different think 
sheet for each type of genre that the students were asked 
to use while writing. Raphael and Englert followed four 
students throughout the course of the study. They examined 
their writing samples, interviewed them, and asked them to 
write reflections. They found that all four students began 
to see themselves ..as people who could not only conduct 
research, but disseminate that knowledge to others as 
well. The students also began to develop some of the 
characteristics of successful writers: a) thinking about 
the audience b) evaluating what they wrote and
c) developing their basic writing skills. This study 
confirms the power that modeling thinking while writing 
can have on students own thinking and writing.
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Like Raphael and Englert, Elizabeth Stolarek (1994) 
also discusses the importance of modeling. In her 
research, she asked expert and novice writers to compose 
essays using an unfamiliar form of prose. Some expert and 
novice writers were given instructions and a model to use 
as an example, whereas other expert and novice writers 
were only given instructions. She found that the writers 
who were given a model wrote much better essays than their 
counterparts who were only given instructions. 
Surprisingly, she found that the novice writers who were 
given a model wrote better essays than the expert writers 
who were only given directions.
Lucy McCormick Calkins (1994) also stresses the 
importance of modeling while teaching writing, and she 
models not only the writing product, but also what writers 
think about throughout all stages of the writing process. 
Calkins says, "In order for young writers to learn to ask 
such questions of themselves, teachers and peers need to 
ask them of young writers" (p. 223). Calkins goes on to 
state, "Teacher-student and peer conferences, then, are at 
the heart of teaching writing. Through them students learn 
to interact with their own writing" (p. 223). Calkins says 
she writes and thinks aloud in front of students, and she 
shows them how to use a writing notebook 'by writing in her 
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own notebook in front of them. She also shows students how 
to conference with one another by publicly conferring with 
them as well as conferring with them one-on-one.
Calkins also takes conferring a step further by 
focusing on prompting the students with good questions so 
that eventually they will ask themselves these questions 
on their own when they are writing. Throughout her entire 
book she continuously mentions how important it is for 
writers to ask themselves questions while they write. 
Calkins says that inquiry lies at the heart of writing­
inquiry to explore a topic further, inquiry to help a 
writer question themselves during revision, and inquiry to 
help a writer reflect on their own thinking that they use 
while they are writing. One strategy she uses during 
revision is to have students reread their work to 
themselves while pretending to be in the author's chair, 
and they ask themselves, "[If I was in the author's chair 
right now] what questions do you think the kids might have 
[for me]?" (p. 127). Calkins also has her students explore 
questions further by writing about them. For example, 
during prewriting she has students to ask themselves 
questions about their work and then explore those 
questions in writing so they can go deeper into their 
thinking and shape their prewriting into drafts. She also 
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says that once writers can explain a strategy that they 
are using, they own it. Therefore, she asks students 
questions about the strategies they are using to see if 
they can articulate the process they go through when they 
are using the strategy. To help students develop this 
level of metacognition, Calkins recommends exploring 
student thinking during reflection time with questions 
like, "Did any of us feel a new idea growing in us as we 
wrote? Can you describe that?" (p. 153). She says students 
who she works with learn to, "expect writing to be a time 
for thinking" (p. 153).
Students working with Calkins also participate in a 
variety of activities where they reflect on their thinking 
and the strategies they are using when they are writing. 
She suggests that students participate in activities that 
range from students interviewing their classmates about 
their writing processes to making flow charts of the 
writing process (p. 244). Writing is thinking, and 
learning to think about thinking can be a valuable 
learning experience that leads to better student writing. 
As Calkins asserts, "...we [teacher and students] might 
talk about how questions about what one has done and hopes 
to do—about process—can be even more helpful than 
questions about content" (p. 206).
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Regie Routman (2005) also stresses the importance of 
focusing on thinking, communicating, inquiring, and 
exploring language, rather than letting a testing culture 
dictate how we teach writing. She asserts, "Teaching 
writing is a serious problem in many schools. We are 
overfocused on procedures, processes, genres, and testing 
and underfocused on thinking, communicating, inquiring, 
and exploring language" (p. 5). She warns that students 
who have teachers who focus on the latter become 
unmotivated workers rather than prolific writers. Routman 
states, "They [the students] fail to see the power of 
writing—writing as thinking, writing as communicating, 
writing as having fun with language. They see writing as 
drudgery and themselves as workers, not writers" (p. 34).
Routman (2005) says it is possible to teach writing 
in a simplified way that nurtures a classroom of writers 
instead of apathetic recruits. She calls her teaching 
approach "The Optimal Learning Model," which closely 
follows Pearson and Gallagher's (1983) Gradual Release 
Model described earlier (see pages 6-7 of this review). In 
the first stage of the Optimal Learning Model 
(Demonstration) the teacher models the writing process for 
the students. The teacher is the one doing the action and 
the students are just observing. In this stage, it is very 
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important that the teacher thinks aloud (metacognition) 
while writing, and it is equally important that the 
teacher writes authentically. In other words, the teacher 
needs to pick a topic and really go through the struggles 
of the writing process in front of the students while 
thinking aloud all along the way. If the teacher picks a 
topic and works it out before hand, the students do not 
get to see the struggles a writer goes through, and the 
students will think that the writing process is easy for 
"real writers" (the teacher) and difficult for students. 
Routman (2005) describes the demonstration stage this way:
After listing my subtopics, I think out loud, 
talking briefly about each one. Then I choose 
the one I most want to write about now and put a 
check mark next to it...I continue to make all 
my decisions in front of.the students, beginning 
by saying something like this: Kids, I'm going 
to be thinking out loud before I write and as I 
write my story. I'm doing that so that when you 
write you'll know what kind of thinking writers 
do. Then I compose on a projected transparency 
or large (usually lined) chart, (p. 27)
The second stage of Routman's Optimal Learning Model 
is called Shared Demonstration. In this stage, the teacher 
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is still in charge of the writing, but the students get to 
participate. It is a social activity where students share 
their ideas about a particular topic aloud, and the 
teacher dictates and paraphrases the students' words into 
writing on the overhead or large chart paper. During this 
stage, the teacher is still very much in control of the 
pen because the teacher needs to demonstrate the model 
level of writing that students can strive for. Besides, as 
Routman says, "The strategies that writers use are 
constructed, not transmitted, [her emphasis] Shared 
writing is a terrific context in which students can 
practice and reinforce the strategies we model, making it 
more likely that they will apply those strategies when 
they write" (p. 90). In other words, just telling a 
student to write a cohesive paragraph will not teach the 
student to write well. Writing is procedural knowledge 
that must be demonstrated in a gradual release structure 
in order for students to be successful.
The third stage of Routman's model is called Guided 
Practice. In this stage the students are in charge of 
their own writing, but the teacher continues to scaffold 
the students through the writing experiences as needed. 
During this stage the students are taking charge and 
practicing what they have learned, but the teacher is 
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still close by to help the students. During this part of 
the learning process Routman says, "The teacher or mentor 
is close by to validate, support, teach, and give 
feedback" (p. 72). Students either write alone or with a 
partner, and they receive teacher guidance and support 
during one to one conferences and small group instruction. 
Also, students confer with each other during this time if 
they need peer support.
In the final stage of Routman's writing model, 
Independent Practice, the teacher fully releases the 
responsibility of writing to the students, and the 
students practice their newly acquired writing skills 
independently. At this point the students are ready to 
choose their own topics, they have a command of a variety 
of writing strategies to choose from, they know what 
strong pieces of writing look like, and they know how to 
monitor their work in order to create successful pieces.
Throughout Routman's entire writing model, the 
emphasis is on showing the students how to write rather 
than just telling them. Also, throughout the entire 
process, Routman shows the students not just what she is 
doing, but what she is thinking as well. There is a strong 
emphasis on showing students the kinds of thoughts writers 
have while they are composing. Though the thoughts a 
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writer can have while'composing is infinite, Routman lists 
some thoughts that can help writers while they are 
writing: 1) How should I begin? 2) Should I say it this 
way or that way? 3) Will it sound better if I change this 
word, this line? 4) I better reread this to figure out 
what to say next. 4) I need to reread again to hear how it 
sounds. 5) Will my reader be pleased with the way I'm 
saying this? 6) Does this make sense? 7) Have I been too 
wordy, repeated myself, rambled? 8) What can I leave out?
What's still missing that I need to add? 9) Will this work 
for my reader? (p. 48). While this is hardly a complete 
list of all the thoughts writers use to help themselves 
when they are composing, it is a list of questions and 
ideas that puts the writer in charge of revising their 
work by nudging them to reread their work and think 
critically and reflectively about what they are writing 
and what they have already written.
Modeling thinking and writing in the classroom takes 
many forms. Some researchers emphasize modeling the 
thinking tools that will help foster student independence 
(Raphael & Englert, 1990). Others talk about teacher 
modeling during direct instruction (Fletcher & Portalupi, 
2001; Routman, 2005), while still others talk about 
creating a classroom environment where higher order 
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thinking skills dominate all curricular areas (Bratton, 
1988; Bland & Koppel, 1988). To create a classroom 
environment where higher order thinking is the norm, 
teachers need to make sure they ask reflective questions 
and encourage students to give thoughtful responses 
instead of always providing the students with the "right" 
answer. Bland and Koppel (1988) described this type of 
setting perfectly when they wrote, "Techniques such as 
conferring and questioning emphasized the importance of 
teachers' asking reflective questions rather than 
answering or telling automatically. We hoped teachers 
could create a collaborative workshop in class, students 
talking through their ideas and constantly assessing their 
own thinking" (p. 59).
Like Bland and Koppel (1988) who teach students 
strategies to use during the process of writing, Lucy 
McCormick Calkins (1994) also stresses teaching the writer 
not the writing. While conferring with young writers she 
says you have to teach students the process of writing 
instead of focusing on the student's particular piece of 
writing. She says, "...it is far better to suggest a 
strategy a student might add to her repertoire than a 
one-shot solution" (p. 228). If teachers fix students 
papers for them, then the teachers will become very good 
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editors, but the students will become dependent on the 
teachers, and they will not learn the skills and 
strategies. As Calkins wrote, "Children need to be 
learners-of-writing more than they need to be 
producers-of-good-writing" (p. 241). This can be done by 
focusing on process instead of just the end product.
Vicky Spandel (2001) adds to the conversation of 
focusing on the writers instead of the writing in, 
Creating writers: Through 6-trait writing assessment and 
instruction. She asks:
Would you painstakingly redo all the incorrect
[math] problems for students who had difficulty 
so they could then copy the correct versions 
into their notebooks? Most of us would view this 
as doing students' thinking for them...yet this 
is precisely what we do when we edit for 
students. We think for them—and then assign them 
the mindless busywork task of copying our 
results, (p. 224)
Spandel makes it clear that fixing students' papers for 
them does very little to teach the students writing 
strategies, therefore, it does very little to help the 
writer..
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Spandel also makes it clear that the six traits are 
not strategies writers use to write; it is a uniform set 
of language that writers use to describe the qualities of 
good writing so that students can look for and add these 
traits into their own writing during revision. In other 
words, they can learn to revise and edit their own work 
instead of being completely dependent on others. As 
Spandel writes, "...the six traits are not an approach to 
writing in and of themselves. Rather, they are language 
used to describe good writing, and as such, they mainly 
[her emphasis] support revision. So, teach process first, 
then traits... [her emphasis] (p. 132) .
If teaching the writing process comes first, then 
what exactly is the writing process? In Janet Emig's 
(1971) landmark study, she asked students questions as 
they drafted and revised a piece of text. She found that 
students were not writing in a linear fashion, but instead 
moving back and forth amongst the stages of the writing 
process—particularly, they seemed to revise all through 
the writing process. As Carl Nagin (2003) reiterates, 
"Studies of how writers actually work show them shuffling 
through phases of planning, reflections, drafting, and 
revision, though rarely in a linear fashion. Each phase 
requires problem solving and critical thinking" (p. 10)..
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Georgia Heard (2002) discusses the importance of 
teaching the writing process as well. Like the others 
researchers, she says the steps to the writing process 
are: prewriting, rough drafting, revising, editing, and 
publishing. Like Emig, Heard is very specific about how 
the stages of the writing process should be taught. She 
also explains how writers move back and forth and in and 
out of the various stages throughout the entire writing 
process. Also, she warns that if teachers teach students 
to follow the writing process in a linear fashion they- 
will be stifled because the way a person moves through the 
various stages depends on the person and the particular 
piece of writing that the person is working on.
Frank Smith also talks about the recursive nature of 
writing. He says writing is a creative process where 
written thoughts build upon each other. As the writer 
commits ideas to paper, some ideas lead to more ideas, 
other thoughts are expanded upon, and others are omitted. 
Smith likens the reciprocal writing process to building. 
He states, "Building comes easily as an appropriate 
metaphor [for writing], but so does any creative and 
constructive activity—painting a picture, composing music, 
sculpting, sewing, or cooking—where what we are still to
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do is both directed and stimulated by what we have already 
done" (p. 118).
Smith, F. (1994). Writing and the writer (2nd ed). Hillsdale, NJ: 
Lawrence Erlbaum.
Figure 4. Frank Smith's Model of the Writing Process
Smith (1994) devotes an entire book to a discussion 
of the writing process. He explores the complexities of 
the writing process, dispels myths about it, and talks 
about his own experiences as a writer. Smith makes it 
clear that people embarking on the journey of writing must 
understand the writing process; they need to know that a 
draft is just a draft and nothing more so that they do not 
freeze up and fall into a case of writer's block. In other 
words, if they think their writing has to come out perfect 
during the first draft stage, they will probable suffer 
from writer's block. Smith advises:
Do not expect the writing to come out right the 
first time, [his emphasis] Do not be afraid of 
the possibility that what you write will fail to 
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live up to your expectations, or those of the 
schoolteacher on your shoulder. Anything you 
write can be changed. Anything you write can be 
thrown away. You have nothing to lose. But if 
you write nothing in the first place, you have 
nothing to gain, nothing to change. Most 
professional writers rewrite and rewrite. They 
would never publish their first drafts, and they 
would never publish at all if they did not write 
their first drafts. It is easier to work at 
writing on paper than in the mind. (p. 134)
Smith goes on to say that students need to understand 
that drafting is a messy process where writers put their 
ideas down on paper, and revision is where they manipulate 
what they have written and make it concise. This 
understanding frees writers up to create their first 
drafts without fretting about making their drafts perfect. 
Then, the teacher can show students how to revise by 
revising her own work in front of the students. He 
stresses that students usually just see polished pieces of 
work, and they rarely, if ever, see someone take a piece 
of writing through the entire writing process. Smith 
states, "They [students] rarely see their teachers 
writing, let alone revising, editing, or throwing drafts
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away" (p. 208). Like Routman (2005), Smith advocates that 
teachers need to write in front of their students through 
all stages of the writing process, they need to spend time 
reading and studying the features and craft of books and 
other media, they need to write regularly on topics of 
their choice, and they need to write for a real audience' 
(p. 208, 217, 219, 223). Again, Smith's advice mirrors 
that of numerous other writing researchers presented thus 
far—set up a classroom environment that mimics that of 
real writers if you want your students to be writers.
John Chambers (1988) is one of numerous researchers 
who stress this idea of teaching thinking while teaching 
writing. In his article Teaching thinking throughout the 
curriculum—Where else? he says schools do not need a new 
curriculum area with teachers who just focus on thinking 
skills. Chambers states that all teachers need to deeply 
understand the curricular area they teach so they can 
understand the thinking skills needed for that discipline 
and then teach the thinking skills required for that 
particular discipline. That way, if students know how to 
use the thinking strategies and processes of a particular 
discipline, they will be more likely to produce 
appropriate and effective student work in that discipline. 
As Chambers puts it, "We need good teachers who can make 
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children think in the particular discipline the teacher is 
teaching" [his emphasis] (p. 6).
Researcher Stanely Pogrow (1988) also shares this 
sentiment in his article, Teaching thinking to at-risk 
elementary students. He argues that students cannot 
develop thinking skills without being in a classroom 
environment founded on deep thinking. However, he also 
states that if the students are at-risk, their thinking 
training should not be integrated into the rest of the 
curriculum for the first few years. He says that since 
they do not know how to reflect on ideas, giving them the 
burden of learning content and learning to construct 
meaning at the same time puts them in a "double bind." He 
writes, "It takes students two to three months of almost 
daily work on thinking activities before they start 
catching on to what understanding is, it is almost a year 
before they can habitually apply those thinking processes" 
(p. 82) .
Lucy McCormick Calkins (1994) discusses the specific 
higher order thinking skill of inquiry. Inquiry is at the 
heart of writing because the act of writing allows writers 
to concretize their thinking so they can examine it, 
refine it, and explore their thinking. Calkins points out 
that excellent writing teachers show their students that 
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writing is thinking. Calkins writes that some students 
have teachers who:
...have helped them experience how writing can 
take them on trails of thought, how it can lead 
them to realizations and ideas. Because they 
have teachers who help them probe their topics 
and explore the mysteries of their subject to 
confront the questions that have always been 
there, to explore the links between one facet of 
experience and another, they expect writing to 
be a time for thinking, (p. 153)
Researcher George Hillocks (1995) also stresses the 
importance of teaching students critical thinking in the 
form of inquiry. He asserts that when writing is taught as 
inquiry, it becomes the foundation of the student's 
education. Hillocks writes:
writing lies at the heart of education when it 
is connected to inquiry and when inquiry is in 
the hands of the students, who themselves 
construct, exchange, test, and revise 
interpretations in dialectical process. Writing 
is the chief means of extending, shaping, and 
rethinking that inquiry and carrying on the 
dialectical processes involved, (pp. 211-212) 
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Hillocks explains that students can learn how to engage in 
inquiry and, therefore, how to become writers, through 
carefully constructed interconnected lesson planning. This 
high level planning involves several series of procedural 
activities that begin as teacher-led, move to small group 
activities, and then, ultimately, become independent 
student tasks. These activities teach students the 
procedures that they need to know to be writers by showing 
them the procedures and then asking them to try practicing 
them with a partner until they are able to complete them 
alone. After all, as Hillocks remarks, knowing how to 
write well is procedural knowledge—not content knowledge— 
so, it should be taught as such (p. 215). Hillocks 
explains that teaching in this manner with several 
interconnected series of writing and thinking activities 
broken into smaller parts will lead to students 
internalizing the strategies. By internalizing these 
strategies, they will be able to apply them on their own 
in a writing workshop setting. Hillocks makes a 
distinction between students using a strategy because they 
are being asked to do so,, and using it because it is an 
internalized part of their repertoire. To get students to 
"own" a strategy, Hillocks recommends that teachers employ 
the following sequence: 1) engage students in two or more 
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activities using similar strategies, 2) provide 
opportunities to transfer this strategy to other writing 
tasks, 3) allow for the gradual release from dependent to 
independent strategy use, and 4) develop a way to judge 
whether or not the students have really learned the 
strategy.
Hillocks (1995) goes on to explain his meta-analysis 
of current writing research. He included 73 studies and 
compared how well the students performed depending of the 
mode of instruction and how well the students performed 
depending on the focus of the teacher's instruction. Under 
mode of instruction, he found that students who were 
taught in the presentational mode of instruction had an 
effect size of only .02, whereas, those who were taught in 
the "environmental" mode (the gradual release procedural 
method described above) had an overall effect size of .44. 
Under teacher's instructional focus, Hillocks found that 
teachers who focused on inquiry during writing instruction 
had a .56 effect size. This is well above the effect size 
of any other method studied (p. 220). Effect size means 
the overall effect that the mode of teaching had on 
student progress. On the number line, zero is in the 
middle, so zero stands for average growth. The .02 effect 
size of the presentational mode is very close to 0, so 
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this method had a slightly better than average effect on 
student learning, whereas the .44 effect size of the 
environmental mode was over four times as effective as 
average. Also, the teachers who focused on inquiry during 
writing instruction had an effect size of .56 which is 
almost six times greater than average student progress.
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Mode of Instruction: Experimental/Control Effects
Fractions o£ standard Deviations
Focus of Instruction: Experimental/Control Effects
Fractions o£ Standard Deviations
Hillocks, G. (1995). Teaching writing as reflective practice. New 
York: Teacher's College Press.
Figure 5. Graph Depicting the Results of Hillocks'
Meta-analysis
Hillocks believes that teachers need to start by 
asking themselves: What are some of the strategies used to 
write for a particular genre? (p. 150). He recommends 
beginning here and then creating interconnected units of 
procedural lessons that will teach these strategies to 
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students so they can then take these new skills and 
practice them independently in writing workshop. Hillocks 
states, "Writing is an art. Learning an art is learning 
how, when, and for what purpose to use procedures that are 
the province of that art" (p. 124).
Reading and writing are deeply entwined processes.
Many of the thinking skills mentioned by Hillocks are used 
by both good readers and good writers. If these skills are 
modeled in one area, teachers can help students transfer 
these skills to the other area. For example, Reggie
Routman (2005) talks about making the link between reading 
and writing explicit. She explains, "As I scaffold and 
shape kids' writing, I make connections to reading: The 
text we're writing together will become a reading text for 
us and others, so we want to do out best thinking and 
writing. Let's think together about all the great things 
we've noticed that authors do when they write" [her 
emphasis] (p. 86).
Lucy McCormick Calkins (2001) also talks about the 
connections between reading and writing. She emphasizes 
the importance of being able to synthesize information 
while writing. She says reading/writing teachers help 
students find the gem moments in their reading and writing 
and they, "...help writers and readers cup their hands 
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around that moment and find meaning in it" (p. 494). 
Overall, Calkins asserts that teachers need to teach 
students what they need to know to be readers and what 
they need to know to be writers, and then, eventually, the 
students will be able to put the two frameworks together 
as they begin to see the interconnectedness of the two 
(p. 498). However, like Hillocks advocates, the transfer 
needs to take place through activities that show students 
the procedures of writing, not just a teacher talking 
about writing. Researcher David Elkind (1989) put it this 
way:
It is assumed that—once children learn thinking 
skills or learning strategies or computer 
programming—these skills will automatically be 
transferred to different kinds of content. To be 
sure, transfer of training does occur, but it is 
far from automatic. Transfer happens when 
students are active, not passive learners.
(p. 109)
Ralph Fletcher and JoAnn Portalupi (2001) also stress 
the idea of connecting reading and writing. They suggest 
that teachers make the connection explicit by modeling 
with literature. They state that teachers need to show 
students how to work on their writing with a critical 
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reader's eye. In other words, teachers need to share great 
examples of children's literature with students and teach 
them about the elements that made that literature so 
powerful. Then, teachers need to show students how to look 
for elements of great writing in their own work and revise 
weak areas by following the models of great literature. On 
an individual basis, teachers can also help students 
during individual conferences by showing them books that 
model a particular writing style that the child is trying 
to use. Fletcher and Portalupi refer to the teacher as a 
switchboard operator who helps students connect their 
writing to particular texts. Stressing this need for using 
literature to model good writing, they state, "We can hand 
then paper and pencils and simply say go. But we need to 
tap their experiences as readers if we really want them to 
soar" (p. 84).
To tap a student's reading experiences, a teacher has 
to have a deep understanding of the thinking processes of 
a strong reader. In Mosaic of thought, Ellin Oliver Keene 
and Susan Zimmerman (1997) delve deep into the thinking 
strategies that people use to comprehend what they read. 
Even though readers use different strategies at different 
times and often more than one strategy at once, Keene and 
Zimmerman separate and label the strategies in order to 
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study them in depth and get a firm grasp on each one. The 
strategies they study and discuss are: using background 
knowledge, determining importance, questioning, 
visualizing, inferring, and synthesizing. The two authors 
investigate these strategies by studying their own reading 
practices as well as those of students in several Colorado 
elementary schools. They show, through practical 
experience, how teachers can teach these strategies to 
students by reading aloud and thinking aloud. They 
conclude that this modeling can empower students to become 
inquisitive thinkers, enthusiastic readers, and powerful 
scholars.
Even though Keene and Zimmerman's research is in 
reading comprehension, it is relevant to this discussion 
because their metacognitive thinking strategies can apply 
to writing as well. In fact, a Public Education and 
Business Coalition publication entitled Thinking 
strategies for learners (2001) says that the PEBC's 
approach to teaching writing is metacognitive. The 
publication says that the PEBC, which includes Keene and 
Zimmerman, teaches writing using the same thinking 
strategies they use to teach reading. The authors of this 
publication state that, "Teaching writing is teaching 
thinking," and they go on to show how they fully integrate 
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the same higher order thinking skills that they use to 
teach reading into their writing program (p. 19). The 
following chart shows how the thinking strategies of 
reading can be transferred to the thinking strategies of 
writing. The PEBC says that an awareness of these 
strategies and an understanding of how to use them can 
increase a student's metacognitive abilities.







• choose their own topics and write about subjects they 
care about.
• use content that comes from and builds on their 
experiences.
• think about and use what they know about genre, text 
structure, and conventions as they write.
• recognize and capitalize on their own voice for specific 
effects in their compositions.
• know when their prior knowledge for a topic or text 
format is inadequate and create the necessary background 
knowledge.






• compose in a way that leads readers to form questions as 
they read.
• monitor their progress by asking questions about their 
choices as they write.
• ask questions of other writers in order1 to confirm their 
choices and make revisions.
• see places for revision in their own texts as well as 





• observe their world and record what they believe is 
significant.
• make decisions about the most important ideas to include 
in the pieces they write.
• make decisions about the best genre and structure to 
communicate their ideas.
• reveal their biases by emphasizing some elements over 
others.
• provide only essential details to reveal the meaning and 
to produce the effect desired.








• make decisions about content, genre, and text structure 
that permit or encourage inference on the part of the 
reader.
• consider their audience when making decisions about what 
to describe explicitly and what to leave to the.reader's 
interpretation.
• consider far more detail than they reveal in their texts 
so that their readers will draw conclusions, make 





• make plans for their writing before and during the 
drafting process. They use their knowledge of text 
elements such as character, setting, conflict, sequence 
of events, and resolution to create a structure for 
their writing.
• study other writers and draw conclusions about what 
makes good writing. They work to replicate the style of 
authors they find compelling.
• reveal themes in a way that suggests their importance to 
readers.
• recognize the ways in which readers might develop a 
coqent synthesis of their writing.
Evoking 
sensory images 
is a way for 
writers to
• consciously create strong images in their compositions, 
using strategically placed detail.
• create impact through the use of strong nouns and verbs.
• explore their own ideas. They consciously study their 
mental images for direction in their pieces.
• learn from the images created in their own minds as they 
read.







• monitor their texts during the composition process to 
ensure that they make sense for the intended audience at 
the word, sentence, and text level.
• read their work aloud to find and hear their voice.
• share their work so others can help them monitor the 
clarity and impact of the work.
• pay attention to their style and purpose.
• pause to consider the impact of their work and make 
conscious decisions about when to turn a small piece 
into a larger project, when revisions are complete, or 








• revise and edit, continually seeking clarity and 
creating impact for the reader. They experiment with and 
make changes in overall meaning, content, working, text 
organization, punctuation, and spelling.
• capitalize on their knowledge of writer' tools (e.g. 
character, setting, conflict, theme, plot structure, 
leads, style) to enhance their meaning.
Adapted from Thinking strategies for learners: A guide to PEBC's 
professional development in reading, writing, mathematics, and 
information literacy. (2001) Denver, CO: Public Education and 
Business Coalition. (Available from the Public Education and Business 
Coalition, 1410 Grant Street, Suite A 101, Denver, CO 80203. 
http://www.pebc.org)
All text is copied exactly as it appears in the original.
In Metacognitive assessment strategies (2005), Susan 
E. Isreal, Kathryn L. Bauserman, and Cathy Collins Block 
discuss increasing students' reading comprehension levels 
by raising their metacognitive awareness of reading 
comprehension strategies. Like Keene and Zimmerman's book 
and the PEBC publication, this article is about reading 
comprehension, not writing, but it is relevant to this 
discussion because the authors discuss four strategies 
teachers can use to help students improve their thinking 
about their thinking. These strategies can easily be 
adjusted to use in writing instruction. The first strategy 
is the metacognitive interview. This is where the student 
reads and then the teacher and student talk about that 
reading experience. In other words, the teacher asks the 
student what she was thinking about while she was reading, 
and what she was thinking when she miscued within the 
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text. By using the metacognitive interview, the teacher 
can begin to, "...'see' inside the mind of the student to 
determine the reasoning behind a student's answers"
(p. 23). The authors stress the importance of developing a 
common language to use with students so that they can 
learn to articulate their thinking about their thinking. 
They also recommend using verbs from the higher levels of 
Bloom's Taxonomy in order to compose thought provoking 
metacognitive questions for these interviews.
Table 3. Bloom's Taxonomy
Thinking Skills
(from lowest to highest level 
of thought)
Verbs
Knowledge—"... the recall situation 
involves little more than bringing 
to mind the appropriate material" 
(p. 186)
List, define, tell, describe, 
identify, show, label, 
collect, examine, tabulate, 
quote, name, who, when, where
Comprehension—".. .the individual 
knows what is being communicated and 
can make use of the material or idea 
being communicated without 
necessarily relating it to other 
material or seeing its fullest 
implications" (p. 190)
Summarize, describe, 




Application—"The use of 
abstractions in particular and 
concrete situations" (p. 191)
Apply, demonstrate, calculate, 
complete, illustrate, show, 
solve, examine, modify, 
relate, change, classify, 
experiment, discover
Analysis—"The breakdown of a 
communication into its constituent 
elements or parts such that the 
relative hierarchy of ideas is made 
clear and/or the relations between 
the ideas expressed are made 
explicit" (p. 191).
Analyze, separate, order, 
explain, connect, classify, 




(from lowest to highest level 
of thought)
Verbs
Synthesis—.working with pieces, 
parts, elements, etc., and arranging 
and combining them in such a way as 
to constitute a pattern or structure 
not clearly there before" (p. 192)
Combine, integrate, modify, 
rearrange, substitute, plan, 
create, design, invent, what 
if?, compose, formulate, 
prepare, generalize, rewrite
Evaluation—"Judgments about the 
value of material and methods for 
given purposes" (p. 193)
Assess, decide, rank, grade, 
test, measure, recommend, 
convince,- select, judge, 
explain, discriminate, 
support, conclude, compare, 
summarize
This graphic is based on Krathwohl, D. R., Bloom, B. S., & Masia, B. B. 
(1964). Taxonomy of educational objectives: The classification of 
educational goals (Vol. 2). New York: David McKay
All quotes come from Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia (1964). The Bloom's 
Taxonomy verbs list is adapted from Bloom's Taxonomy from University of 
Victoria Counselling Services webpage. Retrieved December 10, 2005, from 
http://www.coun.uvic.ca/learn/program/hndouts/bloom.html
In the same article, Isreal, Bauserman, and Collins
Block (2005) also suggest using the Informal Reading 
Inventory as a metacognitive activity by just adding the 
questions: "Why do you think so?" or "Help me understand 
your thinking by elaborating further" (p. 25). They also 
recommend having students draw pictures to go with a story 
and then questioning them by asking them what they were 
thinking about when they made the drawings. Like Calkins 
(1994), the authors also encourage teachers to help 
students think metacognitively about their reading 
practices by holding informal metacognitive discussions 
before, during, and after reading.
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Improved metacognitive awareness can also help 
students improve their score on standardized writing 
tests. There has been a tremendous push to prepare 
students for standardized writing assessments, but all of 
the research referred to thus far does not discuss writing 
to a. standardized prompt. However, researchers Gere, 
Christenbury, and Sassi (2005) claim that students learn 
to write successfully to a prompt when they spend most of 
their writing time in the writing workshop setting 
described by the various researchers in this review. Gere, 
Christenbury, and Sassi discuss the nonnegotiable 
components of a strong writing program: time, ownership, 
and response. They assert that top writing teachers across 
the country all say you must have these three components 
in order to have writing success. Students need time to 
prewrite, draft, reflect, and revise; they must have a say 
in a topic in order for it to be meaningful, and they need 
response from both peers and teachers. The authors discuss 
how this philosophy seems to be completely out of 
alignment with the instruction’that-is: necessary to get 
students ready to write to a prompt. However, they say 
that you can't get to successful prompt writing if all you 
do is artificial prompt writing. Process writing is 
crucial, and it will prepare students for prompt writing,
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"...as long as that curriculum includes attention to the 
special skills required by writing tests" (Gere et al.
p. 11) .
Like Calkins (2001), Routman (2005), and Hillocks
(1995) Gere, Christenbury, and Sassi (2005) recommend that 
teachers use literature to help students understand what 
writing prompts are asking them to do. They say teachers 
should read and discuss the literature as models of good 
writing and link the components of this published writing
to the class rubrics. Then students should look at prompts 
and learn to write prompts. They also suggest taking 
student work samples, discussing them without a rubric, 
making a rubric together, and then making prompts for the
model. They explain, "Our question to students is: What 
kind of question or prompt inspired or guided this essay?" 
(p. 19). They also teach students a series of questions to
ask themselves every time they encounter a writing prompt.




What is the central claim or topic being
called for?
Who is the intended audience?
What is the purpose or mode for this
writing task?
4. What strategies will be most effective? 
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5. What is my role in achieving this purpose?
(p. 69)
By learning to answer these questions, students become 
metacognitively aware of what they should be thinking 
about before they begin writing to any prompt.
The research in this review emphasizes the importance 
of modeling the writing process and the thinking processes 
writers use while they are writing. It is also clear that 
« because writing is so complex, it is most effective to
teach writing and thinking processes through the gradual 
release model. At the same time, classrooms that are set 
up to treat students like real writers create real 
writers. Also, teachers who make the connection between 
reading and writing explicit for their students foster 
better writers.
There is significant research studying the role of 
metacognition on reading comprehension, and the use of 
questioning and other modes of inquiry to improve 
students' writing abilities. However, there is very little 
research making direct links between how explicit 
instruction in metacognition might impact student writing 
abilities. The existing research does not bridge the gap 
between the two areas, thus, more research in this area is 
needed in order to study the effect that students' 
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awareness of themselves as writers has on their writing 
abilities. The present study will attempt to bridge this 
gap by seeking to find out if applying the three variables 
of metacognition to a well constructed writing curriculum 
will improve student writing performance. In the next 
chapter, I will explain how I worked with a group of eight 
fourth grade students for eight weeks. In that eight 
weeks, I attempted to make the thinking process of good 
writers explicit by modeling my own writing and thinking, 
and then students worked on their writing and practiced 





If you were to walk into an ideal classroom during 
writing workshop, you would see a classroom of independent 
young writers who would articulate what part of the 
writing process they were working in, and tell you what 
writing strategies they were using and why. They would be 
able to identify their strengths and weakness as writers 
and talk about what writing strategies they used to 
compensate for their weaknesses. They would also be able 
to revise their own writing because they would know what 
qualities good writing has, and they would know how to 
prompt themselves with questions that would help them make 
necessary revisions.
This is a dream class of writers, but my qoal was to 
make this dream a reality. The particular strateqies that 
I used in my own writing workshop closely mirror those 
that have been referred to in my literature review. I 
designed my writing workshop curriculum to specifically 
address the four critical goals that must be in place if 
this ideal classroom is to materialize. My first and most 
important goal was to help students develop their 
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metacognitive abilities so they will be aware of what 
strategies they need to use throughout the writing process 
in order to be most effective, and when they need to use 
them (See Figure 6). I also wanted to help students deepen 
their understanding of the writing process so they would 
be able to effectively revise and edit their narratives. I 
wanted my students to develop their higher order thinking 
skills so they can effectively revise and edit their 
narratives, and I wanted them to increase their repertoire 
of narrative writing strategies so they can draw upon them 
while they are writing.
Design of the Investigation
This study was designed to help my students achieve 
the four goals mentioned in the chapter introduction, and 
to see if the teaching practices used in the study would 
help the students achieve the four goals. I also wanted to 
see if achievement of the four goals would lead to higher 
writing scores.
I used eight essential components in my writing 
workshop to help my students achieve the four critical 
goals. These eight components are as follows: I always 
referred to the students as writers, we reflected 
regularly on our own practices as writers, and we 
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celebrated our writing with author's chair. Also, I 
conferred with students regularly, we spend time learning 
and practicing specific writing strategies and elements, 
and we read and discussed published works in the same 
genre that we were studying. Finally, the students spent 
the majority of our time together writing and revising 
their work. All of these practices mirror what real 
writers do when they are writing, and they are recommended 
by the researchers in my literature review.
Many of the researchers in my literature review also 
discussed metacognition, but the discussion was often 
brief, and it was not the focus of their work. The 
metacognition research presented in my literature review 
often mentions reading and writing, but writing and 
metacognition is not the sole focus of the research. It 
seems to me that the best writing workshop practices 
mentioned above can be closely linked to Flavell's theory 
of metacognitive knowledge. Flavell (1979) talks about how 
metacognitive knowledge can be broken down into three 
distinct yet highly interactive categories known as task 
variables, person variables, and strategy variables. Even 
though I did not explicitly define these three types of 
variables for the students, I made a conscious effort to 
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ensure that I was regularly bringing all three variables 




• information about the kinds of 
processing the task will require ‘ ■
Person Variables





•.-knowledge of the strategies available to; :■ 
complete a task
• knowledge of the effectiveness of
: • knowledge of the effectiveness of these ’ ’ 
. strategies to complete the task at hand -
• knowledge ofhow to employ the - 
strategies & whicli one/s to employ j
Flavell, J. H. (1979). Metacognition and cognitive monitoring: A new 
area of cognitive-developmental inquiry. American Psychologist 
______34, 906-911.________________________________ ,_________________  
Figure 6. Flow Chart Based on Flavell's Interactive
Variables of Metacognitive Knowledge
In the following section, I have broken down and 
explained the eight essential components of an effective 
writing workshop. I derived these eight essentials from 
the work of the researchers in my literature review. These 
eight essentials are the building blocks I used to create 
the foundation of my writing workshop. It was my intention 
that these eight essential components would help the 
students develop a deeper understanding of the writing 
process, and the thinking writers use when they are 
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working in the writing process. My intention is based on 
the assumption that it is not that students do not want to 
follow the writing process—it is just that they do not 
understand it, and they need the eight essential 
components of an effective writing workshop in order to 
learn how to use the writing process effectively. The 
following sections explain the eight essential components. 
How We Referred to Ourselves
I referred to the students as writers at all times, 
and the students referred to themselves and each other as 
writers. Also, we called our class "The Writing Club." 
This practice helped shape the students thinking about 
themselves as learners and writers (person variables). 
Reflection Time
Students either wrote reflections and then shared 
them with each other, or just shared what they learned 
about themselves as writers that day (task, person, and 
strategy variables). This activity took place one to two 
days per week.
Author's Chair
Students shared their own work aloud and the rest of 
the class listened. Students participated in this activity 
a few days per week for five minutes or more. This 
activity strengthened the students' confidence and 
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identity as writers (person variables). It also gave them 
an audience, a purpose, and.a forum to share their work. 
Individual Conferences
I worked with students to develop their knowledge 
about themselves as learners and writers during individual 
writing conferences (person variables). During these 
conferences we discussed and reflected on the learner's 
strengths and weakness as a writer. We talked about what 
kinds of strategies the learner could use to build on 
their strengths and overcome their weaknesses (strategy 
variables). We also spent a significant amount of time 
dispelling myths about the writing process and replacing 
ineffective writing strategies with more effective ones. 
Table 4 gives an example of a 1:1 writing conference where 
I helped Beth become aware of her thinking as a writer 
(metacognition) and dispel some myths that she held about 
writing strategies and the writing process.
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Table 4. Analysis of a 1:1 Conference with Beth
Commentary Conversation During 1:1 
Conference
During this part of the 
conversation, I noticed that Beth 
was using a writing strategy that 
was hindering her progress as a 
writer. She was trying to edit 
when she should have been 
drafting (misconception about the 
writing process—task variables). 
The strategy she chose to use was 
ineffective, and she wasn't aware 
that it was hindering her 
progress (strategy variables)'.
Teacher: I can see that you have 
a lot of trouble with 
conventional spelling and I 
notice that it's freezing you up 
so that you can't write. Did you 
notice this?
Beth: No
I was showing Beth that she 
shouldn't focus on editing when 
she is trying to draft because it 
will just hinder her ability to 
draft effectively (strategy 
variables). I also showed her 
that she is not alone in her 
difficulties with spelling, but 
that she should not let this 
"weakness" hamper her writing 
(person variables).
Teacher: When it's writing time, 
I want you to forget about 
spelling during the drafting 
stage because it's not helping 
you at all to just sit there 
worrying about it. A lot of good 
writers just like you have 
trouble with spelling.
Beth: really?
Again, this is a further 
explanation used to dispel Beth's 
misinformation about the writing 
process, and to direct her to use 
the writing process more 
effectively (strategy variables).
Teacher: Yes, even me! I think 
that you're thinking that you 
have to make the spelling perfect 
during the drafting stage, is 
that what you're thinking about? 
Beth: Yes.
Teacher: That's not what the 
drafting stage is about at all. 
Drafting is about getting your 
ideas down on the paper. We'll 
fix the spelling later when we 
are revising. When you worry too 
much about spelling during the 
drafting stage, it makes it so 
that you can't even write your 
ideas down. Is that a very 
productive way to write?
Beth: No
At the end of the conference, I 
gave Beth a clear directive of 
how I wanted her to view the 
writing process, and where I 
wanted her to go next with her 
writing.
Teacher: I want you to use this 
strategy: just write during 
drafting. Then, we'll edit 
spelling later.
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Time to Learn and Practice Specific Writing 
Strategies
I modeled several specific writing strategies and the 
students practiced these strategies during an activity or 
a series of activities. Then, later when the students were 
working on their own writing, I was able to refer back to 
the activities when I wanted the students to incorporate 
the strategies into their own writing (strategy 
variables). For example, my students were having a 
difficult time adding sensory details to their personal 
narratives so we played the "shell game" (adapted from 
Hillocks, 1995). In this game I showed the students two 
shells that looked almost identical. I told them which 
shell we were going to write about and I told them that we 
had to make sure we wrote about it so well that someone 
who didn't know which shell we were writing about would be 
able to distinguish it from the other shell. Then the 
students and I began writing a sensory detail paragraph 
together about the chosen shell. After this modeling I 
gave each student two similar shells and I asked them to 
write about one of the shells. After the students wrote 
their descriptive paragraphs, they had to read their 
paragraphs to their tablemates, and they had to decide 
which shell the author was writing about. If the students 
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were able to guess correctly, this meant that the author 
wrote a good description. After this activity the students 
went back to work on their personal narratives and I told 
them to add more descriptive details, "just like the shell 
game." This activity and others like it gave my students a 
concrete experience for the abstract concept of "sensory 
details." It became a common touchstone experience that we 
could refer back to whenever needed to. Then whenever I 
said, "add sensory details to your writing like you did 
during the shell game," the students understood what I was 
saying and they knew what to do.
Time to Write
The students had ample uninterrupted time to write 
three to four days a week so they could practice writing. 
During this time I circulated around the room prompting 
individual students to actively think about what they were 
doing and how they were doing it. During writing time they 
were considering task variables, using strategy variables, 
and developing their person variables about themselves as 
learners and writers even though they may not have been 
conscious that they were doing so. During individual 
conferences, I prompted students in order to bring the 
metacognitive variables to a conscious state in their 
minds. As Devine (1993) states, "Research with young 
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native writers suggests explicit attention to the role of 
self-monitoring in writing results in greater use of 
self-monitoring strategies," Gordon's 1990 study (as cited 
in Devine, 1993, pp. 118). The following example 
illustrates how I prompted students to improve their 
metacognition (See Table 5).
Table 5. Analysis of a 1:1 Conference-with Lupe
Commentary Conversation During 1:1 
Conference
At this point in time, Lupe was 
not aware of her own thinking.
Lupe was staring down at her 
paper for several minutes and 
she wasn't writing anything. 
Teacher: I notice you've been 
staring at your paper for quite 
a while. What are you thinking 
about right now?
Lupe: Nothing
After I prompted Lupe, she 
became aware of her own 
thinking. In other words, she 
became metacognitively aware of 
her own thinking.
Teacher: Are you sure there's 
absolutely nothing going on in 
your mind right now?
Lupe: Well, I'm thinking about 
my periods.
Teacher: What about them?
Lupe: Like, where they go.
I was modeling for Lupe how to 
monitor and reflect on her 
strategy choices so she can 
learn to make sure she is using 
the most effective strategies 
while she is writing (task and 
strategy variables).
Teacher: Do you think that 
editing right now while you're 
trying to get all your thoughts 
down on the paper is a good 
idea, or is it keeping you from 
writing down all your thoughts? 
If it's not keeping you from 
writing down your thoughts, 
then it's a good strategy to 
use right now, but if it's 
blocking your thoughts, you 
should probably save that 
strategy for later on after 
you've written your draft. 
Lupe: It's [the strategy] 
getting in the way.
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Commentary Conversation During 1:1 
Conference
At this point I gave Lupe an 
explanation of the drafting 
process, and the revising 
process. From this conversation 
she was able to realize that 
editing for periods may not be 
the most effective strategy to 
use at this time.
Teacher: For me, writing a 
draft is like reaching out and 
grabbing all the candy that I 
can out of a pinata before it's 
all gone. Then later, after I 
get my big pile of candy, I sit 
down and organize it. When I'm 
writing, it's the same thing. 
If I go too slow at first, I 
lose a lot of my thoughts. 
Lupe: I think I should write 
down my thoughts first and 
worry about checking the 
periods later.
Time to Study a Specific Genre of Writing
The students spent a specific amount of time studying 
and writing in the narrative genre so they could learn 
about the specific types of processing that the genre of 
narrative requires them to do (task variables.) We also 
focused on the strategies that were available to them to 
complete writings in that particular genre (strategy 
variables).
Time to Revise
Students had ample time to revise their work, and 
they received explicit instruction in how to revise their 
work. This instruction focused heavily on metacognitive 
strategies. Through modeling my own writing process and 
thinking aloud during this process, I showed students that 
revision is about reviewing ones thinking; it is about 
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adding more when there is not sufficient thinking to 
express an idea and taking away when certain ideas do not 
convey what the writer is trying to express to the 
audience. It is also about moving pieces of text around so‘J*
that the piece will most effectively convey the message 
the writer wants to convey to the reader. By modeling my 
own writing process during mini-lessons throughout our 
eight weeks together, I showed students that revision can 
take place throughout the entire writing process. I taught 
the students a series of questions to help them prompt 
themselves when they were revising. This was by no means 
an exhaustive list of metacognitive revision prompts, but 
it was a springboard list to help students become more 
independent when they were revising their work. Students 
had a copy of this checklist in their writing notebooks, 
and I modeled for them how to use it, by using it while I 
was writing in front of them, and revising in front of 
them. Through modeling with my own writing, I also showed 
the students that writer's do not include everything on 
the checklist every time they write;’the list is merely a 
guide to help writers use just the right words and 
thoughts to paint a perfect picture of what they see in 
their minds (See Table 6, & See Appendix C for the actual
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student version of this checklist that was used in the 
study).
Overall, during mini-lesson modeling and individual 
writing conferences, I stressed that during revision, 
writers ask themselves the following questions:
What do I see right now in this part of the story?
Did I write down what I see in my mind? What does this 
part of my story look like in my mind? In addition to 
these questions, there are some specifically focused 
questions based on the literary elements found in good 
narrative writing. These questions were adapted from 
Christensen (2000), and they are based on the five 
literary elements most commonly found in narratives: 
dialogue, blocking, character description, setting 
description, and figurative language.
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Table 6. Revision Checklist Questions
Dialogue
• What are the characters saying?
• Is it something that is important, dramatic, 
or funny enough to write into the story?




• What does the character look like?
• What is the character wearing?
• Can we tell the character's age?
• Is the character bossy? Shy? Rowdy?
Setting
Description
• Where does the story take place?
• What does it look like there?
• What does it smell like?
• What's on the walls?
Figurative 
Language
• Did you use enough similes in my story?
• Did I use too many similes?
I used this list of the eight essential components of 
an effective writing workshop to create the foundation of 
my writing workshop. However, even though this list gives 
you all the threads that I weaved throughout the workshop, 
it does not provide a visual outline of what the workshop 
actually looked like during the day-to-day. The following 
section gives a brief overview of how I implemented the 
gradual release model.
Basic Overview of the Personal Narrative 
Writing Unit Used in this Study
I started our study by having the students 
participate in several activities that would improve their 
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knowledge of the elements good writers use when they are 
writing narratives. Hillocks (1995) refers to these 
activities as "gateway activities." These activities 
formed the concrete touchstones that we would refer to 
time and time again as we discussed the elements of good 
narrative writing. Without these activities, the 
discussions and explanations of the eight essential 
narrative writing elements would have remained abstract. 
With these activities, I was able to refer back to them 
during mini-lessons and individual conferences. For 
example, if a student needed to describe his setting in 
greater detail, I could say, "Remember when we wrote 
descriptions of the shells? As a reader of your writing, I 
really want to see your setting in my mind. Could you 
write about your setting the same way you wrote about your 
shells during the shell game?" Without the gateway 
activities, all I could have said to this student would 
have been, "You need more detail here," and then I could 
have given him some examples, or talked him through his 
own thinking. Clearly, the first example is a stronger 
teaching moment because I was able to refer to the common 
experience that we both shared and use it to concretize 
the abstract idea of vivid setting description.
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After completing several "Gateway" activities, we 
began drafting. I always started each step of the writing 
process by modeling my own writing in front of the 
students and thinking aloud as I wrote—focusing on the 
questions good writers ask themselves aS they are writing 
narratives. Then, the students had time to work on their 
own drafts, and I held individual conferences with them 
while they wrote. One day a week, students were able to 
share in author's chair for five to ten minutes. Also, we 
shared our thoughts in brief five-minute reflection 
discussions one to two days per week. I would sometimes 
hold modeling mini-lessons every day if the students were 
having trouble understanding certain parts of the writing 
process or certain elements of good writing, but once the 
students began developing a strong understanding of the 
writing process, I cut back on the mini-lessons, and gave 
students more time to write independently. We repeated 
this process every day until the students completed their 
final drafts. Then, I looked over the students narratives, 
found areas that they all needed to work on, and gave some 
mini-lessons on these areas of focus while the students 
wrote their second narratives.
Since writing is a complex skill requiring a 
multitude of strategies and metacognitive awareness so the 
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writer knows what strategies to use and when to use them, 
this personal narrative writing unit follows the Gradual 
Release Model (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983). The Gradual 
release model aligns with writing because it does not 
expect students to master the craft in one day. As teacher 
and professional staff developer Diane Sweeney (2003) 
says, "We would never base student learning upon a single 
experience, claiming, 'I will teach all my students to 
read today with one, really great lesson,' learning is 
gradual and incremental..." (p. 3). This is true for all 
learning, but certainly it is even more salient for 
teaching a procedure that is as complex as the writing 
process (See Appendix D for the-complete scope and 
sequence outline, and Appendix E for the lesson plans that 
correspond with the scope and sequence outline).
Population
Eight fourth grade students participated in this 
study. Six of them are English Language Learners with a 
CELDT level of three or four. All six speak Spanish as a 
first language, and there are four girls and two boys in 
this group. The other two students are English-only 
students. All eight students are Hispanic. These eight 
students were chosen because they scored level 2/"basic" 
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on the district four point rubric on the most recent 
writing samples collected by their teachers. Since the 
school district goal is to help these students move to
level 3 "proficient, " I chose students scoring in the
level 2 range to see if my instruction could help them
move to proficiency. My assumption was that since they
were close to proficiency, maybe a intensive study of 
metacognition and the writing process could help these 
students move up to the next level. The students came from 
two fourth grade classes. I did not choose the students; 
the teachers chose them for me. I asked two teachers to 
pick four writing level two students that they thought 
would benefit most from intensive writing instruction.
Given the student profile, the activities I designed 
are appropriate because the student participants are 
struggling writers and none of them have a firm 
understanding of the writing process, and, specifically, 
they do not understand the concept of revision. They also 
do not have strong metacognitive skills, they do not 
understand the writing process, and they do not have a 
strong repertoire of writing strategies to draw upon while 
writing. Because of these areas of need, the activities 
and goals are appropriate for this study because they 




On the first day that I met with the students, I 
asked them to fill out a writing questionnaire. This 
questionnaire is based on The Burke Reading Inventory 
(Burke, 1980), but instead of asking questions about 
reading, this questionnaire asks the students to tell 
about their thoughts and feelings about the act of writing 
(See Figure 7) .
Writer's Reflection
1. Do you like to write? Why or why not?
2. Do you have any positive memories about writing? If so, please 
explain.
3. Do you have any negative memories about writing? If so, please 
explain.
4. Please list two or three writing goals that you have for 
yourself.
5. Please describe what you do and what you think about when you 
revise a rough draft.
6. Do you know any good writers? If so, who? What do you think 
these people do in order to write so well?
Figure 7. Writer's Reflection Questionnaire
The next day that I met with the students, I gave 
them the following prompt: "Write about a time you were 
sad, angry, frustrated, or embarrassed. Be sure to provide 
enough detail so the reader feels like they are in the 
story. You have as much time as you need to write, revise, 
and edit your story. You will only write one draft. Please 
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don't erase. If you find errors or want to change 
something, just cross out the part you want to change and 
rewrite your new response above the old text, or in the 
margins, or on another piece of paper." The students spent 
the entire 45-minute period writing, and.then they spent 
an additional twenty minutes writing and editing during 
our next meeting. I did not provide the students with any 
assistance. Whenever they asked me a question, I always 
gave them the same response,."Do what good writers do." 
After all the students were finished writing to the 
prompt, I gave each student a writing oral interview.
These interviews were conducted individually. I asked each 
student the questions, they responded to the questions, 
and I wrote down their responses verbatim. It took two 
days to complete all of the interviews. The interview 
questions were based on questions that I thought would 
elicit the students' metacognitive thinking about writing. 
The questions were about the student's thinking about the 
writing process and about how they viewed themselves as 
writers more than they were about their actual writing 
(See Figure 8).
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1. What was the first thing you did when you received the writing 
prompt?
2. What genre of writing did you write in? How did you know to 
write in that genre?
3. Did you do any prewriting? If so, what did you do? Help me 
understand your thinking by telling me about it.
4. What were you thinking about as you wrote your narrative? Help 
me understand your thinking by telling me about it.
5. What did you think about when you reread your narrative? Help 
me understand your thinking by telling me about it.
6. Describe what you were thinking about as you were revising your 
work.
7. Describe what you were thinking about as you were editing your 
work.
8. Did you find any errors or other things you wanted to change 
when you reread your essay? If so, how did you find those 
errors?
9. What questions did you ask yourself as you were rereading your 
work?
10. Do you think you wrote a good narrative? How do you know?
11. Do you think you are a good writer? Why do you think so or why 
don't you think so?
12. Do you think professional writers revise and edit their work? 
Why or why not?
Figure 8. Writing Oral Interview Questions
I used every question in the study except question number 
two, "What genre of writing did you .write in? How did you 
know to write in that genre?" I ended up throwing out this 
question because it really did not have anything to do 
with the focus of the study.
After eight weeks of instruction, I asked each ■ 
student to fill out another writing questionnaire. Then, I 
gave them the same writing prompt that I gave them at the 
beginning of the study. This time the students wrote for 
four days. Once again, I did not provide the students with 
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any assistance, and when they asked me questions I just 
said, "Do what good writer's do." Then, when the last 
student was finished writing, I began the oral interviews. 
Just as before, each interview was conducted individually, 
I asked each question one at a time, and as the student 
responded, I wrote down their response. It took two days 
to complete the oral interviews.
Data Analysis Procedures
Specific Analysis Procedures
I used the case study research design to conduct my 
research. I studied the writing and the metacognition of 
eight student writers over the course of eight-weeks. I 
collected three types of data, pre and post writing 
reflections, pre and post writing oral interviews, and pre 
and post writing samples. The data was triangulated in 
order to ensure accuracy. "Triangulation prevents the 
investigator from accepting too readily the validity of 
initial impressions; it enhances the scope, density, and 
clarity of constructs developed.during the course of the 
investigation" Glaser and Strauss (as cited in LeCompte & 
Preissle, 1993, p. 48) In order to analyze the students 
writing questionnaires, writing oral interviews, and 
writing samples, I coded their responses and looked for 
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patterns. Instead of predetermining the codes, I looked at 
the data and let the codes emerge from the data in the 
form of patterns. I used a domain analysis to sort the 
data into different groups (Spradley, 1980). Then, once 
all the data was sorted, I recorded the patterns, 
correlations, and other links that emerged from across the 
three data sources, between pre and post data, and amongst 
the student participants.
The Importance of Using Oral Interview and Writing 
Reflection Data
Instead of just scoring student writing samples, I 
also interviewed each student about his/her experiences, 
with writing to the prompt and I gave each student a 
writing reflection questionnaire. These assessments 
allowed me to monitor the students' thinking in a way that 
a scored writing could not do. Scored writing samples only 
show what the child can produce; they do not show what is 
going on inside the child's head. Since, writing is about 
thinking, assessments that monitor students' thinking help 
them improve their metacognition, and ultimately, their 
writing abilities. Asking students the right questions 
helps them -exercise their higher order thinking skills, 
but students also need to learn to ask themselves the 
right questions while they are engaged in the act of 
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writing so that they can become less dependent on the 
teacher and develop into autonomous writers. Flavell 
(1976) talks about the common phenomenon of students who 
possess the necessary skills to solve a problem, and yet, 
they do not solve it. He writes, "...the growing child has 
much to learn about how, where, and when to store 
information and how, where, and when to retrieve it..." 
(p. 233).
The questions asked in the writing reflection and the 
writing oral interview nudged the students to reflect on 
what they were thinking about when they were writing, so 
they will become more metacognitively aware of themselves 
as writers. If children learn to be metacognitively aware, 
they can learn to be in control of their own learning. 
This leads to monumental gains in their understanding of 
themselves as learners, which leads to huge gains in what 
they can produce as writers. Therefore, these assessments 
were not only assessments they were also teaching tools. 
Also, these reflection assessments provided me with a 
window into the students' thinking about themselves as 
learners and writers, and about the writing process.
The Importance of Using Prompt Writing Sample Data
In order to analyze the students' written narratives, 
I created scoring sheets that are broken down into the 
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various content and convention elements of effective 
narratives. Each student-writing sample was scored using 
these sheets (See Appendixes G through M for the 
individual student writing samples scored on these 
sheets). The scoring sheets are broken down into two main 
categories: content and conventions. Then, within these 
main categories there are several sub-categories. Each 
sub-category under the content heading is broken down into 
two groups—specific content the student included in his 
original draft, and content he added when he revised his 
draft. The sub-categories under the conventions category 
are not broken down in this way because I did not set up a 
system to monitor this (See Table 7 & Table 8). I also 
converted this data into a rubric point system. This 
system has a scale of zero through four with zero meaning 
that the student does not have the element in her writing 
at all and four meaning the student has perfect control of 
the element (See Table 9).
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writer has this 
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Table 9. Sample Rubric Point System
Writing Rubric—Content
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 0 12 3 4
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 0 12 3 4
The story has vivid details that describe the main 
characters. 0 12 3 4
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 0 12 3 4
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 0 12 3 4
The story contains figurative language that enhances the 
story. 0 12 3 4
The story is about a single event or experience. 0 12 3 4
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 0 12 3 4
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 0 12 3 4
Writing Rubric—Conventions
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few 
mistakes, but they don't distract the reader. 0 12 3 4
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a 
few mistakes, but they don't distract the reader. 0 12 3 4
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few 
mistakes, but they don't distract the reader. 0 12 3 4
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few 
mistakes, but they don't distract the reader. 0 12 3 4
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Why I Created my Own Rubrics
Rather than use the school district or State adopted 
writing rubric, I chose to create my own for several 
reasons (The school district fourth grade writing rubric 
mirrors the California State Rubric created for the fourth 
grade writing prompt, so when I refer to the district 
rubric, I am also referring to the state rubric.). First 
of all, the district scoring rubric is vague. It's only a 
four point scale, so students have to make tremendous 
gains just to move from one point to the next. It is 
difficult to "see" student growth on the rubric for 
several months because there is such a huge gap between 
levels. Also, all the elements that are commonly found in 
good narratives are lumped together, and students must 
have all of these elements in their narrative in order to 
advance to that level. This way the teacher cannot see 
what elements a student needs to work on. For example, a 
student who previously scored a two on the rubric could 
have made large gains in their spelling abilities, but if 
she did not also improve in descriptive details, she is 
still going to be just a two.
The district rubric also does not show whether or not 
a student understands and utilizes revision strategies. 
There is nothing on the rubric that shows whether or not a 
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student revised his work, and if so, how dramatically he 
revised his work. Since revision is essential to good 
writing, it should be monitored by the teacher. As Georgia 
Heard (2002) writes:
Students need to be reminded that the writing 
process is revision. Revision isn't merely 
making a few cosmetic changes. Revision is [her 
emphasis] a way of seeing and then reseeing our 
words, training our eyes and ears to what good 
writing sounds like, and learning and practicing 
strategies that will make a difference in our 
writing, (p. x)
Since revision is one of the keys to powerful writing, 
then it needs to be addressed in the rubric. If we want to 
teach our students to be writers, then they need to 
understand and utilize the writing process, and the rubric 
needs to parallel our teaching. In other words, the rubric 
used to assess the students should look at whether or not 
students are utilizing the entire writing process—not just 
the drafting stage.
The next problem with the district rubric is that it 
does not break down the term "vivid details" into the six 
essential elements of narrative, yet "vivid details" is 
one of the top items mentioned repeatedly throughout the 
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rubric. Several months ago I started wondering: what 
elements constitute "vivid details," and can these 
elements be named and categorized? I began looking through 
acclaimed short stories (both children's stories and adult 
fiction,) and released fourth grade benchmark papers from 
the state. I looked at the elements that the "vivid 
details" in these stories all had in common, and I came up 
with six essential elements that you will find in almost 
any narrative. These elements are listed on the Revision 
Checklist (See Appendix C). They are character 
description/s, setting description/s, dialogue, blocking, 
figurative language, and nuanced details. The district 
rubric does not clearly explain these elements; for the 
most part they are implied, so the teachers and students 
are expected to understand these elements and use them in 
their writing even though some of them are never even 
explicitly named in the rubric.
These are the reasons why I chose to abandon the 
district writing rubric and create my own rubric. One 
final note: there is a potential danger in making students 
rigidly follow all six of the elements listed on the 
rubric all the time, so I want to make it clear that I am 
not advocating a lock-step program of blindly following 
these 'six elements. Students,in my study were made aware 
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of the elements through classroom experiences so they 
could use them in their own writing when it was effective 
to do so, but they were not taught to use the elements 
without understanding their effectiveness in any 
particular piece the student was working on.
Analyzing Conventions
Writing conventions were not the focus of this study. 
However, I did gather some data on conventions because 
whenever I am working with colleagues and we are 
discussing writing, conventions always comes up. I did not 
teach conventions in this study, but I did collect some 
data in order to see if the students' convention skills 
would improve even though the focus was not on 
conventions, and I did not formally teach conventions. To 
collect this data, I counted all of the grammar errors, 
capitalization errors, punctuation errors, and spelling 
errors in each student work sample. Then, I divided the 
number of grammar errors by the number of sentences in the 
writing sample in order to come up with an average of the 
number of sentences that had some sort of grammar error in 
them. Then, I divided the grammar errors by the number of 
words in the piece in order to find the percentage of 
words that had grammar errors in them. Following the same 
methods, I also found the percent of words that had 
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capitalization errors, the percent of words that had 
punctuation errors, and the percent of words that had 
spelling errors.
Conclusion
During the study, the students received eight weeks 
of intensive instruction to improve their metacognitive 
awareness as writers, and improve their understanding of 
the writing process and the elements of good narratives. 
The data collection followed a case study format, and it 
focused on metacognition and writing content. The 
instruction was based on eight essential components that 
mirror what writers do when they are writing, and these 
eight components were integrated into Flavell's (1979) 
Interactive Variables of Metacognitive Knowledge. The idea 
was to create a workshop setting where the students could 
be real writers. The workshop was built around the eight 
essential writing workshop components, and these 
components were integrated with activities that would 
increase the students' understanding of the elements of 
good narratives, and stimulate the participants' 
metacognitive awareness of themselves as writers. The 
objective was to help the writers think at a deep 
metacognitive level and give them the tools they needed, 
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so that they would become independent writers who were no 
longer dependent on the teacher to help them think through 
the writing process. I designed this study around the 
assumption that it is not that students do not want to 
follow the writing process—it is just that they do not 
understand it, and they need a writing workshop centered 
around the eight essential components, and the variables 






Based on the methodology presented in Chapter Three, 
this chapter will explore the data collected during this 
research study. The three initial assessments showed that 
the students had a generally positive attitude about 
writing, but they held many misconceptions about the 
writing process. Most importantly, out of the eight 
students in the study, only Lupe, and Maria were able to 
distinguish between revising and editing. In fact, many of 
the students did not seem to even understand the strategy 
of revision. In their interviews, the majority of the 
students focused on editing practices, and they did not 
mention revision strategies. Based on an observation of 
the students while they were completing the first prompt 
writing, the students did not have a firm grasp on the 
writing process or the writing strategies within that 
process. None of the students used prewriting strategies, 
and when they completed their drafts, they did not revise 
their work. The students edited their work by silently 
rereading it two or three times and making a few surface 
level changes, and they turned-in their drafts in an hour 
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and 15 minutes or less. In their actual writing samples, 
their stories were brief, devoid of descriptive language 
and essential details, and there were many mechanical 
errors.
Eight weeks later, the final three assessments showed 
that the students continued to have a positive attitude 
about writing, and many of their misconceptions about the 
writing process had been replaced with new thinking 
strategies embedded within the writing process. This time 
around, the majority of the students were able to revise 
and edit their work, and even if they could not formally 
name the process, they were engaging in both revision and 
editing practices.. Also, while they were writing their 
final writing samples, the majority of the students 
engaged in some form of pre-writing, drafting, revision, 
and editing, and they took up to four days to complete 
their drafts. For four days I watched them writing 
furiously, rereading, writing some more, crossing out 
parts they did not like, writing some more, and 
proof-reading their drafts. The difference between the 
students' behaviors during the first and final writing 
prompt assessments was like night and day, but this was 
just what I saw from the surface as I watched the young 
writers work. The following section explains the findings 
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of the three pre-assessments and the three post 
assessments. These assessments explore the depth of the 
students' thinking from both above and below the surface, 
in order to form a larger picture not just of what they 
could produce, but also what they were thinking about in 
order to produce it.
All students' names have been changed to protect 
their privacy, and unless otherwise stated, spelling 
errors in student work samples have been corrected.
Presentation of the Findings
Writer's Reflections
Kate's Writer's Reflections. Kate, did not show 
significant changes in her thinking from her first 
writer's reflection to her second writer's reflection (See 
Table 10). In both reflections she listed superficial 
writing goals for herself. In the first reflection she 
said her goals were "commas, capital letters, periods, 
exclamation points, and question marks." I'm assuming that 
her goals were to improve in these areas even though she 
did not write that specifically. On her second writer's 
reflection, she wrote that .her goals were, "revising like 
in periods and paragraphs." Again, I'm assuming she means 
she wants to improve in these areas. These goals are 
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consistent with her goals from her first reflection, and 
they do not really show that she's developed a deeper 
understanding of the writing process. One significant 
change shown by her reflection was the change in her 
affect. In her first reflection, the second question asks, 
"Do you have any positive memories about writing?" and 
Kate wrote, "No." The second question asks, "Do you have 
any negative memories about writing," and Kate wrote, 
"No." In the second writer's reflection, there was a 
significant change in Kate's attitude towards writing. The 
first question asks, "Do you like to write?" In response 
to this question, Kate wrote, "Yes, because you could 
learn how to make books and write so good that you could 
be so intelligent on writing." In response to the second 
question, Kate wrote, "When I started coming to writing 
club because I was going to know how to do lots of books." 
And, finally, in response to the third question, Kate 
wrote, "No because I love writing club." Obviously, there 
was a large shift in Kate's thinking about writing and the 
purpose of writing. In the first reflection she did not 
have a strong opinion about writing, but in the second 
reflection, her response shows that she saw writing as an 
enjoyable purposeful activity with the goal of publishing 
a book that would be read by others in the school.
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Table 10. Kate's Writer's Reflections
1. Do you like to write? Why or why not?
First Reflection: Yes, 
because it comes a lot 
of things to your mind.
Final Reflection: Yes because you 
could learn how to make books and 
write so good that you could be so 
intelligent on writing.
2. Do you have any positive memories about writing? If so, 
please explain.
First Reflection: No. Final Reflection: When I started 
coming to writing club because I was 
going to know how to do lots of 
books.
3. Do you have any negative memories about, writing? If so, 
please explain.
First Reflection: No. Final Reflection: No because I love 
writing club.
4. Please list two’or three writing goals that you have for 
yourself.
First Reflection: Yes, 
commas, capital letters, 
periods, exclamation 
points, and questions 
marks.
Final Reflection: revising like in 
periods and paragraphs.
5. Please describe what you do and what you think about when 
you revise a rough -draft.
First Reflection: We 
correct misspelled 
words, periods, capital 
letters, exclamation 
points, question marks, 
and quotation marks.
Final Reflection: I think that my 
rough draft is really good.
6. Do you know any good writers? If so, who? What do you think 
these people do in order to write so well?
First Reflection: All my 
family because my family 
do the letters nice.
Final Reflection: No.
Martin's Writer's Reflections. In both of Martin's
Writer's Reflections, he talks about how much he likes 
writing because writing can lead to publishing (See Table 
11). In his first reflection he said he liked to write, 
"because you could be a good writer and your story could 
be a book." In his second reflection he expresses a 
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similar sentiment when he writes, "I do like to write 
because one day you could make a book." However, there are 
some inconsistencies in his reflections as well. For 
example, question four asks, "Please list two or three 
writing goals that you have for yourself." In Martin's 
first reflection he wrote, "Write every day, checking for 
errors." This seems to indicate that he knew good writers 
write all the time, but with his vague response about 
checking for errors, it is unclear as to whether he is 
referring to conventions or content. In his second 
reflection he wrote, "Make a list of ideas, an arc, or 
web." Here, he was referring to pre-writing strategies, 
but it is unclear why he made prewriting strategies a goal 
for himself. From working with this student for two 
months, it is clear to me that he does not need to improve 
in his prewriting strategies, so I do not know why he set 
this as his goal.
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Table 11. Martin's Writer's Reflections
1. Do you like to write? Why or why not?
First Reflection: Yes 
because you could be a 
good writer and your 
story could be [unknown 
word].
Final Reflection: I do like to write 
because one day you could make a 
book.
2. Do you have any positive memories about writing? If 
so, please explain.
First Reflection: Yes, 
when you first came.
Final Reflection: Yes, I know, I love 
this because when I knew that I could 
be an author.
3. Do you have any negative memories about writing? If 
so, please explain.
First Reflection: When 
we had to write a long 
story.
Final Reflection: No!
4. Please list two or three writing goals that you have 
for yourself.
First Reflection: 
Writing every day, 
checking for errors.
Final Reflection: Make a list of 
ideas, and arc or a web.
5. Please describe what you do and what you think about 
when you revise a rough draft.
First Reflection: I just 
do my rough draft. I 
think about how long I'm 
going to do my story and 
then I check for 
mistakes like capitals 
that supposed to [be 
there].
Final Reflection: I think and I hope 
that I have no mistakes. I think I'm 
going to periods or grammar.
6. Do you know any good 
think these people do i
writers? If so, who? What do you 
n order to write so well?
First Reflection: I am 
because I always write 
long stories and also 
because I make good and 
long interesting 
stories.
Final Reflection: They revise and 
check it.
Beth's Writer's Reflections. There were a few 
significant changes between Beth's first reflection and 
her second one (See Table 12). In both the first and the 
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second reflections, Beth had a positive attitude about 
writing. One area of change was that in the first 
reflection she said that writing was fun, but she didn't 
have any specific positive memories about writing. 
However, in the second reflection she said she did have a 
specific positive memory about writing. She said that when 
she first came to the writing club she started "liking 
writing." From the first to the second reflection, Beth • 
also changed her writing goals. In the first reflection, 
Beth said her goals were to work on her spelling, but in 
her second reflection she said her goals were to work on 
her spelling and work on revising. However, she is not 
specific about her definition of the term "revision."
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Table 12. Beth's Writer's Reflections
1. Do you like to write? Why or why not?
First Reflection: Yes 
because it is fun.
Final Reflection: Yes I like to write 
because it's fun.
2. Do you have any positive memories about writing? If 
so, please explain.
First Reflection: No. Final Reflection: When I first came 
here [to the writing club] I started 
liking writing.
3. Do you have any negative memories about writing? If 
so, please explain.
First Reflection: No. Final Reflection: No.
4. Please list two or three writing goals that you have 
for yourself.
First Reflection: My 
spelling.
Final Reflection: revising, spelling.
5. Please describe what you do and what you think about 
when you revise a rough draft.
First Reflection: check 
for spelling.
Final Reflection: Is the spelling 
right? Can you see it?
6. Do you know any gooc 
think these people do i
writers? If so, who? What do you 
n order to write so well?
First Reflection: Yes my 
friend Julie [name 
change.] She is the 
best. She always helps 
the class.
Final Reflection: Shel Silverstein.
Lupe's Writer's Reflections. Lupe did not show large 
shifts of thinking in her writer's reflections either (See 
Table 13). Overall, she had a positive attitude about 
writing when she wrote both of her reflections. In the 
first reflection, she said she liked writing because she 
wants to make a book, and in the second reflection she 
said she liked writing, "...because I like to tell people 
things what happened in the past." This comment shows that 
Lupe, like Martin and Kate, understands and enjoys one of 
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the main purposes of writing—to share your work with a 
chosen audience.
Table 13. Lupe's Writer's Reflections
1. Do you like to write? Why or why not?
First Reflection: Yes 
because I want to be in 
a book.
Final Reflection: Yes because I like 
to tell people things what happened 
in the past.
2. Do you have any positive memories about writing? If 
so, please explain.
First Reflection: Yes 
because when we first 
came into the writing 
club.
Final Reflection: No.
3. Do you have any negative memories about writing? If 
so, please explain.
First Reflection: Yes 
when we have to write a 
long story in the 
writing club.
Final Reflection: Yes when I started 
[coming to the] writing club.
4. Please list two or three writing goals that you have 
for yourself.
First Reflection: 
Writing everyday and 
checking the story.
Final Reflection: Spelling because I 
think it's wrong.
5. Please describe what you do and what you think about 
when you revise a rough draft.
First Reflection: It 
made me excited to 
write.
Final Reflection: Think about my 
story—how it's going to be.
6. Do you know any gooo 
think these people do i
writers? If so, who? What do you, 
n order to write so well?
First Reflection: My 
sister is the best 
writer in the family. 
She puts commas, 
periods, and much more. 
She writes me a story.
Final Reflection: No.
Daniella's Writer's Reflections. It is obvious from
Daniella's writing reflections that she has a strong 
passion for writing, and her reflections show that she 
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made several changes in her thinking over the course of 
the writing club (See Table 14). In response to the first 
question, "Do you like to write?" Daniella responded, 
"Yes, because you get to make things up," in her first 
reflection. In her second reflection she wrote, "Yes, 
because I really like imagining what I'm going to write." 
Both of these responses show that she has intrinsic 
motivation for writing—she enjoys entering the writing 
world in her head and using her imagination to create 
narratives. On her second reflection she said she had 
positive memories about being part of the writing club. As 
she said, "When we first got to go to the writing club 
because I never knew that I could write stories so funny 
and adventurous." Again, this statement reflects 
Daniella's intrinsic motivation to write. One area of 
change was in Daniella's goals and in her understanding of 
the revision process. In response to the goals question, 
in her first reflection she said she wanted to, "Write 
more than I do now so I can become a writer." This is a 
positive goal, but it is vague. In her second reflection 
she wrote that her goals were, "revising, to get better 
and making similes and rewriting." While I'm not sure what 
she means by rewriting, it is clear that she is developing 
an understanding of what it means to revise, because
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adding similes to her writing is a content change to make 
the writing clearer for the reader. This line of thinking 
carries over into the next question as well. This question 
asked her to describe what she does and what she thinks 
about when she revises a rough draft. In her first 
reflection she said, "Correct the spelling and periods," 
but in the second reflection she wrote, "About similes and 
if I described something or anything." Clearly she is 
beginning to understand that revision is about content, 
and specifically, it is about checking for descriptions 
and other elements that will help the reader better 
understand the writer's intent.
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Table 14. Daniella's Writer's Reflections
1. Do you like to write? Why or why not?
First Reflection: Yes, 
because you get to make 
up things.
Final Reflection: Yes, because I 
really like imagining what I'm going 
to write.
2. Do you have any positive memories about writing? If 
so, please explain.
First Reflection: Yes, 
my teacher loved it so 
much. There was a lot of 
jokes and it was about a 
princess.
Final Reflection: When we first got 
to go to the writing club because I 
never knew that I could write stories 
so funny and adventurous.
3. Do you have any negative memories about writing? If 
so, please explain.
First Reflection: No! Final Reflection: No! [underlined 
three times]
4. Please list two or three writing goals that you have 
for yourself.
First Reflection: Write 
more than I do now so I 
can become a writing 
[unclear what she meant 
here.]
Final Reflection: Revising to get 
better at making similes and 
rewriting.
5. Please describe what you do and what you think about 
when you revise a rough draft.
First Reflection:
Correct the spelling and 
periods.
Final Reflection: About similes and 
if I described something or anything.
6. Do you know any gooc 
think' these people do i
writers? If so, who? What do you 
n order to write so well?
First Reflection: Mary 
Osborne, Dr. Seuss. They 
make words and she makes 
the characters funny and 
very interesting.
Final Reflection: The lady who write 
the magic tree house books, Mary Pope 
Osborne.
James' Writer's Reflections. James has a generally 
positive attitude about writing (See Table 15). In both 
reflections he said that writing was "fun," and he talked 
about producing writing he was proud of. James' writing 
goals did not change in the course of the eight weeks. In 
both reflections he had superficial writing goals. In the 
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first reflection he said his goal was to "work on 
cursive," and in the second reflection his goal was, 
"writing neat." However, the last two questions showed 
significant change in James' thinking about the writing 
process. When describing how he would revise a rough draft 
in the first reflection he said, "Correcting words that 
are wrong, punctuation." In the second reflection he 
wrote, "Check for setting description, character 
description." Thus, James seems to be developing an 
understanding for what it means to revise. The last 
question asked, "Do you know any good writers? If so, who? 
What do you think these people do in order to write so 
well?" In his first reflection, James wrote, "Eric Carle 
because he's descriptive. He doesn't use boring words." In 
his last reflection he wrote, "Beverly Cleary. She 
probably does revision." The first reflection shows that 
James has some understanding of the qualities of good 
writing, and the second response shows that he understands 
that writers—even the best ones—have to revise.
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Table 15. James' Writer's Reflections
1. Do you like to write? Why or why not?
First Reflection:
Sometimes because it's 
fun and I made a comic 
book.
Final Reflection: Yes, because it is 
fun.
2. Do you have any positive memories about writing? If 
so, please explain.
First Reflection: Yes, 
when I wrote about my 
grandpa.
Final Reflection: Yes, when I got an 
award from third grade.
3. Do you have any negative memories about writing? If 
so, please explain.
First Reflection: No. Final Reflection: No.
4. Please list two or three writing goals that you have 
for yourself.
First Reflection: Work 
on cursive.
Final Reflection: Writing neat.
5. Please describe what you do and what you think about 
when you revise a rough draft.
First Reflection: 
Correcting words that 
are wrong, punctuation.
Final Reflection: Check for setting 
description, character description.
6. Do you know any gooc 
think these people do i
writers? If so, who? What do you 
n order to write so well?
First Reflection: Eric 
Carle because he's 
descriptive. He doesn't 
use boring words.
Final Reflection: Beverly Cleary. She 
probably does revision.
Maria's Writer's Reflections. Maria also has a 
positive attitude about writing (See Table 16). In both 
writing reflections she talked about how writing was a fun 
activity for her, but in the second reflection there was a 
marked change in her affect. She went from just liking 
writing in the. first reflection, to wanting to be an 
author in the second reflection. In the first reflection 
she listed "spelling big words" as her goal for herself, 
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but in the second reflection she said her goal was, "being 
an author and writing lots of stories." Another 
significant change was in her understanding of revision. 
In the first reflection, she said revision is correcting 
spelling and putting periods where they belong. However, 
in her second reflection she said revision involves 
checking the similes to make sure they are "really good," 
and checking spelling and editing. Even though still 
misunderstood the fact that revision and editing are 
different processes, she was beginning to see the 
importance of checking the content as well as the surface 
errors.
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Table 16. Maria's Writer's Reflections
1. Do you like to write? Why or why not?
First Reflection: Yes, 
because it's fun and 
learning.
Final Reflection: Yes, because when I 
grow up I want to be an author.
2. Do you have any positive memories about writing? If 
so, please explain.
First Reflection: Yes, I 
wrote a story about my 
mom.
Final Reflection: Yes, when I was 
writing a biography about my mom.
3. Do you have any negative memories about writing? If 
so, please explain.
First Reflection: No. Final Reflection: No! [underlined 6 
times]
4. Please list two or three writing goals that you have 
for yourself.
First Reflection: Spell 
big words.
Final Reflection: Being an author, 
writing lots of stories.
5. Please describe what you do and what you think about 
when you revise a rough draft.
First Reflection: 
Correct spelling, 
punctuation, put periods 
where they belong.
Final Reflection: If my similes are 
really good. Did I misspell it? Did I 
edit really well?
6. Do you know any good 
think these people do i
writers? If so, who? What do you 
n order to write so well?
First Reflection: Mary 
Osborne because I love 
her books Magic Tree 
House, because her books 
are interesting and 
descriptive.
Final Reflection: Yes, Mary Pope 
Osborne.
Noah's Writer's Reflections. Like the other students, 
Noah also enjoys writing (See Table 17). In his first 
reflection he said that his writing is interesting and 
something to be proud of. In his second reflection, he 
mentioned that he was going to publish a book in the 
writing club; like several of the other students, the idea 
of publishing a book was important enough for him to write 
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it down in his reflection. Other areas of Noah's 
reflections remained the same. For example, in both 
reflections, he interpreted the question about revision to 
mean correcting surface level errors. However, there was 
one area of great change in Noah's understanding of 
himself as a writer. For the question, "Please list two or 
three goals that you have for yourself," Noah wrote "By 
learning cursive, and well hand writing," in his first 
reflection. These goals are surface level in nature, and 
they run parallel to his misunderstanding about revision. 
In contrast, on the second reflection he wrote, "That my 
story will get recognized. People will know me. That my 
story will be the best." His answer to this question in 
the second reflection shows tremendous growth in his 
understanding of the value and purpose of writing. From 
this reflection, it appears that his entire affect about 
writing and his understanding of the purpose of writing 
has changed.
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Table 17. Noah's Writer's Reflections
1. Do you like to write? Why or why not?
First Reflection: I like 
to write because it is 
[an] interesting fact to 
do.
Final Reflection: Yes, because you 
learn more and more each day.
2. Do you have any positive memories about writing? If 
so, please explain.
First Reflection: I feel 
proud about my writing.
Final Reflection: When we started 
writing our stories because we were 
going to write a book.
3. Do you have any negative memories about writing? If 
so, please explain.
First Reflection: When I 
was in third grade I did 
something wrong on my 
writing. I forgot every 
comma.
Final Reflection: No.
4. Please list two or three writing goals that you have 
for yourself.
First Reflection: By 
learning cursive and 
well hand writing.
Final Reflection: That my story will 
get recognized. People will know me. 
That my story will be the best.
5. Please describe what you do and what you think- about 
when you revise a rough draft.
First Reflection: 
Correcting words that 
are wrong, and 
punctuation marks.
Final Reflection: I think about 
spelling, cross check if I have 
capitals, punctuation, commas.
6. Do you know any good 
think these people do i
writers? If so, who? What do you 
n- order to write so well?
First Reflection: J. K. 
Rowling, he [sic] is 
very descriptive.
Final Reflection: J. K. Rowling, he 
[sic] has to go back and check every 
single mistake he does in his book.
Oral Interviews
The results from the Oral Interviews show much more 
of a change in the students' understanding of the writing 
process than the Writer's Reflections did. The interviews 
go deeper into the students' thinking, and they show what 
the writers' were'thinking about as they wrote. They also 
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show the limitations in the students' thinking, and how 
the eight weeks of instruction pushed these limits outward 
as the students began to develop an understanding of the 
writing process.
Kate's Oral Interviews. In Kate's first oral 
interview, she did not have a strong understanding of the 
writing process (See Table 18). She wrote without 
prewriting, and she had a vague understanding of the 
elements of good narrative so she was unable to evaluate 
and revise her own work. For example, when I asked her 
what she was thinking about when she reread her narrative 
she said, "I thought it was OK. I liked it because it was 
nice." Then when I tried to push her thinking further by­
asking her, "How did you know it was nice?" She responded 
by saying, "I just liked it." This shows that she did not 
have a firm grasp on the elements that good narratives 
have. She could not name any particular reason why she 
liked her story—all she could say was, "It's nice." 
Because she does not have a firm grasp on the elements of 
good narratives, she was unable to truly critique or 
revise her own work. This point is further illustrated 
later on in the interview. When I asked her, "What 
questions did you ask yourself as you were rereading your 
work?" she said, "I was thinking to win—I was racing to 
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see whoever gets done first. I was also thinking it .[her 
narrative] was nice, and asking myself 'Why?' and 'How can 
I do this?'" It is unclear what she meant by her questions 
"Why?" and "How can I do this?" but it is clear that she 
was not focusing on specific questions that would really 
help her improve her writing. In another part of the first 
interview, Kate equated quantity with quality regardless 
of the content. When I asked her, "Do you think you wrote 
a good narrative? How do you know?" she said, "Yes, 
because I wrote a lot." Also, she thought she was a good 
writer because, "I wrote a lot." Finally, at the end of 
the interview, Kate's comments further support my 
conclusions that she did not really understand the writing 
process because she believed that good writers do not need 
to revise or edit their work. She said professional 
writers do not revise or edit their work, "...because 
they're good at it. They're grown-ups and they know how to 
do it and they get ideas from where they went." Clearly, 
she did not understand the concept of revision. She 
thought successful writers could write a final draft on 
the first attempt.
During her second oral interview, Kate showed 
tremendous progress in.her understanding of herself as a 
writer, the writing process, and the elements of good 
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narratives (See Table 18). She began her writing by using 
the pre-writing strategy of making an arc with a problem 
and a solution, and she understood that the arc would help 
her, "...see what the story will be like." In her first 
oral interview she said she knew her story was good 
because it was, "nice" and when I pressed her to explain 
her thinking further she just said, "I just liked it." 
However, during the second oral interview Kate was able to 
explain that as she reread her story she realized several 
elements were missing and she needed to revise. She said, 
"I thought it was a great story, but that I needed more 
details, more stuff to add. To add similes, to add 
dialogue, something of everything." Kate was beginning to 
evaluate her own writing using the established criteria 
from the elements of good narratives checklist. This point 
is further evidenced by her next response. When she was 
revising her first narrative, she said all she was 
thinking about was, "that it■was nice." However, in her 
second narrative, she was able to fully articulate the 
elements her story still needed. She said, "I had to add 
some things like dialogue, similes, more writing because I 
didn't think it was enough [dialogue and similes] so I had 
to add more." As the interview went on, her responses 
continued to show how she had grown as a writer. When she 
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reread her first piece, she said she was thinking about 
who was going to get done writing first, but when she was 
rereading her final piece she was asking herself specific 
questions that would make her writing better. She said, "I 
was thinking, 'Do I need more dialogue? Do I need more 
similes? Is that enough dialogue? Is that enough 
similes?'" Like her first interview, she still equated 
quality with quantity in her second interview, but she 
also asserted that quality has to do with the content as 
well. She said she knew she wrote a good narrative, 
"...because I put enough similes a little bit of dialogue, 
not enough, but I wrote enough." At the end of the 
interview Kate's understanding of the revising and editing 
process lies in stark contrast to her previous 
understanding. In the first interview she said "grown-ups" 
don't revise because they are good at writing, but in her 
second interview she says they do revise because they are 
good at writing and that is what good writers do. Kate 
said, "Yes, because they know a lot about writing—they're 
supposed to know everything about writing so they revise 
and edit. They wouldn't be good ones [writers] if they 
didn't do it. [my emphasis]" Clearly, by the second 
interview Kate was able to critique and then ultimately 
revise her own work because she was more metacognitively 
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aware of the questions she needed to ask herself as she 
wrote, she had developed an understanding of the writing 
process, and she had developed an understanding of the 
elements of effective narratives.
Table 18. Kate's Oral Interview Responses with an Analysis
1. What was the first thing you did when you received the 
writing prompt?
She did not really have a 
prewriting plan.
lsc Oral Interview: I thought about 
times in my life then I picked one 
where I was very, very happy.
She was stuck, so she used 
her "arc" prewriting 
strategy to jumpstart her 
writing.
2na Oral Interview: I didn't know what 
to do at first. I started writing an 
arc. It helped me because it helps you 
see what the story will be like.
3. Did you do any prewriting? If so, what did you do? 
Help me understand your thinking by telling me about it.
She did not pre-write when 
she wrote her first story.
lsc Oral Interview: No.
Again, she was able to 
explain her thinking and 
tell how this prewriting 
helped her organize her 
story.
2na Oral Interview: I made an arc with 
how it happened, the problem and how to 
solve it.
4. What were you thinking about as you wrote your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
The story she wrote was 
about her party.
1st Oral Interview: I was thinking about 
my party and stuff about my party.
Vague response. 2na Oral Interview: That I was doing 
great on that story.
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5. What did you think about when you reread your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
She did not have a firm 
grasp on the' elements that 
good narratives have. She 
could not name any element 
in particular; her 
understanding of the 
elements of good 
narratives was vague.
lsc Oral Interview: I thought it was OK. 
I liked it because it was nice.
Interviewer: How did you know it was 
nice?
Kate: I just liked it.
She had developed a sense 
of some of the elements of 
good narrative. She was 
beginning to call these 
elements by their names, 
and she recognized that 
she needed to put them in 
her own work.
2na Oral Interview: I thought it was a 
great story but that I needed more 
details, more stuff to add. To add 
similes, to add dialogue, something of 
everything.
6. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
revising your work.
Again, she had a vague 
understanding of the 
elements of good 
narrative, therefore, she 
was unable to critique or 
revise her own work.
1st or.al interview: That it was nice.
Again, she was developing 
a sense of the elements of 
good narrative, calling 
these elements by name, 
and recognizing that she 
needed to revise her own 
work.
2na Oral Interview: 2na Oral Interview: I 
had to add some things like dialogue, 
similes, more writing because I didn't 
think it was enough [dialogue and 
similes] so I had to add more.
7. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
editing your work.
Vague response. lsc Oral Interview: I was reading it to 
see if there were any mistakes.
She did not seem to have a 
high level of 
metacognition in regards 
to editing—or maybe she 
just could not remember.
2na Oral Interview: Nothing, I was just 
writing.
8. Did you find any errors or other things you wanted to 
change when you reread your essay? If so, how did you 
find those errors?
Editing. 1st Oral Interview: A little. Capital 
letters, periods, more sentences.
Rereading. 2na Oral Interview: Yes, by reading it 
over and over.
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9. What questions did you ask yourself as you were 
rereading your work?
Her thinking and questions 
were not focused on 
revision. These questions 
would not help her write 
or revise.
1st Oral Interview: I was thinking to 
win—I was racing to see who ever gets 
done first.
I was also thinking it [her narrative] 
was nice, and asking myself "Why?" and 
"How can I do this?"
Her questions were focused 
and deliberate. These are 
the type of questions that 
would help her revise her 
narrative.
2nd Oral Interview: I was thinking "Do I 
need more dialogue? Do I need more 
similes? Is that enough dialogue? Is 
that enough similes?"
10. Do you think you wrote a good narrative? How do you 
know?
She was equating quantity 
with quality regardless of 
content.
1st Oral Interview: Yes, because I wrote 
a lot.
Again, she was equating 
quantity with quality, but 
she also referred to the 
quality of the content as 
she was questioning 
whether or not she put in 
enough similes and 
dialogue.
2nd Oral Interview: Yes, because I put 
enough similes a little bit of 
dialogue, not enough, but I wrote 
enough.
11. Do you think you are a good writer? Why do you think 
so or why don't you think so?
She was equating quantity 
with quality regardless of 
content.
1st Oral Interview: Kind of because I 
never have written a lot—I never did 
that before [wrote a story for a prompt 
writing].
She was not specific about 
why she thought she was a 
good writer, but she knew 
she still had more to 
learn.
2nd Oral Interview: Kind of. Not really, 
really good, but kind of. I can't be 
perfect, perfect, perfect, perfect 
because I can't be that good. I'm just 
learning. I'm not old enough to know 
everything about writing.
12. Do you think professional writers revise and edit 
their work? Why or why not?
She did not understand the 
concept of revision. She 
thought once you are a 
good writer, you can write 
a final draft on the first 
attempt.
lsc Oral Interview: No, because they're 
good at it. They're grown-ups and they 
know how to do it, and they get ideas 
from where they went.
She understood that all 
writers use the writing 
process, and even the best 
writers have to revise and 
edit.
2nd Oral Interview: Yes, because they 
know a lot about writing—they're 
supposed .to know everything about 
writing so they revise and edit. They 
wouldn't be good ones if they didn't do 
it.
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Martin's Oral Interviews. During Martin's first oral 
interview, he said he did not utilize pre-writing 
strategies (See Table 19). For example, when I asked him 
what he did before he started writing he said he did not 
remember what he was thinking about, and he said that he, 
"Just started writing." Martin also had little to no 
understanding of the concept of revision. When I asked him 
what he did to revise his work, he told me how he edited 
his piece by looking for capital letters and punctuation. 
When I asked him about editing, he said it was the same 
thing as he said when I asked him about revising. In fact, 
in the first interview, he never mentioned anything about 
revision—everything he talked about was surface level 
editing. He also talked about valuing and judging his work 
on the basis of standard conventions while giving no 
thought to the content of his narrative. For example, when 
I asked him if he thought he wrote a good narrative, he 
replied, "I hope. By putting periods, commas and 
spelling." He reiterated this same line of thinking later 
on when I asked him if he thought professional writers 
revise and edit their work. He said, "Yes because how did 
they become professional writers? If they didn't have 
commas, periods, or spelling they wouldn't be professional 
writers." Clearly, Martin had some understanding of 
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writing conventions, but little understanding of the 
content elements that make a good narrative because he was 
not able to articulate any of these elements, and he 
judged his own writing, his abilities as a writer, and the 
abilities of professional writers all on conventions—not 
content.
Martin's second oral interview shows considerable 
growth (See Table 19). Martin said he used the prewriting 
strategy of making an arc before he wrote in order to 
organize his thoughts. Also, whereas before, when his 
understanding of the elements of good narrative was 
practically nonexistent, in the second interview he not 
only understood the six elements, but he could revise for 
these six elements using his revision checklist. For 
example, when I asked him if he thought he wrote a good 
narrative, he relied on his use of conventions to critique 
his own work in the first interview, but by the second 
interview, he referred to the actual content of his piece. 
In this second interview Martin said, "Yes, because I 
reread it, and I went through the revision checklist, and 
I had everything—all six things (setting description, 
character descriptions, dialogue, blocking, figurative 
language, what I see in my mind." Also, in the first 
interview Martin never even mentioned revision, but by the 
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second interview, even though he appeared to be confused 
about the differences between revising and editing, he was 
beginning to revise as well as edit. This is most clearly- 
seen in question six when he talked not only about 
editing, but also about rereading his draft in order to 
add more ideas to it. Martin said, "I was thinking about 
grammar and spelling, [and] if I was going to get more 
ideas." In other words, he recognized that when he looked 
over his story, he was editing his conventions, and he was 
also revising his story to see if he needed to add more 
content. The last question of Martin's interviews further 
shows this change in his thinking. In this question, I 
asked him if he thought professional writers revised and 
edited their work. In this first interview he said that 
professional writers would not be professional writers if 
they did not edit their work, but in the second interview 
he talked about how professional writers have to revise 
their content and make sure that they have used the 
elements of good narratives. In his own words, he said, 
"Yes, because how else could they be professional writers? 
They have to use all six steps [referring to the elements 
of good narrative.]
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Table 19. Martin's Oral Interview Responses with an
Analysis
1. What was the first thing you did when you received the 
writing prompt?
He has no recollection of 
his thinking before he 
began his draft.
1st Oral Interview: I don't remember.
He made a pre-writing arc. 2na Oral Interview: I did an arc.
3. Did you do any prewriting? If so, what did you do? 
Help me understand your thinking by telling me about it.
No prewriting 1st Oral Interview: Just started 
writing.
He made a conscious 
decision to pre-write by 
making an arc. He made it 
because he knew it would 
help him stay organized.
2na Oral Interview: I made an arc. I did 
it because I know it would help me 
think about what to write.
4. What were you thinking about as you wrote your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
He was planning in his 
head while drafting. He 
didn't write this planning 
down prior to drafting.
1st Oral Interview: I was thinking about 
what to put. I was thinking I would 
write about going to Las Vegas.
He was worried about his 
self as a writer.
2na Oral Interview: I was thinking about 
if I was going to make mistakes or no 
mistakes.
5. What did you think about when you reread your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
Either he was not 
metacognitively aware when 
he was rereading, or he 
was aware at the time and 
he just could not recall 
his thinking during this 
interview.
lsc Oral Interview: I was trying to make 
sure I didn't make mistakes. I reread 
it, but I didn't think anything.
He was aware that he made 
a lot of convention 
errors.
2na Oral Interview: I thought I was 
going to get a lot of things wrong.
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6. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
revising your work.
He misunderstood the term 
revision for the term 
editing. He never 
discussed true revision.
1st Oral Interview: Thinking if there 
was mistakes like capital letters, 
punctuation.
He was developing an 
understanding of what it 
means to revise. He seemed 
to think editing and 
revision are one in the 
same because he was still 
talking about editing 
here, but he also talked 
about rereading as a 
catalyst to jump start his 
thinking so he could add 
more to his story (a.k.a. 
revision)
2na Oral Interview: I was thinking about 
grammar and spelling, [and] if I was 
going to get more ideas.
7. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
editing your work.
He did not understand the 
difference between 
revising and editing
1st Oral Interview: It's the same thing 
as number six.
He seemed to understand 
editing—he was not 
confusing it with 
revision, however, see 
question number 6.
2na Oral Interview: I was thinking if I 
was going to put periods in the wrong 
place.
8. Did you find any errors or other things you wanted to 
change when you reread your essay? If so, how did you 
find those errors?
Again, he was focusing on 
surface level editing 
changes.
1st Oral Interview: I found quote marks— 
I put too many. I reread it and reread 
it. I was thinking if I found a mistake 
I would make it better.
Again, he was developing 
an understanding of 
revision because he was 
talking about adding more 
ideas, but he was also 
talking about editing at 
the same time. It appears 
that he thought of 
revising and editing as 
one in the same.
2na Oral Interview: I wanted to add more 
sentences more ideas maybe more 
paragraphs, sentences, commas, periods.
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9. What questions did you ask yourself as you were 
rereading your work?
He was not conscious of 
his own thinking 
(metacognition.)
1st Oral Interview: Nothing.
Still, He was not doing a 
lot of self-reflection.
2na Oral Interview: None. Oh, [I asked] 
how many mistakes?
10. Do you think you wrote a good narrative? How do you 
know?
He was equating standard 
conventions with a quality 
narrative regardless of 
content.
1st Oral Interview: I hope. By putting 
periods, commas and spelling.
He developed an 
understanding of the 
elements of good 
narrative, and knew how to 
revise to check for these 
elements. He used content 
elements to assess his own 
work.
2na Oral Interview: I hope so. Yes, 
because I reread it and I went through 
the revision checklist and I had 
everything—all six things—setting 
description, character descriptions, 
dialogue, blocking, figurative 
language, what I see in my mind.
11. Do you think you are a good writer? Why do you think 
so, or why don't you think so?
Vague response. 1st Oral Interview: Yes, because I 
always reread my stories when I'm done.
He used content elements 
to assess his own work.
2na Oral Interview: Yes, because I've 
been coming here to learn and I've 
learned more things like how to use 
blocking and similes.
12. Do you think professional writers revise and edit 
their work? Why or why not?
He equated standard 
conventions with a quality 
narrative regardless of 
content.
1st Oral Interview: Yes, because how did 
they become professional writers? If 
they didn't have commas, periods, or 
spelling they wouldn't be professional 
writers.
He was using content 
elements to assess his own 
work.
2na Oral Interview: Yes, because how 
else could they be professional 
writers? They have to use all six steps 
[referring to the elements of good 
narrative]
Beth's Oral Interviews. From Beth's first oral 
interview, it appears that even at the beginning of the 
study, she had strong metacognitive awareness of herself 
as a writer, and an understanding of the writing process 
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(See Table 20). She was able to recall and articulate her 
thinking, and even more importantly, the thinking 
strategies she chose to use were helpful to her overall 
writing performance. For example, she said:
I was thinking of the past and thinking if it 
was a good story or not. If I liked two stories, 
I talk about it in my mind and see which one is 
better. I'll start the beginning and if I don't 
really like it, I don't pick it, but if I do, 
then I pick it.
This example shows that Beth was not only aware that she 
was talking to herself while she was planning out her 
story, but she was also aware of how this thinking helped 
her as a writer. Beth also had a strong understanding of 
the editing process. For example, when she was describing 
the editing process, she said, "I was checking to see if 
the sentence made sense." This comment reflects the 
editing process of rereading to see if what is written 
will make sense to the reader. Again, Beth was 
metacognitively aware that she was using this strategy to 
edit. She was also aware of the focused questions she 
asked herself while she was writing—questions like, "What 
was I doing in this story? What was I saying?" She was 
also able to establish her own criteria for what makes a 
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good narrative. Beth said she liked her story, "Because it 
was funny and sad both at the same time." Rather than just 
saying that she "liked" her story, or just focusing on 
conventions, Beth was able to articulate what she liked 
about the content of her story, and she was able to see 
that the content of her story would probably be appealing 
to an audience. Beth was also aware that even the best 
writers revise and edit. She said, "Yes [they revise and 
edit] because their stories are so good." However, in this 
interview, she did not distinguish the difference between 
revising and editing, and when ever she used the term 
"revising," she really seemed to mean "editing."
By Beth's Second Oral Interview, her understanding of 
the writing process deepened, and she made metacognitive 
growth as well (See Table 20). During pre-writing, she was 
metacognitively aware that she was thinking through her 
ideas and picking a- good story, but this time she was 
aware of some of the specific elements of good narrative. 
In other words, she made sure the story that she choose 
had a problem and a solution. Also, in her final 
narrative, she talked about how she constructed a 
prewriting arc, whereas in her first narrative, she did 
not pre-write. She was also aware of how-this pre-writing 
strategy helped her. She said, "It helped me with the 
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beginning, middle, and end, the problems, the chunks of 
the problem, it helped me organize them [the chunks]." 
Just like during the first interview, Beth was able to 
articulate what she was thinking about while she was 
writing, but this time she was asking herself specific 
questions about the elements of good narratives that would 
help her write a good narrative. She said she asked 
herself questions like, "Can you see it? What characters 
are there? Did I describe the characters?" and "Did I . 
describe the stuff?—the characters? The Hospital?" She was 
also able to explain the types of questions she asked 
herself while she was editing. She said, "Should I put 
this sentence? This word?" It is clear from this response 
that by the second interview, Beth had developed an 
understanding of the differences between revising and 
editing. In other words, in the first interview, when I 
asked Beth about her revision practices, she referred to 
editing strategies, but when I asked her the same question 
in the second interview, she talked about actual revision 
strategies. The rest of Beth's second interview mirrors 
that of her first. It is clear that she liked the story 
she wrote, and she understands that all authors go through 
the process of revision and editing.
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Table 20. Beth's Oral Interview Responses with an Analysis
1. What was the first thing you did when you received the 
writing prompt?
She had metacognitive 
awareness—she was aware 
that she was talking to 
herself while she was 
writing, and aware that it 
was helpful.
1st Oral Interview: I was thinking of 
the past and thinking if it was a good 
story or not. If I liked two stories, I 
talk about it in my mind and see which 
one is better. I'll start the beginning 
and if I don't really like it, I don't 
pick it, but if I do, then I pick it.
She established criteria 
for picking a good story 
to write. She knew she 
needed to have a problem 
and a solution.
2nd Oral Interview: Think of a good 
story. Does it have a problem? How will 
I solve it?
3. Did you do any prewriting? If so, what did you do? 
Help me understand your thinking by telling me about it.
No prewriting. 1st Oral Interview: I just started.
She used a prewriting 
strategy (made an arc.) 
She knew that it would 
help her organize her 
thinking" and develop her 
thinking into organized 
chunks—beginning, middle, 
and end.
2nd Oral Interview: Like my first draft? 
Interviewer: No, before that.
Student: an arc. It helped me with the 
beginning, middle and end, the 
problems, the chunks of the problem, it 
helped me organize them [the chunks].
4. What were you thinking about as you wrote your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
She was asking herself 
questions that guided her 
writing.
1st Oral Interview: I was thinking—"What 
was I doing in this story? What was I 
saying?"
She was asking descriptive 
details questions that 
guided her writing.
2nd Oral Interview: "Can you see it? 
What -characters are there? Did I 
describe the characters?"
5. What did you think about when you reread your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
She established her own 
criteria for what makes a 
good narrative.
1st Oral Interview: "That's good. That's 
perfect because it made me laugh."
She asked herself a vague 
question.
2nd Oral Interview: It this a good 
story?
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6. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
revising your work?
She was mistaking editing 
for revision.
1st Oral Interview: Spelling, 
capitalization.
She understood revision.
She was asking content 
questions to help her with 
descriptions .
2na Oral Interview: "Did I describe the 
stuff?—the characters, the hospital?
7. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
editing your work.
She seemed to understand 
editing.
1st Oral Interview: I was checking to 
see if the sentence made sense.
She seemed to understand 
editing, and her questions 
were more specific this 
time than in the first 
interview.
2na Oral Interview: "Should I put this 
sentence? This word?"
8. Did you find any errors or other things you wanted to 
change when you reread your essay? If so, how did you 
find those errors?
She seemed to understand 
editing.
1st Oral Interview: Spelling, two words 
that didn't make sense in the sentence. 
When I was reading it I was really 
concentrating on spelling so that's how 
I found it.
She seemed to understand 
editing.
2na Oral Interview: Yes, some words out, 
some words brought in—I reread it and 
it didn't make sense.
9. What questions did you ask yourself as you were 
rereading your work?
She asked herself basic 
editing questions.
1st Oral Interview: "Does this make 
sense? Does that belong there?"
Vague question. 2na Oral Interview: "I hope this is 
right!"
10. Do you think you wrote a good narrative? How do you 
know?
She established her own 
criteria for what makes a 
good narrative. This 
criteria was based on 
content.
lsc Oral Interview: Yes, because it was 
funny and sad both at the same time.
Said it was a good 
narrative because she 
revised and edited it. She 
was not specific about the 
criteria.
2na Oral Interview: Yes, because I 
reread it three times. I revised it. I 
had lots of things wrong. Some words 
had to get out, some got in.
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11. Do you think you are a good writer? Why do you think 
so or why don't you think so?
She used her own content 
based criteria to judge 
her self as a writer.
1st Oral Interview: Kinda—yeah. Because 
I think my stories are funny.
She understood and valued 
the process of revising 
and the value of the 
content (ideas.)
2na Oral Interview: A little bit—yeah. 
Because I get ideas—authors write and 
revise and I do that too.
12. Do you think professional writers revise and edit 
their work? Why or why not?
She understood that all 
good writers revise and 
edit.
1st Oral Interview: Yes, because their 
stories are so good.
She understood that all 
good writers revise and 
edit.
2na Oral Interview: Yes, because their 
stories are good.
Lupe's Oral Interviews. Lupe was only one of two 
students who had an understanding of the concept of 
revision in her first oral interview (See Table 21). When 
I asked her what she thought about when she reread and 
revised her narrative, she said, "Dialogue, details. I was 
thinking about what happened. I was thinking about putting 
more stuff in the story." This is an example of changing 
content, not surface level editing. During the first 
interview it was also apparent that Lupe had some level of 
metacognitive awareness of herself as a writer. She was 
able to articulate what she was thinking about as she was 
planning out her story in her mind. She said, "Think about 
a story—which story I would write. I voted in my mind." 
She was also aware of the editing questions she was asking 
herself as she was rereading her work. Lupe said she was 
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thinking, "'Do I change it or not change it?' Reading it— 
some words didn't go there—I also said, 'Did I write it 
right?'" However, Lupe did not have a strong metacognitive 
understanding of herself as a writer. When I asked her if 
she thought she was a good writer, she said, "Yes," but 
she did not know why she was a good writer. This is 
interesting because she was only one of two students who 
understood the difference between revision and editing 
during the first interview, and she had strong 
metacognitive understanding of what she was doing and 
thinking about while she was writing. The other 
interesting observation is that even though she was aware 
of both revision and editing strategies, she did not refer 
to content when■I asked her if she thought professional 
writers edited and revised. She said she knew they revised 
and edited because they did not misspell words. This, of 
course, has nothing to do with revision.
In Lupe's Second Oral Interview, she appeared to have 
grown in her understanding of revision because she had a 
better understanding of the elements of good narrative, 
and she also seemed to have deepened her metacognitive 
thinking skills (See Table 21). Metacognitively, Lupe was 
able to explain how she used the list strategy and the arc 
strategy to pre-write, and she explained how this strategy 
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helped her as a writer. Lupe said, "I made a list, I made 
an arc. It helped me by looking at which one was the best 
story, and how did my problem get solutioned [sic.]" Lupe 
also had a stronger understanding of the elements of good 
narrative and she was able to articulate this knowledge. 
For example, I asked her, "What did you think about when 
you reread your narrative?" and she said, "I thought about 
if it had enough commas and similes, sensory details." Her 
response shows that she was aware of the content decisions 
that she was making and she was thinking about specific 
aspects of the content. During the first interview she 
responded to this question by discussing the content too, 
but she only mentioned dialogue as a specific element.
Then she used the terms, "details" and "stuff" to refer to 
the elements. So, in the first narrative she revised the 
content, but she was unaware of all of the specific 
elements that lie within revision, but by the second 
interview, she was able to articulate the specific names 
of the elements she was looking for. Her response to the 
next question on the second interview supports this point 
as well. When I asked her, "Describe what you were 
thinking about as you were revising your work," she said, 
"If I put blocking, dialogue, or enough describing 
places." This comment was very specific. She told me 
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exactly what elements she was looking for as she revised 
her writing. As the interview continued, Lupe was 
consistent in her clear explanations about her revision 
process. I asked her, "Did you find any errors or other 
things you wanted to change when you reread your essay?" 
and she said:
By reading it again, I saw things to change in 
my story. I put a character and I changed a 
character to something else because it didn't 
have enough detail. It was my aunt, but I put my 
mom's friend instead because she knows how to 
cut hair.
This is a clear example of revision. Lupe reread her work 
and changed the content so that it flowed and made more 
sense. Her deliberate attention to the content, the 
elements of good narrative, and the overall big picture of 
her story shows that she was actively revising.
Interestingly, just like in the first interview, Lupe was 
still struggling to see herself as a good writer. However, 
in the first interview she was not able to articulate why 
she thought she was or was not a good writer, but in the 
second interview she explained that she sometimes 
misspelled words without knowing it. In this case, she was 
using spelling to judge herself as a writer, but then she 
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went on to say that she used dialogue, details, commas, 
and apostrophes. She seemed to be saying that she was not 
the best writer because her spelling was not perfect, but 
she was not a bad writer either because she did use some 
of the elements of good narrative and some conventions. In 
the final question, just like in the first interview, Lupe 
was aware'that even professional writers make errors in 
conventions, and they revise by adding to their text.
Table 21. Lupe's Oral Interview Responses with an Analysis
1. What was the first thing you did when you received the 
writing prompt?
She seemed to be 
metacognitively aware of 
what strategies she was 
using to choose a topic.
1st oral interview: Think about a story— 
which story I would write. I voted in 
my mind.
She used the arc 
pre-writing strategy; she 
planned her story out in 
her mind, and wrote her 
plan on the arc.
2na oral interview: I thought about how 
the story was going to be. First I did 
an arc.
3. Did you do any prewriting? If so, what did you do? 
Help me understand your thinking by telling me about it.
No prewriting. 1st oral interview: I started right 
away.
She was metacognitively 
aware of the specific 
strategies she used to 
pre-write and how these 
strategies helped her.
2na oral interview: Yes, I made a list, 
I made an arc. It helped me by looking 
at which one was the best story, and 
how did my problem get solutioned 
[sic].
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4. What were you thinking about as you wrote your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
She was metacognitively 
aware of what she was 
doing while she was 
drafting.
1st oral interview: I was thinking about 
this story from when I was small. I was 
putting different words and some make 
believe stuff.
Again, she was aware of 
what she was thinking 
about, and she was 
thinking about conventions 
and content. For the 
content, she was thinking 
about specific aspects of 
the content.
2na oral interview: spelling, commas, 
describing the stuff (the people and 
places.)
5. What did you think about when you reread your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
She was thinking about 
content. Says, "dialogue, 
details." Dialogue is 
specific; "details" is not 
specific.
1st oral interview: Dialogue, details. I 
was thinking about what happened. I was 
thinking about putting more stuff in 
the story.
She was aware of the 
content decisions she was 
making. Again, she was 
thinking about specific 
aspects of the content 
(similes) and "sensory 
details."
2na oral interview: I thought about if 
it had enough commas and similes, 
sensory details.
6. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
revising your work.
She was thinking about 
content.
1st oral interview: Same as number 5.
Here she was getting 
specific about what 
details she was checking. 
This shows that she does 
understand the elements 
inside of the overarching 
term "vivid details."
2na oral interview: If I put blocking, 
dialogue, or enough describing places.
7. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
editing your work.
She had a clear 
understanding of the 
writing elements that fall 
under the editing 
category.
1st oral interview: I was thinking 
about what happened. Checking if I had 
mistakes like periods or commas.
Spelling is in the editing 
category.
2na oral interview: If I corrected my 
spelling.
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8. Did you find any errors or other things you wanted to 
change when you reread your essay? If so, how did you 
find those errors?
She understood that 
writers need to reread to 
make changes.
1st oral interview: Yes, I read them in 
my mind and I changed some things.
This is a clear example of 
revision. She reread and 
changed the content so 
that it flowed and made 
more sense. She thought 
about the overall big 
picture of the story.
2na oral interview: By reading it again, 
I saw things to change in my story. I 
put a character and I changed a 
character to something else because it 
didn't have enough detail. It was my 
aunt, but I put my mom's friend instead 
because she knows how to cut hair.
9. What questions did you ask yourself as you were 
rereading your work?
She asked herself editing 
questions, and she was 
metacognitively aware of 
the questions she was 
asking herself as she 
reread her work.
lsc oral interview: Do I change it, or 
not change it? Reading it—some words 
didn't go there—I also said, "Did I 
write it right?"
She was metacognitively 
aware of the questions she 
asked herself. She focused 
on specific questions that 
dealt with the content 
(elements of descriptive 
detail.)
2na oral interview: Did I use enough 
details? Did I put enough similes? Did 
I describe the person?
10. Do you think you wrote a good narrative? How do you 
know?
She referred to 
conventions as the reason 
her narrative was "good."
1st oral interview: Yes, because I 
reread it and checked for mistakes—like 
if a word was spelled wrong.
She referred to the 
content as the reason her 
narrative was "good."
2na oral interview: Yes, because I read 
it. I just think that. (Interviewer: 
How do you know?) Putting... describing 
the person, describing stuff.
11. Do you think you are a good writer? Why do you think 
so or why don't you think so?
She was not 
metacognitively aware of 
herself as a writer.
Yes, I don't know. (Interviewer: How do 
you know?) I don't know.
She was judging herself by 
her conventions. She did 
not mention content.
Kind of, because sometimes I misspell 
words with out knowing, but I put 
dialogue, details, commas and 
apostrophes.
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12. Do you think professional writers revise and edit 
their work? Why or why not?
She was just thinking 
about conventions.
1st oral interview: Yes, because the 
words aren't misspelled or wrong.
She recognized that even 
professional authors have 
convention errors at first 
and that they need to 
edit, and that 
professional authors 
revise as well.
2nd oral interview: Yes, because they 
make books. They don't have misspelling 
or commas, but they do at first. They 
have to add similes, and describing 
parts—they add it later.
Daniella's Oral Interviews. In the first oral 
interview, Daniella showed that she was already developing 
into a strong writer (See Table 22). In the beginning of 
the first interview she talked about how she picked a 
writing topic. She said, "I started thinking about what I 
was going to write about. I thought of a story, and I 
said, "This is a good story because it's exciting." This 
shows that she was metacognitively aware of her thinking 
as a writer, and it shows that she established a purpose 
for her story—she wanted to. make an exciting story. She 
did not pre-write, but she did think about her possible 
topics, and she chose the one that she wanted to write 
about the most. She was also metacognitively aware of how 
she was editing as she was drafting. She wrote, "I was 
thinking if I made mistakes—if I should write it really 
fast, and if I made a mistake, go back." Here she was 
aware that she was contemplating what writing strategies 
to use in order to be the most effective writer.
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Throughout the interview, she continued to give thoughtful 
responses that showed her metacognitive awareness. She 
even thought about her audience, because she referred to 
them when she said, "I thought that people would actually 
like the story because of the little joke that's in 
there." She continues with this line of thinking later on 
as well. When I asked her if she thought she wrote a good 
narrative, she said, "Yes, because I think I can make 
people laugh."
In Daniella's first oral interview she focused 
heavily on her content, and she did not distinguish 
between revising and editing. For example, when I asked 
her what she was thinking about when she was revising, she 
said, "I was just thinking about the story and what 
happened." Then, when I asked her about her editing 
process, she said, "That I should do better in the whole 
story. I should make it better—funnier." Also, when I 
asked her about what she was thinking about when she was 
rereading her work, she said she was thinking about, "What 
I would describe." In all of these cases, she was 
referring to revision decisions—not editing.
In Daniella's second oral interview she showed some 
significant changes in her thinking (See Table 22). Her 
metacognitive understanding of herself as a writer took a 
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huge leap forward. When I asked her, "What was the first 
thing you did when you received the writing prompt?" she 
responded by saying, "[I was] excited. Before, I got 
really shy because I didn't know I could write. Now, I 
feel happy because I get to write stories and see how good 
I am." As her confidence and identity as a writer 
increased, so did her enjoyment of writing. Later in the 
interview when I asked her if she thought she wrote a good 
narrative, she said, "Yes, because you taught me how to 
write it, and I know what to do, and I did what you told 
me to do, so I think I did good—similes, character 
description, setting description, dialogue, and blocking." 
Again, she appeared to be developing confidence as a 
writer, and she was judging her writing abilities on her 
use of the elements of good narratives. However, towards 
the end of the interview, Daniella's thinking about 
herself as a writer changed. I asked her, "Do you think 
you are a good writer?" and she said:
A little bit good-because sometimes I do a lot 
of mistakes. I misspell a lot of words, I don't 
put periods, and I don't remember what to write. 
I think good writers make some mistakes, but 
they go back and fix it (like spelling.) They 
know they did something wrong.
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Then I asked her, "And, you don't always know?" and she 
said, "Yes." This statement is contradictory to the first 
statement she made. It seems that as a writer who was 
learning and growing, she was becoming aware of both how 
much she was improving, and how much farther she still 
needed to go. She was aware that she did not always catch 
all of her convention errors, and she was using this 
knowledge to judge herself as a writer. Ultimately, her 
awareness of her need to improve in conventions did not 
affect her desire to write or her positive self-image as a 
writer, but she did seem to place a heavy emphasis on her 
ability to follow standard writing conventions.
One noticeable difference between Daniella's first 
interview and her second interview was that in her second 
interview she was able to identify specific elements of 
good narratives. In her first interview she just referred 
to the content of her story in a vague way. She said 
things like, "I was just thinking about what happened," 
but in the second interview she said things like, "If I 
put periods in the right place, if I misspelled something, 
if I had enough similes, if I had capitals in the 
beginning of the sentences, dialogue too." Her first 
statement was vague, but her second statement spelled out 
exactly the content and conventions she was looking for.
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In another part of the interviews, when I asked her what 
she was thinking about when she was rereading, in the 
first interview she said, "What would I describe," but in 
the second interview she said, "If I described them. What 
they were saying. If I had said what they were doing when 
they were talking." In the second interview, Daniella gave 
specific details about exactly what she was looking for, 
but in the first interview her response was vague. This 
shows that as she was developing an understanding of the 
literary elements that are in good narratives, she was 
also becoming more apt to critique her own writing and 
revise it.
Analysis
Table 22. Daniella's Oral Interview Responses with an
1. What was the first thing you did when you received the 
writing prompt?
She was metacognitively 
aware of her thinking when 
she was deciding on a 
story. She did not 
pre-write. She picked her 
story topic based on a 
content decision (humor.)
1st oral interview: I started thinking 
about what I was going to write about. 
I thought of a story and I said, "This 
is a good story because it's exciting."
She was becoming aware of 
herself as a good writer.
She had a purpose for 
writing.
2na oral interview: I was excited. 
Before, I got really shy because I 
didn't know I could write. Now, I feel 
happy because I get to write stories 
and see how good I am.
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3. Did you do any prewriting? If so, what did you do? 
Help me understand your thinking by telling me about it.
No prewriting. 1st oral interview: I just started 
writing.
She made a prewriting arc 
to organize her story.
2na oral interview: I did the arc by 
knowing what I was going to write and 
how many paragraphs.
4. What were you thinking about as you wrote your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
She was metacognitively 
aware of her thinking as 
she wrote. She was not 
clear about what she meant 
by "mistakes."
1st oral interview: I was thinking if I 
made mistakes—if I should write it 
really fast and if I made a mistake, go 
back.
She was thinking about 
content (similes.) She was 
not clear about what she 
meant by "how well I would 
do." The term "well" is 
not defined.
2na oral interview: How well would I do, 
How many similes I Was going to put.
5. What did you think about when you reread your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
She was thinking about her 
audience. She was thinking 
about the content. She was 
not thinking of revision 
or editing.
1st oral interview: I thought that 
people would actually like the story 
because of the little joke that's in 
there.
She recognized that she 
wanted to revise, so she 
added dialogue in a 
certain part.
2na oral interview: I read where they 
talked, like I put when my mom talked I 
added that part.
6. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
revising your work.
She was thinking about 
content, but in a vague 
way. She was not thinking 
about any particular 
elements.
1st oral interview: I was just thinking 
about the story and what happened.
She seemed to think 
revision and editing are 
the same thing because she 
refers to both here. She 
was thinking about 
content, not just 
conventions.
2na oral interview: If I put periods in 
the right place, if I misspelled 
something, if I had enough similes, if 
I had capitals in the beginning of the 
sentences, dialogue too.
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7. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
editing your work.
She was mistaking revision 
for editing because she 
was thinking about content 
and her audience in this 
part.
1st oral interview: That I should do 
better in the whole story. I should 
make it better—funnier.
She was confused by the 
term "editing" because she 
thinks she already 
answered this question 
(see number 6 above.)
2na oral interview: I don't remember, I 
don't remember what it is.
8. Did you find any errors or other things you wanted to 
change when you reread your essay? If so, how did you 
find those errors?
She was aware that you can 
find errors when you 
reread. Her example is 
more of a convention 
error. She does not 
mention content errors 
here.
1st oral interview: Yes, I should change 
my sisters' name because I put Jenn 
instead of Jennifer. I found it when I 
reread it, and I was making sure 
everything was just right, (changed 
name)
She was aware that you can 
find errors when you 
reread—she found content 
and conventions errors.
2na oral interview: When I was rereading 
I saw that I had misspelled words. I 
didn't put similes. I didn't have 
enough periods.
9. What questions did you ask yourself as you were 
rereading your work?
She asked herself some 
general content questions.
1st oral interview: What would I 
describe.
She asked herself specific 
content questions related 
to the elements.
2na oral interview: If I described them. 
What they were saying. If I had said 
what they were doing when they were 
talking.
10. Do you think you wrote a good narrative? How do you 
know?
She thought of herself as 
a good writer. Attributed 
it to the content of her 
stories (The humor in her 
stories.)
1st oral interview: Yes, because I think 
I can make people laugh.
Thought of herself as a 
good writer. Understood 
the elements of good 
narrative, and judged 
herself by her use of 
these elements. Danger: is 
this all she was judging 
herself by?
2na oral interview: Yes, because you 
taught me how to write it, and I know 
what to do, and I did what you told me 
to do, so I think I did good—similes, 
character description, setting 
description, dialogue, and blocking.
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11. Do you think you are a good writer? Why do you think 
so or why don't you think so?
She judged her writing 
ability by her ability to 
think of ideas, and to 
write without hesitation.
Yes, because I can think of stories in 
like one minute, and then I start 
writing right away.
She was beginning to 
recognize that she was 
making errors that she did 
not see when she edited.
This seems to be effecting 
her self image as a 
writer. Yet, it 
contradicts her response 
to question number 10.
A little bit good—because sometimes I 
do a lot of mistakes. I misspell a lot 
of words, I don't put periods, and I 
don't remember what to write. I think 
good writers make some mistakes, but 
they go back and fix it (like 
spelling). They know they did something 
wrong. (Interviewer: And you don't 
always know?) No.
12. Do you think professional writers revise and edit 
their work? Why or why not?
She recognized that 
professional writers take 
their time, and they have 
to edit.
1st oral interview: Yes, because 
sometimes they take a long time 
thinking what they're going to write, 
and then writing, and they have to 
check to see if they've missed a word.
Recognized that 
professional writers have 
to go back and check their 
work.
Did not define what she 
meant by "mistakes."
2nd oral interview: Yes, because they 
make mistakes in their stories and they 
have to go back to check because people 
might read it.
James' Oral Interviews. In James' first oral 
interview, he had a positive attitude about writing (See 
Table 23). However, other than drafting and editing, he 
had a vague understanding of the rest of the writing 
process and of the elements of good narratives. For 
example, when I asked him, "Do you think you wrote a good 
narrative?" He said, "I like writing. I get good grades on 
writing, and last year I got an award in writing and my 
teacher said I was one of the top writers." The reason he 
thought he was a good writer was because he liked writing, 
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he earned good writing grades, he won a writing award, and 
his teacher told him he is one of the best writers in the 
class. All of these reasons come from sources other than 
himself. In other words, he thought he was a good writer 
because other people praised him; he did not understand 
the evaluative criteria used to assess his writing. In 
another similar example, I asked James, "What questions 
did you ask yourself as you were rereading your work?" and 
he responded by saying, "Is it good? Will Ms. Cooke like 
it?" Again, he did not define what he meant by "good," and 
he leaves the evaluation part up to the teacher rather 
than taking responsibility for it himself. All of this 
evidence shows that James did not understand the criteria 
used to evaluate his writing, and since he could not 
critique his work, he could not revise it.
In the first oral interview, James was not able to 
critically examine and revise his own writing, because he 
was unaware of the elements of good writing, and he was 
not using all of the steps of the writing process. 
However, the second oral interview shows that he made 
significant changes in his understanding of the writing 
process, in his'understanding of the elements of good 
narratives, and in his metacognitive knowledge of himself 
as a writer (See Table 23). In this first interview, James 
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did not pre-write-he just made a vague plan of his story 
in his head and then started drafting. However, in his 
second interview, James talked about how he used the arc 
strategy to pre-write. Not only did he use this strategy, 
but he was also metacognitively aware of how this strategy 
helped save him time. He talked about how making an arc 
kept him from wasting time on a story that would take too 
long to write for the prompt writing. He recognized that 
without the arc, he would have started a story and then 
realized once he was knee-deep into the story that it was 
too long to write for the prompt writing. As James said, 
"I thought of. something to write by making an arc, but it 
would take too long, so I switched to a different story 
and made another arc."
Throughout the interviews, there were other examples 
of James' improved metacognitive awareness, and 
understanding of the writing process and the elements of 
good narrative. In the first interview, whenever I asked 
James what he was thinking about, he never referred to 
thinking that had to do with the writing process, the 
elements of good narrative, or his abilities as a writer. 
He always referred to the content of his story instead. In 
the first interview, when I asked him, "What were you 
thinking about as you wrote your narrative?" he responded 
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with, "I was sad because my dog died. He only lived for 
three days." This shows he was thinking about the 
emotional content of his story, but not strategies he 
could use throughout the writing process that would help 
him write. Again, when I asked him, "What did you think 
about when you reread your narrative?" he said, "Scruffy 
and Fluffy, my dogs." Here, he was still thinking about 
the content when he reread his story, and he was not 
thinking about revision strategies or elements of good 
narratives. In the second interview, his responses to 
these two questions were very different from his responses 
the first time around. In the second interview when I 
asked him, "What were you thinking about as you wrote your 
narrative?" he responded with, "I want to get finished. I 
just write, and when I'm done I reread and do revision and 
editing." This response shows his understanding of the 
writing process. He was aware that he quickly wrote his 
draft in order to get his ideas down, and then he revised 
and edited his draft later. Then, when I asked him the 
next question, "What did you think about when you reread 
your narrative?" he said, "Is it good? How do you spell 
this? Now it's time to look for the periods, spelling, 
quotations." In this response, his thinking was directed 
towards questions that he asked himself in order to 
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improve his draft. His editing questions were specific, 
but his revising question about the content ("Is it 
good?") was vague. However, in the next question he became 
much more specific with his revision questions. In this 
question, I asked him to describe what he was thinking 
about as he was revising his work, and he said, "I just 
look at the story. Is my spelling good? If I need to put a 
period or if the spelling is wrong. Character description, 
blocking." Then, I asked him, "What are those questions?" 
and he said, "It's my...what does it look like?, or do I 
need to write more? [questions]." He mentions both editing 
questions and revision questions in his response, so it 
seems that he is still confused about the difference 
between revising and editing. However, he is 
metacognitively aware of good questions that will direct 
his revision and editing, whereas, in the first interview, 
when he responded to this question, he just said, "reread 
it, check the punctuation and spelling." In the first 
interview he was just talking about editing skills, and he 
was vague about his thinking. What did he mean by, 
"check"? How does he check it? "Check the punctuation and 
spelling" is a vague strategy, where as, asking himself 
specific questions to confirm whether or not he has that 
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element in his writing, is a far more focused and helpful 
writing strategy.
Table 23. James' Oral Interview Responses with an Analysis
1. What was the first thing you did when you received the 
writing prompt?
He recognized that stories 
have problems, but he did 
not pre-write.
1st oral interview: I thought about what I 
could write about and I made sure it was a 
problem.
He made an arc (prewriting.) 
He plotted out his first 
idea and realized it would 
take too long, so he 
switched to a different 
story, plotted it out, and 
wrote that one instead.
2na oral interview: I thought of something 
to write by making an arc, but it would 
take too long so I switched to a different 
story and made another arc.
3. Did you do any prewriting? If so, what did you do? 
Help me understand your thinking by telling me about it.
No pre-writing. 1st oral interview: No
Pre-writing—arc. He was 
thinking about the elements 
of good narratives.
2na oral interview: I made an arc. I was 
remembering how I felt and how it looked 
like.
4. What were you thinking about as you wrote your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
His story was about his dog 
that died. He was thinking 
about his dogs, not about 
the story per say.
1st oral interview: I was sad because my 
dog died. He only lived for three days.
He was able to explain how 
he followed the writing 
process (metacognition.) He 
did not define revision or 
editing.
2na oral interview: I want to get finished. 
I just write and when I'm done I reread and 
do revision and editing.
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5. What did you think about when you reread your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
He thought about his dogs, 
not about the story per say.
1st oral interview: Scruffy and Fluffy, my 
dogs.
He was metacognitively aware 
of his thinking while 
rereading. He asked himself 
specific convention 
questions and a vague 
content question.
2ncl oral interview: Is it good? How do you 
spell this? Now it's time to look for the 
periods, spelling, quotations.
6. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
revising your work.
He was confusing editing 
with revision. He did not 
talk about revision here, 
just editing.
1st oral interview: Reread it, check the 
punctuation and spelling.
He was thinking of revision 
and editing as the same 
thing. He was aware of good 
questions and using good 
questions that could direct 
his revision and editing 
(metacognition.)
2na oral interview: I just look at the 
story. Is my spelling good? If I need to 
put a period or if the spelling is wrong. 
Character description, blocking.
(Interviewer: "What are those questions?) 
Is my...what does it look like or do I need 
to write more" [questions].
7. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
editing your work.
Vague response. Also, he was 
confusing revision and 
editing. He was just talking 
about editing.
1st oral interview: To make it as best as I 
could by checking the spelling and 
revising.
This response was not as 
vague. He was looking for 
specific elements, but he 
does not mention all of 
them. He was still confusing 
revision and editing because 
he was talking about 
examples of both here.
2na oral interview; I looked for the 
periods. I looked for some talking and I 
put the quotes in there and I checked my 
spelling.
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8. Did you find any errors or other things you wanted to 
change when you reread your essay? If so, how did you 
find those errors?
Conventions, spelling. 1st oral interview: No...wait...I think I 
changed some spelling.
He talked about specific 
editing changes, and 
specific revision changes. 
He focused in on one of the 
most important revision 
questions—"What does it look 
like?" He knew he needed to 
revise to make sure he put 
enough descriptive detail in 
his story.
2na oral interview: I revised and edited. I 
found missing periods, capitals missing, 
missing words. Mostly I think about what 
does it look like. Sometimes I think I'm 
not good at my "What does it look like" 
part and I think I need to add more.
9. What questions did you ask yourself as you were 
rereading your work?
This is a vague question, 
and it is dependent on the 
teacher.
1st oral interview: Is it good? Will Ms. 
Cooke like it?
These are very specific 
convention and content 
questions. The content 
questions are related to the 
elements of good narratives. 
He was worried about himself 
as a writer.
2na oral interview: Is my story good enough 
to pass me? Am I going to flunk because of 
writing? Do I have everything that I need­
periods, commas, quotations, blocking 
figurative language, setting description, 
character description?
10. Do you think you wrote a good narrative? How do you 
know?
He had a positive attitude 
about writing and being a 
writer.
1st oral interview: Yes, because I like 
writing. I get good grades on writing and 
last year I got an award in writing, and my 
teacher said I was one of the top writers.
He used "hard work" to 
determine that his narrative 
was "good." This criteria is 
vague.
2na oral interview: Yes, 'cause I worked 
really hard on it.
11. Do you think you are a good writer? Why do you think 
so or why don't you think so?
He used spelling to judge 
himself as a good writer. 
The term "stuff" is vague.
1st oral interview: Yes, because I check 
for spelling and put stuff in there.
He used very specific 
attributes to judge his 
writing and his self as a 
writer. He talked about 
content from the elements of 
good narrative checklist, 
and he also talked about 
conventions.
2nd oral interview: Because I revise, edit, 
looking at my character description, 
blocking, figurative language, dialogue, 
editing—periods, spelling, commas, capital 
letters.
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12. Do you think professional writers revise and edit 
their work? Why or why not?
He had a good understanding 
of the drafting and editing 
processes (going back to 
check it and edit it.) I 
assume when he said, 
"revise" he really meant 
edit, because he never gave 
examples of revision in this 
interview. He only gave 
editing examples.
1st oral interview: Yes, because they might 
have to write really fast so they don't 
lost their ideas, then they go back and 
revise it.
He understood that, if when 
writers look carefully at 
their writing, they can 
usually find something to 
improve.
2nd oral interview: Yes, because you told 
me even if it's the best, they make it even 
better.
Maria's Oral Interviews. Maria's first oral interview 
shows that she already had some metacognitive awareness of 
herself as a writer and, like Lupe, she understood both 
revision and editing, but she confused the terms (See 
Table 24). When I asked Maria, "What was the first thing 
you did when you received the writing prompt? she said:
I was thinking how to put the paragraphs. I 
didn't know if I was going to put one whole 
paragraph or more than one. I decided since it's 
one whole day, I'll just put the morning, the 
afternoon, and the sunset.
Even though Maria did not pre-write, she did plan out her 
story in her head, and she was metacognitively aware of 
this planning. Also, in Maria's first interview, she was 
able to describe instances where she was editing and 
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revising. She confused the two terms, but she gave clear 
examples of both revision and editing. For example, when I 
asked her what she was thinking about when she was 
revising, she said, "That I should do it again because I 
forgot to put some periods, commas, and capitalization." 
Then, when I asked her what she was thinking about as she 
was editing, she responded by saying, "That I left out a 
little bit of parts—I didn't describe how the limousine 
looked." This is not editing, it is revision, but it is a 
very clear example of revision, and she was only one of 
two students who used any revision strategies in their 
first writing sample. She goes on to describe her revision 
process even further in her next response. I asked her, 
"Did you find any errors or other things you wanted to 
change when you reread your essay?" and she said, "Yes, 
change one sentence to the other paragraph." Even though 
Maria is confused by the terms editing and revision, she 
is clearly capable of using both types of strategies.
In Maria's second oral interview, she continued to 
define and deepen her understanding of the writing 
process—especially revision (See Table 24). She also 
developed a strong purpose for her writing, and she made 
an identity shift in her understanding of herself as a 
writer. In her first interview, she confused the terms 
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revision and editing. In the second interview she 
sometimes described the two processes as one in the same, 
and other times she switched the two around. However, 
despite this misunderstanding, her examples of revision 
were complex and detailed, and she was aware of how these 
changes were improving her writing. For example, when I 
asked her if she thought she was a good writer, she 
responded:
Yes, I like writing a lot and I keep on revising 
it. Sometimes I think, "That's in the wrong 
paragraph," and so I move it to a different 
paragraph. I look for...I count how many similes 
I have. I check for punctuation, dialogue, 
spelling errors. I tell myself, "Is that enough 
or not enough?"
Clearly, Maria was developing an even deeper understanding 
of revision than she had in the first interview, because 
in her second ’interview she was talking about moving 
entire paragraphs around in her text. She also understood 
the elements of good narratives because she repeatedly 
talked about checking to make sure she had them in her 
writing. During this same exchange, I also asked her if 
checking her descriptions was part of revising or editing 
because I wanted to see if she really was1 confusing the 
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two, and she responded by saying that checking 
descriptions was part of editing. Maria, was able to 
revise at a very complex level, she was just confusing the 
terms "revising" and "editing."
Maria was also able to judge her writing using a 
specific set of criteria. In the first interview, when I 
asked her if she thought she wrote a good narrative, she 
said she did not think so because she knew she had a lot 
of convention errors. However, when I asked her the same 
question in the second interview, she said, "Yes, I 
revised it—I did everything' I had to do—I did prewriting, 
I revised, I edited, and I kept rereading and asking 
questions." This shows Maria was not only metacognitively 
aware of what she was thinking' about while she was 
writing, but she was also able to give a detailed 
description about how she went through the writing process 
and about how she was asking herself questions all along 
the way. Also, the specific nature of the questions she 
asked herself changed from the first to the second 
interview. In the first interview she said she was asking 
herself questions about spelling, but in the second 
interview she was asking herself questions about dialogue, 
blocking, and similes.
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The other significant change between Maria's first 
and second interview was her understanding of herself as a 
writer. In the first interview, when I asked her if she 
thought she was a good writer, she said, "Yes, because 
every time in the morning we have to do DOL and I mostly 
get it right." In this response she linked Daily Oral 
Language Practice, an inauthentic sentence editing 
exercise, with being a good writer. Also, even though she 
was able to recall her thinking as she wrote and revised 
her narratives, she never referred to her abilities to use 
these strategies as a reason why she was a good writer. On 
the other hand, in her second interview she gave a full 
explanation of how being able to use the writing process 
and being able to edit and revise made her a good writer. 
She said:
Yes, I like writing a lot and I keep on revising 
it. Sometimes I think, "That's in the wrong 
paragraph," and so I move it to a different 
paragraph. I look for...I count how many similes 
I have. I check for punctuation, dialogue, 
spelling errors. I tell myself, "Is that enough 
or not enough?"
Then, when I asked her if she thought professional writers 
revised and edited their work, she said:
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Yes. I read books at home a lot. I sometimes 
look to see if they put enough similes in them.
I sometimes get a pen or pencil and I put more 
similes in there. I want to be an author when I 
grow up. I wrote a biography about my mom [in 
third grade]. I think maybe I can be an author. 
I want to write about my family.
Maria was beginning to see herself as an writer who could 
become a professional author. She was also developing a 
purpose for her writing because she wanted to write about 
her family. This is a far cry from before when she thought 
she was a good author because she was able to edit DOL 
sentences in her workbook. In her second interview she had 
a genuine purpose for writing and a writing goal that 
aligned with this purpose.
Analysis
Table 24. Maria's Oral Interview Responses with an
1. What was the first thing you did when you received the 
writing prompt?
She was pre-writing in her 
head (sorting through her 
organizational pattern 
before she began writing,) 
but she did not pre-write on 
paper.
1st oral interview: I was thinking how to 
put the paragraphs. I didn't know if I was 
going to put one whole paragraph or more 
than one. I decided since it's one whole 
day, I'll just put the morning, the 
afternoon, and the sunset.
She was writing with a 
genuine purpose (she wanted 
to give the story to her 
cousin.) She was aware of 
her audience.
2na oral interview: Worried because I 
didn't know what to write about. Since my 
cousin was coming back from Iraq I wanted 
to make a story for him to see from before 
he went to Iraq.
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3. Did you do any prewriting? If so, what did you do? 
Help me understand your thinking by telling me about it.
She did not prewrite. 1st oral interview: No.
She made a prewriting arc. 
She was metacognitively 
aware that this strategy 
helped her organize and 
concretize her thinking.
2na oral interview: Yes, an arc—to help me 
remember what I was going to write about, 
so I don't forget what I'm going to write 
about, I just look back [at the arc.]
4. What were you thinking about as you wrote your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
She had some metacognitive 
awareness of what she was 
thinking about while she was 
writing.
1st oral interview: I was thinking what 
order to put it.
She seemed to understand 
that a person's writing is 
often the best when they 
really care about their 
topic.
2na oral interview: If it's going to be 
good or bad. I knew it would be good 
because I like writing about my family.
5. What did you think about when you reread your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
She focused on conventions. 1st oral interview: That I forgot to put 
some words in. How to spell some words.
She focused on specific 
content elements from the 
narrative checklist.
2na oral interview: If I had enough similes 
or dialogue.
6. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
revising your work.
See her responses for 
question number seven.
lsc oral interview: That I should do it 
again because I forgot to put some periods, 
commas, and capitalization.
See her responses for 
question number seven.
2na oral interview: Where to put the commas 
and punctuation.
7. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
editing your work.
This is revision not 
editing, but she did both 
(see number six). It seems 
like she was just confused 
about the terminology. It 
seems like she thought 
revising is editing and 
editing is revising.
1st oral interview: That I left out a 
little bit of parts—I didn't describe how 
the limousine looked.
Again, she was focusing on 
content. Her response- is 
very specific; it is not 
vague. However, this isn't 
editing. (See the responses 
for question number seven.)
2na oral interview: I was making sure that 
it was well—good description or bad (the 
animals and my Aunt's house.)
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8. Did you find any errors or other things you wanted to 
change when you reread your essay? If so, how did you 
find those errors?
This is revision. She moved 
a sentence to another 
paragraph.
1st oral interview: Yes, change one 
sentence to the other paragraph.
She added more details. Her 
strategy was to reread over 
and over in order to see 
what was missing.
2na oral interview: I forgot to put in what 
we ordered and what we did when we were 
waiting. I kept on rereading.
9. What questions did you ask yourself as you were 
rereading your work?
She only asked herself 
questions about spelling. 
Still, this is metacognitive 
awareness of what she was 
thinking about while 
writing.
1st oral interview: How to spell 
"Maureen's" and "limousine."
She was asking herself 
content related questions 
from the elements of good 
narrative check list.
2na oral interview: If I put dialogue and 
blocking. My similes were well.
10. Do you think you wrote a good narrative? How do you 
know?
She was judging her writing 
on the conventions.
1st oral interview: No, because I have a 
lot of errors, punctuation, capitalization, 
and spelling.
She was aware of what she 
was doing while she was 
writing (metacognition.) She 
thought that if she followed 
all the steps of the writing 
process and asked herself 
the critical questions she 
would be able to produce 
good writing.
2na oral interview: Yes, I revised it—I did 
everything I had to do—I did prewriting, I 
revised, I edited, and I kept rereading and 
asking questions.
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11. Do you think you are a good writer? Why do you think 
so or why don't you think so?
DOL is just editing; it does 
not make a good writer.
1st oral interview: Yes, because every time 
in the morning we have to do DOL and I 
mostly get it right.
I asked her if checking 
descriptions was part of 
revising or editing because 
of her response to question 
number seven. She was 
confused by the terminology; 
she was clearly developing 
an understanding for 
revision because she even 
talked about moving whole 
paragraphs around in her 
text. She also understood 
the elements of good 
narratives because she 
repeatedly talked about 
checking to make sure she 
had them in her writing.
2nd oral interview: Yes, I like writing a 
lot and I keep on revising it. Sometimes I 
think, "That's in the wrong paragraph," and 
so I move it to a different paragraph. I 
look for...I count how many similes I have. 
I check for punctuation, dialogue, spelling 
errors. I tell myself, "Is that enough or 
not enough?" (Interviewer: Do you check 
descriptions?) Yes. (Interviewer: Is that 
part of revising or editing?) Editing.
12. Do you think professional writers revise and edit 
their work? Why or why not?
Vague response. 1st oral interview: Yes, so they could have 
a great story.
She had a strong desire to 
write—writing about her 
family gives her a strong 
intrinsic purpose for 
writing. She was making her 
own reading/writing 
connections.
2nd oral interview: Yes, I read books at 
home a lot. I sometimes look to see if they 
put enough similes in them. I sometimes get 
a pen or pencil and I put more similes in 
there. I want to be an author when I grow 
up. I wrote a biography about my mom [in 
3rd grade.) I think maybe I can be an 
author. I want to write about my family.
Noah's Oral Interviews. In Noah's first oral 
interview he seemed to think that the writing process was 
just about drafting and editing (See Table 25). When I 
asked him, "What was the first thing you did when you 
received the writing prompt? He said, "Think about it in 
my head first. I tried to remember what I was doing at 
Universal Studios." He did not pre-write, he just thought 
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about the story in his head and then wrote a draft. Later 
on in the interview when I asked him if he thought he was 
a good writer, he responded, "Yes, because I write long, 
then an hour later I go back to revise it to see if it's 
good spelling, punctuation, grammar, periods, and 
quotation marks." Here, Noah explained his understanding 
of the writing process—drafting and editing. The rest of 
the interview supports this conclusion as well because, 
for every question that asked Noah what he was thinking 
about, he always answered with a list of editing elements. 
For example, when I asked him what he was thinking about 
as he wrote his narrative, he said, "I was thinking of 
putting periods, punctuation, spelling, quotations, 
commas, capitals, and paragraphs." In this first 
interview, Noah never talked about any revision 
strategies. Also, it is unclear what type of editing 
strategies he was using to correct his convention errors, 
but he did not seem to be asking himself any questions, or 
at least, he was not metacognitively aware of asking 
himself editing questions. For example, I' asked Noah,
"What questions did you ask yourself as you were rereading 
your work?" and he responded, "I usually make mistakes— 
words that don't go together and missing words. I told 
myself to go back and look at it." Then, I asked him,
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"But, did you have any questions?" and he answered, "I 
didn't have any questions." So, either he was not askinq 
himself questions as he reread his work, or he was asking 
himself questions, but he just was not metacognitively 
aware that he was doing it.
In Noah's second oral interview, he showed growth in 
his understanding and use of pre-writing strategies (See 
Table 25). When I asked him, "What was the first thing you 
did when you received the writing prompt?" he said, "I 
thought about what I was going to write. I thought about 
my past. I made an arc." Then in his next response, he 
explained how the pre-writing arc strategy helped him. He 
said, "I made an arc. It helped me get an idea. I 
remembered my past and I remembered about my aunt. After I 
think about it, I make the arc—it helps me get the idea." 
This response shows that Noah was metacognitively aware of 
how the pre-writing strategy helped him with his writing. 
He understood that the strategy helped him sift through 
his memories and plot out. what he wanted to write about.
Noah started the second interview with reflective 
thinking and a new-found understanding of the pre-writing 
process, but throughout the remainder of the interview, 
Noah fixated on editing, and he rattled off a generic 
editing list for almost every question I asked him. When I 
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asked him what he was thinking about as he wrote his 
narrative, he said, "I think about a good title, commas, 
punctuation, spelling, sentence combining, and enough 
quotations." When I asked him to describe what he was 
thinking about as he was revising, he said, "I just write 
for fun." So then I asked him, "Do you ask yourself 
questions?" and he said, "I check if I had all the things 
that are necessary." Then I asked him, "What are those 
things?" and he replied, "Periods, commas, punctuation, 
quotations, sentence combining, paragraphing." Then, when 
I asked him about editing, he said it was the same as 
before. In other words, "Periods, commas, punctuation, 
quotations, sentence combining, and paragraphing." Noah 
was fixated on conventions during the second interview, 
but this line of thinking does not match up with the 
second narrative he wrote because he revised that 
narrative extensively. It is possible that he could have 
been saying what he thought he wanted me to hear, or he 
did not fully understand what I was asking him, or he was 
not metacognitively aware of the way he was revising his 
work.
Noah did not talk about revision until the very end 
of the second interview. I asked him if he thought he was 
a good writer and he said, "I think so, yeah. I look back 
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to check my errors, (punctuation, commas, periods, 
quotation marks, capitals.) Also, I need to have these 
elements." I asked him what he meant by "elements" and he 
said, "Helping the readers know the characters—see the 
characters in their mind. I have to do it so readers' can 
see it in their minds. This part of editing, I go back and 
revise." This is the only other part of the interview, 
besides the pre-writing questions, where Noah talked about 
the content of his story, and the elements within that 
content. Then I asked him, "How'd you know to do it? Did 
you ask yourself questions?" and he said, "No, it's just 
because that's what good writers do, they put that stuff 
in." He seemed to be metacognitively unaware of what he 
was thinking about and the questions he was asking himself 
while he was writing.. Other than when he was talking about 
the pre-writing arc, he did not mention the type of 
thinking or strategies he was using to edit or revise, he 
just kept saying that he checked for errors and that he 
did not ask himself questions. Again, this does not match 
up with Noah's final narrative, because in that narrative, 
he revised extensively and used the questions on the 
revision checklist to revise his work, so this is a 
discrepancy.
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Table 25. Noah's Oral Interview Responses with an Analysis
1. What was the first thing you did when you received the 
writing prompt?
He thought through his story 
in his head first before he 
started writing.
1st oral interview: Think about it in my 
head first. I tried to remember what I was 
doing at Universal Studios.
He thought it through, then 
he made an arc (prewriting)..
2na oral interview: I thought about what I 
was going to write. I thought about my 
past. I made an arc.
3. Did you do any prewriting? If so, what did you do? 
Help me understand your thinking by telling me about it.
He did not prewrite. 1st oral interview: No, I just started 
right away.
The prewriting arc helped 
him think through his 
thoughts and plot out what 
he wanted to write about.
2na oral interview: I made an arc. It 
helped me get an idea. I remembered my past 
and I remembered about my aunt. After I 
think about it, I make the arc—it helps me 
get the idea.
4. What were you thinking about as you wrote your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
He was thinking a lot about 
conventions.
lsc oral interview: I was thinking of 
putting periods, punctuation, spelling, 
quotations, commas, capitals, and 
paragraphs.
He was fixated on 
conventions. Was he just 
saying this because he 
thought this was what I 
wanted to hear? Either he 
was saying what he wanted me 
to hear, or he was not 
metacognitively aware of 
what he was doing when he 
was writing and revising 
because these responses 
(where he was fixated on 
conventions) do not match up 
with the narrative he wrote.
2na oral interview: I think about a good 
title, commas, punctuation, spelling, 
sentence combining, and enough quotations.
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5. What did you think about when you reread your 
narrative? Help me understand your thinking by telling me 
about it.
See the responses for 
question number five.
1st oral interview: I though my spelling 
was horrible and I forgot to put some 
periods, capital s, and quotation marks.
See the responses for 
question number five.
2nd oral interview: I have to go revise­
check for mistakes—periods, commas, 
punctuation, quotations, sentence 
combining, paragraphing.
6. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
revising your work.
See the responses for 
question number five.
1st oral interview: To check where the 
periods, punctuation, and capitals were, 
and to know if I did some bad spelling.
See the responses for 
question number five.
2nd oral interview: I just write for fun. 
(Interviewer: Do you ask your self 
questions?) I check if I had all the things 
that are necessary. (Interviewer: What are 
those things?) Periods, commas, 
punctuation, quotations, sentence 
combining, paragraphing.
7. Describe what you were thinking about as you were 
editing your work.
See the responses for 
question number five.
1st oral interview: What's that? Oh, to go 
correct my errors, spelling, punctuation, 
capitals, quotations.
See the responses for 
question number five.
2nd oral interview: Check my errors. 
(Interviewer: What kind of errors?) Say it 
again? They're the same as before (see 
number six.)
8. Did you find any errors or other things you wanted to 
change when you reread your essay? If so, how did you 
find those errors?
See the responses for 
question number five.
1st oral interview: Capitals, misspelled 
words, I had to go back because I forgot to 
indent and quotation marks. I reread it a 
little bit, one paragraph at a time. Once 
it was good, I'd go to the next one, then 
the next one.
See the responses for 
question number five.
2nd oral interview: I didn't have sentence 
combining, periods. Commas, I did [have] 
and quotations. I revised—read it chunk by 
chunk.
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9. What questions did you ask yourself as you were 
rereading your work?
He said he did not ask 
himself questions when he 
was rereading.
1st oral interview: I usually make 
mistakes—words that don't go together and 
missing words. I told myself to go back and 
look at it. (Interviewer: But, did you have 
any questions?) I didn't have any 
questions.
He knew he had problems with 
commas, and this was an 
accurate assessment—he did 
struggle with comma 
placement in his narrative.
2nd oral interview: "How can I make it 
better?" I checked for commas—that's my 
problem, commas. Now, periods, with a 
little bit of work I can get it done, but 
commas, no; I sometimes don't know where to 
put them.
10. Do you think you wrote a good narrative? How do you 
know?
See the responses for 
question number five.
1st oral interview: Yes, because I went 
back to look at it to check for errors— 
spelling, punctuation, all that stuff.
See the responses for 
question number five.
2nd oral interview: I rechecked it. I put 
punctuation, commas, periods, paragraphing 
and capitals.
11. Do you think you are a good writer? Why do you think 
so or why don't you think so?
He did not understand what 
to look for in the content 
of his writing (the elements 
of good narrative.) He 
continued to fixate on 
conventions.
1st oral interview: Yes, because I write 
long, then an hour later I go back to 
revise it to see if it's good spelling, 
punctuation, grammar, periods, and 
quotation marks.
Again, he was not asking 
himself revision questions. 
He was focused on 
conventions. He did talk 
about helping the reader 
know the characters in their 
minds, but he did not talk 
about what a writer has to 
do to make this possible for 
the reader. He did not 
explain what he meant by the 
term "stuff" when he said, 
"...put that stuff in."
2nd oral interview: I think so, yeah. I 
look back to check my errors, (punctuation, 
commas, periods, quotation marks, 
capitals.) Also, I need to have these 
elements. (Interviewer: What elements?) 
Helping the readers know the characters—see 
the characters in their mind. I have to do 
it so readers can see it in their minds. 
This part of editing, I go back and revise. 
(Interviewer: How'd you know to do it? Did 
you ask yourself questions?) No, it's just 
because that's what good writers do, they 
put that stuff in.
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12. Do you think professional writers revise and edit 
their work? Why or why not?
He knew that professional 
writers have to revise and 
edit, but it appears that he 
thought editing is all they 
do. He did not seem to 
understand what revising is.
1st oral interview: Yes, if not, they won't 
sell their work.
I thought he understood 
revision because he made 
large content changes to his 
own final writing piece, but 
in this interview, he seemed 
to be referring almost 
exclusively to editing, not 
revision. Even when he said, 
"revision," he really meant, 
"editing."
2nd oral interview: Yes, so they can get 
appreciated for their work. They have to 
revise a lot to be good writers.
Writing Samples
In general, the students' writing samples parallel 
the analysis of their writing reflections and writing oral 
interviews. During the first writing prompt, the students 
glanced over their first drafts and made minor editing 
changes, but they did not revise their first drafts. In 
other words, they did not change the content. Their first 
stories are simple narratives organized as general 
overviews of events, and they contain very little 
descriptive details. During the second writing prompt, 
most of the students revised their drafts. In other words, 
they reexamined the content of their narratives and 
altered them in some way. Also, their final stories were 
longer and much more detailed, and they were often 
organized with the most poignant details over a certain 
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span of time. However, as a whole, the student's editing 
practices did not change over the course of the eight 
weeks. Possible reasons for this are explained in detail 
in chapter five.
Kate's Writing Samples. Kate's first story was a 
simple narrative about her birthday party (See Figure 9 & 
10). The main point of the story seemed to be that she 
outwitted everyone at the party in order to get more candy 
out of the pinata. However, this part of the story was not 
"stretched out" with dialogue, blocking, or other details, 
so the story ended up sounding more like a list of events 
rather than an interesting narrative. Kate only earned 
five points for having elements of good narrative in her 
first story, and she did not earn any points for revision 
because she did not formally revise this piece. This 
corresponds with her first oral interview, because in that 
interview it was apparent that she did not understand 
revision (See Table 18). For example, when I asked her if 
she liked her story she said, "I thought it was OK. I 
liked it because it was nice." Then, when I asked her, 
"How did you know it was nice?" she responded, "I just 
liked it." Her thinking was vague, and she did not have a 
clear picture of the elements of good narratives, so she 
was not able to revise for these elements. Her first story 
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had 204 words, it was organized as a general overview of 
events, she only included two descriptive details from the 
elements of good narratives list, and she did not add any 
descriptive elements during revision because she did not 
revise this story at all. Kate earned an overall content 
score of .9 for this narrative.
Kate made enormous growth as a writer between the 
time of her first narrative and her final narrative (See 
Table 26 & Figure 13). Kate's second writer's reflection 
and oral interview show how her understanding of revision 
evolved throughout the eight week study, and her final 
writing sample shows that she not only understands 
revision, but she is able to apply this knowledge to her 
work as well (See Figure 11 & 12). There are many examples 
in her story that show how her revisions improved the 
content of her story. For example, in the middle of the 
story, Kate talked about how she had to try on her costume 
for the school assembly. In her initial draft, there was 
not any dialogue, but later, she went back into her draft 
and revised it by adding dialogue of her conversation with 
her grandmother. In the dialogue exchange, she asked her 
grandmother, "Are you sure I am supposed to wear this?" 
and her grandmother said, "Of course, you will look 
great." Kate went back and added this dialogue after 
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writing her initial draft. It is not extraneous detail; it 
is thoughtful poignant dialogue that reveals how nervous 
she was about wearing the costume, and it also shows how 
much her grandmother cares for her. In another example, 
Kate talked about how her father gave her a rose after her 
school performance. During revision, she added a simile 
describing the rose and more detail about what she did 
with the rose. In her original version she wrote, "I loved 
the rose it was so beautiful. When we got home I didn't 
feel so bad at all. I felt happy because I passed grade to 
4th grade." In the revision she wrote:
I loved the rose it was so beautiful. I look 
like sunshine it was red, and so beautiful When 
we got home I put the rose in a cup full of 
water, and I didn't feel so bad at all I felt 
happy because I passed grade to 4th grade.
Her first version did not show the importance of the rose, 
but her revised version showed how important this rose was 
to her. Also, her details make the rose seem like a symbol 
for the love and pride her father had for her and for the 
pride and sense of beauty she felt on this special day. In 
both of these cases the revision was not random, and it 
improved her story significantly. Overall, Kate's story 
had 514 words, and it was organized thematically— 
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illustrating the most important points over the course of 
a few days. In Kate's initial draft there were six 
descriptive details from the elements of good narrative 
checklist, and then, she added fourteen more descriptive 
elements when she revised her work. Kate had a total of 20 
descriptive elements in her narrative, and she earned a 
content score of 2.6 for this narrative.
When looking at Kate's conventions in both stories, 
her use of English grammar improved, but her use of other 
conventions did not change (See Figure 9 & 11). In her 
first story, she made eleven grammar errors in a story 
with 16 sentences. This means that 69 percent of all the 
sentences in her story had some sort of grammar errors. In 
her second story she made thirteen grammar errors in a 
story with 42 sentences, which means 31 percent of the 
sentences in this story had some sort of grammar error. In 
Kate's first story, she made nine capitalization errors, 
which means out of 204 words, four percent of those words 
had capitalization errors, and in her second story, 23 
words out of 51-4 words had capitalization errors (four 
percent). Kate made 20 punctuation errors in her first 
story, which means that ten percent of her 204 words had 
some sort of punctuation error. In her second story, there 
were 49 punctuation errors which means that ten percent of 
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the words were involved in some sort of punctuation error. 
Finally, Kate made nineteen spelling errors in her first 
story. This means that out of 204 words, nine percent of 
those words were misspelled. In her second story, she made 
64 spelling errors, which means twelve percent of her 
words were spelled wrong. Overall, Kate earned a 
conventions score of 2 for both her first narrative and 
her final narrative. (See Appendix F for a complete 
compilation of the data from Kate's writing samples.)
#1 Kate, first story, entitled “My Party,” student’s original version
s
When I was in inv party, persens went Jo my party>and they gave mj alat of 
present^ didnh know what the presents were; we played dancing sheressjt was so fun 
that I culdnl bolive that it was my birthay.I was so happyAye dance alat in my party we 
play thing^we brSke the pinata^I got a lot of candies.the pinata was of betv Boon. Bcty 
Boop is My favorite dallimy party was of Bety Boop ta When the persens and inc brak 
the pinatas^my mom gave everybody that went to my parta a bag of ca&liesShis is funv 
because when I got in line to eel a bag of candies,I got a bag of candie^and I went in line 
again to get another bag of cafldies plus all the candigs I got from the pinata^nd Jiis is 
tiinnv to because when we were braking the pinata env candy came out and I said to mv 
mom/let me check, and I Put my han^ in the hoi of the .pinata and in my hand I got a 
bunch of candieimy party was so niccd will never ferget my party.
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions) 
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error
Figure 9. Conventions Assessment, Kate's First Narrative,
Titled My Party, Original Version with No Alterations
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When I was in my party, persons went to my party and they gave me a lot of 
presents I didn’t know what the presents were we played dancing shoes it was so fun that 
I couldn’t believe that it was my birthday I was so happy we dance a lot in my party we 
play things we brake the pinata I got a. lot of candies the pinata was of betty Boop. Betty 
Boop is My favorite doll my party was of Betty Boop too. When the persons and me 
break the pinatas my mom gave everybody that went to mv party a bag of candies, this is 
funny because when I got in line to get a bag of candies I got a bag of candies and I went 
in line again to get another bag of candies plus all the candies 1 got from the pinata. and 
this is funny to because when we wer^braking the pinata any candy came out and I said 
to my mom “let me check" and I put my hand in the hole of the pinata and in my hand 1 
got a bunch of candies, my party was so nice I will never forget my party.
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
D = Dialogue
B - Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Figure 10. Content Assessment, Kate's First Narrative,
Titled My Party, Version with Standard Spelling and Minor
Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning
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Pc s
It was a <jutmy spring morning in Mexicali-it was so hot like il the wrold was 
going to desapir.I was in my school.tlie teacher said that every body jyas going to dance 
in the play. The teacher was so happy that she was beming with priddfhe teacher w$s 
waring a wi'tle sift with a baish pant.f.^ie was wearing glases the glases were hlackAly 
dad had to buy me cverything-the iuniform and meny more things-my teacher vesenia 
gave my dad the derections of the theather.we were going to dance?because yye were 
going to selebrait that we were going to go off trakJ toled mv dad, “7 am sadd “oh their is 
nothing to won' oboutj' my ^ad said, “you are not sopousto be sad because you are 
going to do greit in this play” I was so sad like if something bad was going to hapen to
s pf s PC- s P
The next day I had to pic up thg uniform, my dad went to picil upjhen I putt on J 
look so pirty, but I was realy cmberesCThe uniform lo~dk like a Mexican uhiform.it was 
vailet send with a white shirt that had_a red signal <pi the^pocet of the shirt?/ told my 
grandmother^ “dreymi sure I am sopousto were this." of cors, you will look great,” my c 
grandmother said. Me anc^the class were going to danc^a Shrek songytnd orioter classes 
had to dance onother song.the baby kids were going to dancc^gn Angel song because 
baby kjds culd go to myescho^l.too if tlieir are 1 year on?/up, they take care of the little 
babies.Jhey wash their.colther.4hey give them food, and fets of more tliing^they cheng 
their dipers. My dad lol^d me that that school us to be high school^ and he us to go tlfcir 
with all my aunts, and ueles tjjat are my dad’s.brothcrs, and sisters.so he Idled me all thalp 
on our way to the tbeateu/ toted mv dad, “more latter culd vou tell me more of the story?' C ■ <7 ■ ■ ■ »
my dad said, “ofcousf p&
When we were at the theater I saw all my Breads, but I was so emcrisMhc^ they 
called my^class, and I danced when I was up on staged waS'ent so etri&erest at alt L^sedind 
fun to me.thcn my class, and me all ready danced, and I saw everybody ells dance.then 
wh^i my Grama, d^d, brother, and me got out of the thgategniy dad bought my a big red 
rose. I loved the rosejit was so beautiful. It look like-sunshirl.it was red. and so beutifu^ 
When we got home,/ put the rose in a cup full of water, and I didn’t feel so bad at a if I 
felt hapjjjy because I pased Slide t^'h grad?I felt so happy because I didn't liSl to repiet 
the grad.1 have never repited gradedhats what I was happy about.
Italics represent revisions
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions)
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error___________________________________________________
Figure 11. Conventions Assessment, Kate's Final Narrative,
Untitled, Original Version with No Alterations 
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bS
It was a sunny spring morning in Mexicali it was so hot like if the world was 
going to disappear I was in my school the teacher said that c^ery body was going to 
dance in the play. The teacher was snappy that she was beaming with pride The teacher 
was wearing a little skirt with a beigeish pants she was wearing glasses the glasses were 
black My dad had to buy me everything the uniform and many more things my teacher 
yesenia gave my dad the directions of the theater we were going to dance because we _ 
were going to celebrate that we were going to go off track I told my dad "1 amsad" “oh 
there is nothing to worry about" my dadsaid^you are nof supposed be sad because you 
are going to do great in this play ” I was so saalike if something bad was going to 
happen to me
The next day I had to pick up the uniform my dad went to pick it up then I pul it 
on I look so pretty, but I was really embarrassed The uniform look like a mexican 
uniform it was velvEfikirt with a white shirt that had a red signal on the pocket of the 
shirt 1 told my grandmother “are you Pure I .am supposed to wear this " of course. you 
will look great" my grandmother said. Me and the class were going to dance a Shrek 
song and another classes had to dance another song the baby kids were going to dance an 
Angel song because baby kids could go to my school too if their are 1 year and up they 
take care of the little babies they wash their clothes they give them food, and lots of more 
things they change their diapers. My dad told me that that school us to be high school, 
and he us to go their with all my aunts, and uncles that are my dad's brothers, and sisters 
so he told me all that on our way to the theater I told my dad. “more latePcoukl  you lei! 
me more of the story " my dad said, “of course ”
When we were at the theater I saw all my friends, but I was so embarrassed then 
they called my class, and I danced when I was up on stage I wasn’t so embarrassed at all 
it seemed fun to me then my class, and me all ready danced, and I saw everybody else 
dance then when my Grama, dad, brother, and me got out of the theater my dad bought 
my a big red rose I loved the rose it was so beautiful. It IcPk like sunshine it was red. and 
so beautiful When we got home 1 put the rose m a cup fill of water. and I didn't feel so 
bad at all I felt happy because I passed grade to 4Ih grad I felt so happy because I didn' t 
had to repeal the grad I have never repeated grade that's whal I was happy about.
Italics Represent Revision
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
Figure 12. Content Assessment, Kate's Final Narrative,
D = Dialogue
B = Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Untitled, Version with Standard Spelling and Minor
Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning
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Table 26. Comparison Chart of Kate's Pre and Post
Assessments
Category Pre-As ses sment Post-Assessment
Total Words in Narrative 204 514
Details, Nuances—added prior to 
formal revision
0 2
Details, Nuances—added during 
revision
0 2
Details, Setting—added prior to 
formal revision
0 2
Details, Setting—added during 
formal revision
0 0
Details, Characters—added prior to 
formal revision
0 1
Details, Characters—added during 
formal revision
0 3
Details, Dialogue—added prior to 
formal revision
1 0
Details, Dialogue—added during 
formal revision
0 7
Details, Blocking—added prior to 
formal revision
1 0
Details, Blocking—added during 
formal revision
0 0
Details, Figurative Language—added 
prior to formal revision
0 1
Details, Figurative Language—added 
during formal revision
0 2
Other descriptive details—added 
prior to formal revision
0 0
Other descriptive details—added 
prior to formal revision
0 0
Total descriptive details in 
narrative prior to revision
4 6
Total descriptive details added 
during revision
0 14
Overall score, content . 9 2.6
Overall score, conventions 2 2
Narrative is a single event or 
thematic experience
Yes Yes
Narrative has multiple paragraphs No Yes (but not 
dialogue)




Affect about writing Positive Positive, wants 
to publish
Uses the writing process only drafting 
and some editing
Yes
Asks self questions when revising 
(metacognitively aware)
No Yes
Writing Goals • Conventions Conventions





2/7 D = Descriptive details used in first narrative prior to revision
2/7 D & R = Total details in first narrative after revision
4/7 D = Descriptive details in final narrative prior to revision
4/7 D & R = Total descriptive details in final narrative after revision
Figure 13. Kate's Use of Descriptive Details
Martin's Writing Samples. When looking at Martin's 
first writing sample, it seems that he had a general idea 
of story structure (See Figure 14 & 15). However, his 
story was just a basic overview of his trip to Las Vegas 
from the time he left for the trip until the time he came 
home, and there was no problem or solution, or any sort of 
build-up to a main event. In fact, it seems that the 
climax of his story is when they finally made it to 
"Circus, Circus" hotel and casino in Las Vegas, but this 
part of the story was not explained or "stretched out" 
with any descriptive details. As Martin wrote, "The next 
day finally we went to Circus Circus, eat, then we went 
home." That was all he wrote about the most important part 
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of the story. As a whole, Martin did not use very many 
descriptive details in this story, but he did use a little 
bit of dialogue. For example, when he was riding in the 
car with his parents he asked his dad, "Dude, can we go 
eat? We are starving." This dialogue added a humorous 
touch to the narrative, but he did not block this 
dialogue, and it was the only part of the story that had 
any dialogue. Martin never described any of his settings,
I
or characters, and there were not any details in this 
story that illustrated why this event was so important to 
Martin. Also, Martin did not revise this story.
Martin's lack of revision in this story goes hand in 
hand with his responses during his oral interview (See 
Figure 19). During the interview when I asked him, "What 
questions did you ask yourself as you were rereading your 
work?" he said, "Nothing." Then, when I asked him, "Do you 
think you wrote a good narrative?" he responded with, "I 
hope. By putting periods, commas, and spelling." Clearly, 
Martin did not understand revision, so he could not revise 
his own work when he wrote to the prompt. Overall, 
Martin's first story had 163 words, he only included two 
descriptive details from the elements of good narratives, 
and he did not add any descriptive details during revision 
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because he did not revise this story at all. Martin earned 
a content score of 1 for this narrative.
Martin's last writing sample shows that he was 
developing an understanding of the writing process and the 
elements in good narratives (See Figure 16 & 17). Unlike 
his first narrative, in this story he only wrote about the 
most poignant details over the span of one hour, and his 
story had a definite problem and solution. In the plot of 
this story Martin had to overcome his■fear of being on 
stage during a school performance. In the story he used 
dialogue to show how nervous he was about the performance. 
For example, he told his friend Juan, "I'm nervous." 
Martin also used blocking in this story to situate his 
dialogue in the proper context. For example, at the end of 
the story, when he was talking to his friend Juan, he 
blocks this dialogue by telling the reader that they were 
talking and taking their hats off. Martin also added two 
entire sections to his story when he revised. In the first 
section, he described the setting of the story and he gave 
a brief character description of himself. In this part he 
talked about the town and what it looked like, and he 
talked about what he was wearing. However, both of these 
details did not seem relevant to the story, so they were 
not counted as details. In the second added section, he 
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described what it was like on the school stage, what he 
was thinking about at that time, and how he realized there 
was nothing to be afraid of. Without this section the 
story would have been missing the main point. In fact, the 
unrevised version of this story is similar to his first 
story because Martin did not develop the climax of that 
story either. However, unlike the first story which 
remained undeveloped and unrevised, Martin did revise this 
story by adding an entire section of text. This section 
stretched the story with details that dramatically 
improved the content of his story. Overall, this story had 
321 words—which was almost double the word count of his 
last narrative—and it was organized as a poignant tale of 
courage, whereas his last story was just a list of events. 
The original version of this story included nine elements 
of good narratives, and he added two more elements during 
revision. Also, he added two entire sections to his story 
during revision—one section where he described the setting 
of his story, and one part where he described the climax 
of the story (See Figure 18 & Table 27). He earned a 
content score of 1.4 for this narrative.
As for editing, Martin did not make significant 
progress (See Figure 14 •& 16). There was a slight change 
in his grammar. In his first story, he made ten 
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grammatical errors and there were thirteen sentences in 
his story. This means if there was only one grammatical 
error per sentence, 77 percent of his sentences would have 
some sort of grammatical error. In his final narrative, he 
made 16 grammatical errors, and there were 23 sentences in 
this story. Therefore, approximately 70 percent of his 
sentences had a grammatical error. As far as using 
capitalization appropriately, Martin made twelve errors in 
his first story and 29 errors in his final story. This 
means that since his first story had 163 words, six 
percent of his words in the first story had capitalization 
errors, and since his second story had 321 words, nine 
percent of the words in this story had capitalization 
errors. Martin made seventeen punctuation errors in this 
first story, which means ten percent of the words in this 
story had some sort of punctuation error. He made 43 
punctuation errors in his final story, so that means 
thirteen percent of the words in this narrative had 
errors. Finally, he spelled fourteen words wrong in the 
first story, and 22 words wrong in the second story. This 
means nine percent of the total words were spelled 
incorrectly in his first story, and seven percent of the 
total words were spelled wrong in his final story. He 
earned a convention score of 1.5 on the first narrative
186
and 1.75 on the final narrative. (See Appendix G for a 
complete compilation of the data from Martin's writing 
samples.)
.One day me and my family' where driving to Las Vegas.it was like 6.00 A.M. when we 
we driving to Las Vegas.when we were in but way I said, “dud can we go eat we are 
starving? G pP
fCMy cousin had a sjimy girl cousin had a sp too,and I had a Nintendo trpts called 
gameboy DS«\ye played for a little-bit,then we went to sleep,the next day firialy we went 
to circous circous, eat, then we went home. p c G 5
It was a long trip from L^s Vegas&to our home.wefhad a 3 and a hour <mi trig 
when we got alcrc I was as’sleepjhen the woked me up go in side our house went to 
sleep, (backwards p)
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions)
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error________________________________________________
Figure 14. Conventions Assessment, Martin's First
Narrative, Titled My Life, Original Version with No
Alterations
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One day me and my family were driving to Las Vegas it was like 6.00 A.M. when we we 
driving to Las Vegas when we were in out way I said, “dude can we go eat? we are 
starving"
Dmy dad said, “till we see a place to eat
So we kept on going to the freeway. Yes, we’re (here! we were eating our food in 
the car when we first started we played our game boys.
My cousin had an SI’ my girl cousin had an SP too and I had a Nintendo trats 
called gameboy DS we played for a little-bit then we went to sleep the next day finally 
we went to circus circus, eat, then we went home.
It was a long trip from Las Vegas to our home we had a 3 and a hour out (rig 
when we got alcrc I was as sleep then they woke inc up go inside our house went to sleep.
I asked Martin what “trats” and “alcrc” meant, but he couldn’t remember.
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
D - Dialogue
B = Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Figure 15-. Content Assessment, Martin's First Narrative,
Titled My Life, Version with Standard Spelling and Minor
Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning
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It all started in Smith I^fmentry^School.it was g sunny day in Bloomington C:A. 
Bloomington was cooljhe sings all the store£there was toyota Supras and other .11
. ' PP PpS'*c* Pf f PP v psaid 1q niv fiend Juan.“that Im nervous.he said back to me, line the nervouse one here.1
we had theese USa flags one hats also. I was Really nervous,b^tt it was lor mygood. 
while we were singing I found that in the middle nobody waslLiughing at uZso I started
Italics Represent Revisions
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions)
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error_________________________ _________________________
Figure 16. Conventions Assessment, Martin's Final
Narrative, Untitled, Original Version with No Alterations
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OS
It all started in Smith Elementary Schoojft was a sunny day in Bloomington C:A. 
Bloomington was cool the sings all the stbres there ^vasMoyota Supras and other Fast 
cars. I had a Flag of the USa and A hat a shirt some frails and some Reebok Shoes. 1 was 
Ready to go Upstage and to g^t l^eady to Start singing in the front of the whole cafeteria I 
sai^ to my friend Juan “that 1’gi nervous” he said back to me “I’m the nervous otic hero.’' 
“I bet” Juan said while he was singing in his mind and moving the flag around, my 
teacher went and turned on her Cd player finally the song Started and we started Singing 
Also when she put a song we started singing an 1 was very nervous but while we were 
singing we had these USa flags and hats also. I was Really nervous but it was for my 
good while we were singing I found that in the middle nobody was Laughing at us so I 
started to think that no one Should be nervous When the persons were taking my pictures 
and the whole class so then I started getting ready to do some moves then I started 
realizing that nobody was laughing, then 1 went and started laughing and started dancing 
and I wasn 't afraid I started dancing I saw that everybody was clapping and also proud 
of us and we were proud of ourselves. So the song was almost over and the persons in the 
cafeteria taking pictures and every thing finally the song was over already finally every 
body was clapping at us I saw that I Shouldn’t be nervous I was very proud of my Self 
and my parent ^cre too I said, to Juan, “Juan now we know we don't have to be nervous” 
I said while we were taking are hats [off].
Italics Represent Revisions
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
Figure 17. Content Assessment, Martin's Final Narrative,
D = Dialogue
B = Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Untitled, Version with Standard Spelling and Minor
Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning
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Table 27. Comparison Chart of Martin's Pre and Post
Assessments
Category Pre-Assessment Post-Assessment
Total Words in Narrative 163 321
retails. Nuances-added prior to formal 
revision
0 0 .
Details,, Nuanoes-added during revision 0 0
Details, Setting-acted prior to formal 
revision
0 0




Details, Characters-added prior to formal 
revision
0 0




Details, Dialogue-added prior to formal 
revision
2 4
Details, Dialogue-added during formal 
revision
0 0
Details, Blocking^-added. prior to fonral 
revision
0 3
Details, Blocking-addte during formal 
revision
0 0
Det-ai 1 s, Figurative Language-added prior to 
fonral revision
0 0
Details, figurative language-added during 
fonral revision
0 0
Other descriptive details-added prior to 
fonral revision
0 0
Other descriptive details-added prior to 
fonral revision
0 0
Total descriptive datai1s in narrative prior 
to revision
2 7
Total descriptive details added during 
revision
0 1
Overall score, content 1 1.4
Overall score, conventions 1.5 1.8
Narrative is a single event or thenatic 
experience
Yes Yes
Narrative has multiple paragraphs Yes No
Type of Narrative Structure general overview of 
events, list form-start 
to finish
most poignant 
details over the 
span of one hour
Affect about writing Positive positive, wants to 
publish
Uses the writing process only drafting and sore 
editing
Yes
Asks self questions when revising 
(metacognitively aware)
No , Yes
Writing goals write everyday and edit work on prewriting





2/7 D = Descriptive details used in first narrative prior to revision
2/7 D & R = Total details in first narrative after revision
4/7 D = Descriptive details in final narrative prior to revision
4/7 D &. R - Total descriptive details in final narrative after revision
Figure 18. Martin's Use of Descriptive Details
Beth's Writing Samples. Beth's first writing sample 
shows that she had a general idea of story structure (See 
Figure 19 & 20). Her story had a definite beginning where 
she did not realize that her cat was dead, then in the 
middle she found out the truth, and at the end she learned 
to deal with it. She used dialogue that was rich with 
expression, but there was not any blocking or any other 
details to show the reader what was happening while the 
characters were talking. In fact, her story was composed 
almost entirely of dialogue and there was little else. 
This writing sample matches closely with Beth's 
understanding of the questions writers ask themselves when 
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they are writing. During her first oral interview she said 
when she was writing she asked herself, "What was I 
saying?" and "What was I doing in this story?" Beth 
answered both of these questions in her story,. but she did 
not answer other critical questions like, "That's what 
they're doing, but what does that look like?" and "That's 
what they're saying, but what are they doing while they're 
talking?" Clearly, Beth was metacognitively aware while 
she was writing, and she was asking herself questions, but 
she was only asking herself a limited number of questions. 
Also, she was not aware of the specific elements of good 
narratives. For example, when I asked her about her story 
during the first oral interview she said she knew it was 
funny, but she could not articulate why the story was 
funny. In other words, she could not talk about the 
elements within the story that made it funny. Overall, her 
story had 182 words, and it was organized as a general 
overview of events. She had seventeen descriptive details, 
but sixteen of them were dialogue elements and only one of 
them was blocking. Also, she did not revise this story—she 
just wrote a draft, did some minor editing, and turned it 
in without adjusting the content at all. Beth earned a 
content score of 1.2 for this story.
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Beth's final writing sample shows that she made 
significant growth in certain areas (See Figure 21 & 22). 
Her final narrative had 377 words, which was more than 
double that of her first story. She still used excessive 
amounts of dialogue in this story, but this time she 
included some blocking to go with the dialogue so the 
reader could develop a better frame of reference in which 
to situate the dialogue. This story explained how Beth's 
dad went to the hospital, and she just talked about the 
most important parts of the event so the writer would not 
be bogged down with unnecessary details. Some of the 
details that Beth chose to use painted a powerful picture 
of the emotions her family felt during this trying time. 
For example, when her mother first found out that her 
husband was in the hospital, Beth wrote, "My mom looked at 
my dad's picture and a tear came down." This detail 
perfectly captured the nuances of that sad moment in her 
life. This narrative reflected the new questions Beth 
added to her repertoire of questions to ask herself when 
writing. During her first oral interview she asked herself 
questions about what people were saying and what she was 
doing, but this time she asked herself, "Can you see it?" 
(See Table 20). Even though Beth's final narrative was 
still top heavy with dialogue, she did include a lot more 
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of the details that she saw in her mind. Interestingly, 
during her oral interview she said she also asked herself, 
"What characters are there? Did I describe the 
characters?" yet she did not include any character 
descriptions in the actual narrative. Like her first 
story, Beth, did not revise this one either, but she did 
include more descriptive elements in this story than she 
did in her first story; she had seventeen descriptive 
elements in the first narrative, and 29 in the last 
narrative (See Table 28 & Figure 23). Overall, Beth 
received a content score of 1.8 for this narrative.
In regards to editing, Beth did not make progress 
(See Figure 19 & 21). In both stories, she had grammar, 
capitalization and punctuation errors, but it was her 
spelling that was the most distracting. In her first 
story, Beth made six grammar errors, and since her story 
had twenty-five sentences, this works out mean that 24 
percent of her sentences had a grammar error. Her last 
story had nine grammar errors and 37 sentences, so that 
means 24 percent of the sentences in this story had some 
sort of grammar error. Beth had fifteen capitalization 
errors in her first story. This story had 182 words, so 
this means eight percent of her words had capitalization 
errors. Her final story had 55 capitalization errors, so 
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this means that fifteen percent of her words had 
capitalization errors. She had 34 punctuation errors in 
her first story and 70 errors in her final story, so this 
means that in both stories nineteen percent of her words 
had some sort of punctuation error. In regards to 
spelling, her first story had 46 errors, and her final 
story had 110 errors. This means that 25 percent of her 
words in the first story were spelled wrong, and 29 
percent of her words in the second story were spelled 
wrong. Overall, Beth did not make progress in the area of 
conventions. Her conventions score for her first narrative 
was 1.25 and for her final narrative, it was 1. (See 
Appendix H for a complete compilation of the data from 
Beth's writing samples.)
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It feel like if it was just vastrday It all strted when 1 want to my frjnes hause. I had the Cj T.-' * * *■ p C.
bast/ime of my lifej evenwant to my frines pooLit was so cool.after that I. want back 
home-willjtlTey drove me. when it was nwring my bother had saM’,“FurJ>all is bab” “No 
h^notJyou are just lj&ing? I Csad. “OK tfren if you don’t went to delv me” so vve went to 
school as owls jJut some was wrog? ^Mom wrs furbalf “Ho fuball” “Qigjn^ou sund p 
w6rd wats wrog.” I said, “Ho don’t wore alx>t nfe? “Sopnom,as I was saeing wars luball”", 
“Am Am Am Am” “yes “he he he d-a-d”” “went.no my ^ou.arc lauing,’ no,I didn't want to 
hereto I^art running to mjkroonfl starde craing forholy hwrs. “Beth^cth catyl 
comg irr yes I know if hardjbut you have to gi t over if OKjmom. So I do git over it ,and 
now Im sometime sad^ffut I git over it.
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions)
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error
Figure 19. Conventions Assessment, Beth's First Narrative,
Titled A Sad Day, Original Version with No Alterations
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It feel like if it was just yesterday It all started when I want to iny friends house. T had the 
best lime of my life I even want to my friend’s pool It was so cool after that ^went back 
home. Wel^ they drove me. when it was morning my brother had said "•Furball is dead.” 
“No he’s not. You are just lying” I called. “OK then, if you don’t want to believe me.” 
So. we went to school usual. But something was wrong? “Mom wnerg’s Furball. "Iley 
Furbalf’ “mom, you sound worried, what’s wrong?” ^said. “Oh, don’t woi^v about me" 
“So mom. as I vvas saying, where's Furball?” “Ummmmm” “Yes?” "lle^ie-he-d-d-died’’ 
“When? No Mom, you arc Ivine.” No, I didn’t want to (here) so I went running to my 
room I started crying for 2 whole hours.^’Beth. Beth can I come in?” “Yes” “I know it's 
hard, but you have to get over it.” “OK, mom.” So I did get over it, and now I'm 
sometimes sad. but I got over it.
Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
D = Dialogue
B = Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Figure 20. Content Assessment, Beth's First Narrative,
Titled, A Sad Day, Version with Standard Spelling and
Minor Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning Punctuation
Changes to Preserve Meaning
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S’ s c s c. P
One niate mv Bother and I were Bouing our home-work, “r-r-r-ring!” "how can that be”, 
mv mom onred than my bother and me want to the 13vn-room.“how waz that.” me^and 
my Bother looked (<$ eacho-oer.^jt waz vour DaD’s ljined.”. “want dic^he vvqnt-fbrme 
ask I saidfmv mom look (d), my EfaP’s pich-er and a ter come droing-“this frined said that 
you DaD is (a>. that tlwjiosptlo. me ^nd my Bother^ast looked (&) each-ovpr and sniled. 
"mom like we will feeyihAhat stdre” I lafte. ^Hey,h^clgelfdo tou tffek mom wassailing 
the toutfa. No - not rely Becas you how is mom? my Bonier t\plned,tluin 2 hou-rs 
past^m^m-mom-mom” 1 waijiny/ou'.than I hared mv mom tailing m the^hone and 
saying,“can you pec up my kjip<LBecas I need to see my hospqgd th^hosptlo”^,“Beth 
Michael”! my mom yellea/you are goin^Jo s£ey with my friuned“OK” 3 Oav’t^pastf 
“Beth - Michael*’! your DikI is coming/But^you need to no^fyat ojir |i<^yvill de cek ai^d^  
woled need to go to the hosptol aean’,’ she exSain sadlv, Ko mom”.F“mom wlran is DaD 
tcoming’he shed be here anymit - nowlllf pent’slater “Bethy Michae^come l^ere”. your 
0aS‘s Docler said that he is going tig ver for one mope day”, my mom sa^l,"But mom 
mv Bother and Imaed hhn a cared”. I said ci-yin^Tjuivy,” my Bother sakf“We can go 
vest him.” “QK^gut firs/j don’t n^w if you are5dig “OK^yay - yay yay ige 
going to sccPapftfe wolfs had lostund Ios^of side pepotthe l^te sai^l that nw DaD was 
in room 22.fr “heythow are vou feeling”, “modi B<iter than wascr-day” Dad walin are 
you gojjtg |o g>me - Back’’ I wonrecL“mvbe to mom” So the nex dav “iTock - nock 
ri^ck.” ! “DaD I missed yoS” my Bothgr tuic^I were firing Then igy lather and 1‘Tejnmed 
wa-nt my momioled as to not fie/“OW yiue'“h^c we dont want DaD to go to the hosptol
P * J5? c* C- <£ fy <5 s *”
agn? so we give my DaD a dig hog hog.
v - •
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions) 
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error
Figure 21. Conventions Assessment, Beth's Final Narrative,
Titled Poor Dad!, Original Version with No Alterations
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One ni«ht my Brother and I were doing our home-work. “r-r-r-ring!” “how can that be . 
my mom ordered than my brother and me went to the living-room “who was that.” me, 
and my Brother looked @ eacho-ther. “it was youH^aD’s friend”, “what did he want- 
from us”. I said my mom look @ my DaD’s pict-er and a tear come down "this? friend 
said that you DaD is @ that the hospital, me and^nv Bother just looked (fl- each-other and 
smiled “mom like we will Believe that sypry” I laughed. “Hey Michael do you think mom 
was tellins the truth”. No - not relv Because you know how is mom” mv Brother 
explained than 2 # hou-rs past “mom-mom-mom! where are you?” then 1 heard my mom 
talking in the phone and saying “can you pick up my kids Because I need io sec my 
husband in tl^ hospital’'’. “Beth -Michael”! my mom yelled you arc going to st-ay with 
my friend “OK” 3 # day’s past “Beth - Michael”! your Dad is coming But you need to 
not fight or he will be sick and he would need to go to the hospital again” she explained 
sadly “OK uS&m”, “mom when is DaD coming he should be here any minute - now 2 /• 
minute's later “Laura - Danny come here”, “your DaD’s Doctor said that he is going to 
stay there for one more day”, my mom said “But mom my Brother and I made him a 
card”. I said crying “I know” my Brother said “we can go visit him.” “OK But first I 
don’t know if vo^ are big enough”. “OK yay - vay - yay we are going to see DaD the 
wall’s htid lots and lots of sick people the lady said that my DaD v^as in room 22 f “hey 
how are you feeling”, “much B-etter Sian vesler-day” Dad welm are you going to come - 
Back” I wondered “maybe tomorrow.” So the next day “nock - nock - nock.” ! “DaD J 
missed you” my Brother and I were fighting Then my Brother and I “remembered wha-t 
my mom told as to not fight “OII yeah/because we dont want DaD to go to the hospital 
again” so we give my DaD a big hug hug.
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
Figure 22. Content Assessment, Beth's Final Narrative,
D = Dialogue
B = Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Titled Poor Dad!, Version with Standard Spelling and Minor
Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning
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Table 28. Comparison Chart of Beth's Pre and Post
Assessments
Category Pre-Assessment Post-Assessment
Total Words in Narrative 182 377
Details, Nuances-added prior to fonral 
revision
0 1
tatal 1 s, Nuances-added during revision 0 0
Details, Setting-added. prior to fonral 
revision
0 1
Details, Setting-added during fonral 
revision
0 0
Detai ls, Characters-added prior to fonral 
revision
0 0
Detai ls, Characters-added during fonral 
revision
0 0
Detai l s, Dialogue-added prior to fonral 
revision
16 21
Detai Is, Dialogue-added during fonral 
revision
0 0
Details, Blocking^added prior to fonral 
revision
1 6
Details, Blocking-added during fonral 
revision
0 0
Details, Figurative Language-added prior to 
formal revision
0 0
Details, Figurative Language-added during 
fonral revision
0 0
Other descriptive details-added prior to 
fonral revision
0 0
Other descriptive detai 1 s-added prior to 
fonral revision
0 0
Total descriptive details in narrative prior 
to revision
17 29
Total descriptive details added during 
revision
0 0
Overall score, content 1.2 1.8
Overall, score, conventions 1.25 1
Narrative is a single event or thoratic 
experience
Yes Yes
Narrative has multiple paragraphs No No
Type of Narrative Structure general overview of 
events
Most poignant events 
over several days
Affect about writing Positive Positive
Uses the writing process Only drafting and sane 
editing
Yes, but not a strong 
awareness of revising
Asks self questions when revising 
(metacognitively avare)
Yes, "What vras I 
saying? What was I 
doing?"
Yes
Writing goals Spel 11 ng revision and .spelling
Acre of the elements of good narratives No, knew her story was 






2/7 D = Descriptive details used in first narrative prior to revision
2/7 D & R = Total Details in first narrative after revision
4/7 D & R = Descriptive details in final narrative prior to revision 
4/7 D & R = Total descriptive details in final narrative after revision
Figure 23. Beth's Use of Descriptive Details
Lupe's Writing Samples. Lupe's first story was a 
humorous tale of a fight she had with her mother because 
she wanted to play with her mother's Barbie doll 
collection (See Figures 24 & 25). The story line was 
engaging, but the story was made up almost entirely of 
dialogue between Lupe and her mother. There was no 
blocking, setting, character descriptions, or any other 
details to frame the dialogue. Lupe did try to use a 
simile. She wrote, "I was so angry like a chicken so I 
scream, 'mom,'" but since this comparison did not make 
sense, this detail was not counted. This narrative 
parallels Lupe's responses in her first oral interview 
(See Table 21). During that interview she was 
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metacognitively aware of questions she was asking while 
she was writing, but the questions only had to do with 
dialoque—the other elements of good narratives were never 
mentioned. During the interview Lupe said she was thinking 
about, "Dialogue, details. I was thinking about what 
happened. I was thinking about putting more stuff in the 
story." "Dialogue was the only specific type of detail she 
mentioned; the words "details" and "stuff" give the sense 
that she is not too sure what "details" and "stuff" really 
means. This vague understanding of these terms crossed 
over into her writing because dialogue—the only element 
specifically named—made up the majority of her story. 
Overall, Lupe earned a content score of 1.2 for this 
story.
Lupe's second story shows that she was becoming aware 
of the elements of good narratives, and because she was 
starting to use them in her writing, this story was far 
more balanced than her first story (See Figure 26 & 27). 
This story was about a time when Lupe's mother made her 
get her hair cut against her will. Her narrative contained 
a setting and a setting description, but the setting 
seemed displaced from the main event of the story. In the 
setting description she talked about the kitchen. She 
wrote, "One bright sunny day in El Monte my house was new
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and I was in my kitchen, my kitchen looks new it has a 
light table." She went on to talk about how her mother 
asked her if she wanted a hair cut, and then the story 
moves forward from there, so it seems odd that she would 
talk about the "new kitchen" and "light table" since it 
was not tied into the story in any way. Lupe strung 
together disconnected ideas like this again later on in 
the story as well. For example, in the middle of the 
story, she talked about what she was wearing, and then she 
talked about her teacher who was surprised by the windy 
day. Neither of these details fit into the plot of her 
unwanted haircut, so they seem out of place. However, in 
the final paragraph, Lupe brought the story back around 
when she talked about what she learned from having a bad 
haircut. Overall, it seems as if Lupe was learning to 
recognize and use the elements of good narratives, but she 
just was not sure exactly how to use them successfully all 
of the time. Still, she was making an attempt to use the 
elements, and this final story was far more balanced than 
her first attempt (See Table 29 & Figure 28). Lupe earned 
a content score of 1.1 for this narrative.
In conventions, Lupe showed significant growth in 
both her use of capital letters, and her use of 
punctuation (See Figure 24 & 26). In her first story she 
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made 28 capitalization errors in a story with 136 words. 
This means 21 percent of her words had capitalization 
errors. However, in her final story, she made 20 
capitalization errors in a story with 166 words, so that 
means twelve percent of her words had capitalization 
errors. In punctuation, she made 33 errors in her first 
story and 14 errors in her second story. This means 24 
percent of the words in her first story had some sort of 
punctuation errors, and only eight percent of her words in 
her final story had punctuation errors. There wa-s not a 
big change in her use of grammar or her use of spelling.
In spelling, she missed 10 words in her first story and 
eight words in her final story. This means seven percent 
of the words in her first story were misspelled and five 
percent of the words in her final story were misspelled. 
Finally, there were eleven grammar errors in both her 
first and her second story. Her first story had 21 
sentences, so this means that 52 percent of her sentences 
had some type of grammar error. Her second story had 
sixteen sentences, so this means 69 percent of the 
sentences had some sort of grammar error. Of course, this 
makes is look like her grammar declined in her second 
story, but this is highly misleading. She had more 
sentences in her first story, but they were very short— 
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often one word sentences. Just by looking at the stories, 
it is easy to see that both stories were about the same 
length, and they both had about the same number of grammar 
errors, it's just that the sentences were so much shorter 
in the first narrative. Overall, Lupe earned a conventions 
score of 1 for the first narrative, and 1.8 for the second 
narrative. (See Appendix I for a complete compilation of 
the data from Lupe's writing samples.)
& When I was a young girl I rember that I used play with my mom^collshins of 
Dolls Babiejmy mgm got so angry because she wants to take care of her Dolls. So on 
nfgh She took the Dolls a pull them under her ^edmjidjhc^next momi^i^I was looking lor 
the Barbie. I ^as so atjgry like a chiken;so ^scream, mom^. §he^aid,“whatjL“where^are 
my DolljjM tocher. “their not your EMls. ther^imne.’p"no^’pye^’ ! “tw ■/whatever, iny 
mom saimifs pk.^T. Don’t like barbies emw inore) for reals.’Yes) So.thgt.mepn l£gu|d p 
have them;'?“§)J-p yove t^colled then^okmat means you like them.’ kind of. ok that£ 
fine wnith me. so 1 never play with the Dois again.
Version with No Alterations
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions)
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error
Figure 24. Conventions Assessment, Lupe's First Narrative,
Titled My Life About Dolls Barbies, Original
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When I was a young girl I remember that I used play with my mom's collections 
of Dolls Barbie, my mom got so angry because she wants to take care of her Dolls. So al 
night She took the Dolls a pull them under her bed and the next morning I was looking 
for the Barbie. I was so angry like1 a chicken so I scream “mom", she said “what", “where 
are my Dolls" I told her. “they’renoTyour Dolls, they’re mine." “no!" “ves" ! “nop 
“whatever” my mom said “it’s ok. I Don’t like barbies any more.-’ “for fcalsp “Yes." 
“So that m^gn I could hav^them?” “no! I love to collect them." “ok that means you like 
them.” “kind of." “ok thats fine with me.” so I never play with the Dolls again.
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
D = Dialogue
B = Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Figure 25. Content Assessment, Lupe's First Narrative,
Titled My Life About Dolls Barbies, Version with Standard
Spelling and Minor Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning
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on<rf right &uymy da)' in El Monte,my h<gtse was new and 1 was in my kit^hin,- my kitchen? 
looks newa?has^a light tabl/.my mom told tn^Jf I wanted to cpt my haircut I said, “no"! 
'flic next day she called her friend named ellen to cut my hair.so she came,and I screamed 
loud like a skreah. r _ c
they were chaseing me fast^and they got me and^t my hair, the next Day I 
weired Jeans and a red anda shirt, then I went to school.it was too much windfand fog. I 
was tembolin-I couldn’t move my feet. My teacher opened the Door and said.“wow"! 
because there was to much wind. g
I went, and I was notembarrassed no more because I know that I could only like 
my hair cut myself, ifuftoooad Because my hair grew back^Fwas so long, and that is 
why I am not Embarassed af?y more.
Italics Represent Revision
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions)
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error
Figure 26. Conventions Assessment, Lupe's Final Narrative,
Titled Bad. Hair Day, Original Version with No Alterations
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one Bright sunny day in El Monte my house was new and 1 was in my kitchen, my kitchen 
looks new it has a light table my mom told me if I wanted to cut my hair but I said “no”! 
the next day she called her friend named ellen to cut my hair so she came and I screamed 
loud like a screech.
they weremhqsing me fast, and they got me and cut my hail', the next D^V I 
weared Jeans ar^r^i red panda shirt, then I went to s^iool it was too much wind, and fog. I 
was trembling I couldn’t move my feet. My teacher opened the Door and said “wow”! 
because there was to much wind.
I went, and I was not embarrassed no more because I know that I could only like 
my hair cut my self, but too bad Because my hair grew back it was so long, and that is 
why I am not Embarrassed any more.
Italics Represent Revision
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
D = Dialogue
B = Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Figure 27. Content Assessment, Lupe's Final Narrative,
Titled Bad Hair Day, Version with Standard Spelling and
Minor Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning
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Table 29. Comparison Chart of Lupe's Pre and Post
Assessments
Category Pre-Assessment Post-Assessment
Total Words in Narrative 0 166
Details, Nuances—added prior to formal 
revision
0 1
Details, Nuances—added during revision 0 0
Details, Setting-added prior to formal 
revision
0 1
Details, Setting-added during formal 
revision
0 2
Dietails, Characters-added prior to 
formal revision
0 0
Details, Characters-added during formal 
revision
0 0
Details, Dialogue—added prior to formal 
revision
16 1
Details, Dialogue—added during formal 
revision
0 0
Details, Blocking^-added prior to formal 
revision
0 1
Details, Blocking—added during formal 
revision
0 0
Details, Figurative Language—added 
prior to formal revision
(1 uncounted) (1 uncounted)
Details, Figurative Language—added 
during formal revision
0 0
Other descriptive details-added prior 
to formal revision
0 0
Other descriptive details-added prior 
to formal revision
0 0
Total descriptive details in narrative 
prior to revision
16 4
Total descriptive details added during 
revision
0 2
Overall score, content 1.2 1.1
Overall score, conventions 1 1.8
Narrative is a single event or thematic 
experience
Yes Yes
Narrative has multiple paragraphs No Yes
Type of Narrative Structure a conversation with 
her mom
most poignant events 
over a few days




Uses the writing process only drafting and 
some editing
Yes
Asks self questions when revising 
(metacognitively aware)
Yes, but only 
dialogue
Yes
Writing goals Write everyday, 
"check" stories
Spelling
Aware of the elements of good 
narratives





2/7 D = Descriptive details used in first narrative prior to revision
2/7 D & R = Total Details in first narrative after revision
4/7 D & R - Descriptive details in final narrative prior to revision 
4/7 D & R = Total descriptive details in final narrative after revision
Figure 28. Lupe's Use of Descriptive Details
Daniella's Writing Samples. Daniella's first story 
was a mixture of three interesting tales about when she 
was first born (See Figure ’29 & 30). The stories were 
loosely knit around the central theme of Daniella's birth. 
However, there was nothing in the story that really tied 
these three tales together, and there were only a few 
descriptive details, .so,these stories remained buried in a 
vague list format. This story structure matched Daniella's 
metacognitive knowledge about’ writing at that time. In her 
first oral interview she said she’ did not ask herself 
questions about revising, .’ and she.’was" unaware of the 
elements of good narratives. Even though he’r story 
structure was weak, there were a few effective points in 
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this piece. For example, Daniella did use a few similes to 
liven up her writing. In the story she said that when her 
sister.hit her head on the fence her mother, "...came 
running like a race car." This simile was effective, but 
it was one of the only descriptive details in the whole 
story.
Daniella's second story is based on one dramatic 
event in her life—the time her dad had a heart attack (See 
Figure 31 & 32). Daniella wrote the story with just the 
most important events over several days time. The story 
started out with a strong beginning that included a brief 
setting description, blocking, dialogue and a nuanced 
detail. Daniella wrote, "One stormy cold night my mom rush 
into my room woke me up and said, 'your dad had a heart 
attack.' I asked hundred of time how that happened but she 
was to busy crying to talk to me." She set the scene, drew 
the reader into the tension of the story, effectively used 
dialogue, blocked the dialogue, and pushed at the readers 
emotions with the line, "...she was to busy crying to talk 
to me." However, as the story went on, there was less and 
less elements of good narrative, and the story turned into 
more of a list than a narrative. Also, at the end of the 
story, Daniella revised by throwing in some descriptive 
elements, but they are out of place so I did not count 
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them. It seems as if Daniella was developing a sense of 
the elements of good narratives, but she did not always 
know when to use them or where to put them (See Table 30). 
However, she was acknowledging the elements and 
experimenting with them—and sometimes she put it just 
right (like in the lead of her story), but, overall, she 
needed to use them more effectively (See Figure 33). It 
also seems like maybe she thought that just having the 
elements of good narrative in her story automatically made 
her story proficient. In her second oral interview, she 
said she thought she wrote a good story, "...because you 
taught me how to write it, and I know what to do, and I 
did what you told me to do, so I think I did good—similes, 
character description, setting description, dialogue, and 
blocking" (See Table 22). Clearly Daniella's final 
narrative showed examples of this line of thinking. She 
seemed to understand the elements, but she was not always 
sure how to use them effectively. Overall, Daniella earned 
a content score of 1.7 for her final story.
Daniella did not make significant improvements in her 
use of conventions (See Figure 29 & 31). Basically, her 
use of conventions stayed at about the same level. In her 
first story, she made five grammar errors and she had ten 
sentences. This means 50 percent of her sentences had some 
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form of grammar error. In her final story, she made ten 
grammar errors and she had 13 sentences, so this means 77 
percent of her sentences had some sort of grammar error. 
In capitalization, her first story had eight errors and 
her final story had three errors. This means four percent 
of all her words in the first story and two percent of all 
her words in the final story had some sort of 
capitalization errors. In punctuation, her first story had 
sixteen errors and her final story had seven errors. This 
means that eight percent of the words in her first story 
and four percent of the words in her final story had some 
sort of punctuation errors. Finally, eight words in 
Daniella's first narrative were spelled wrong and six 
words in her final narrative were spelled wrong.
Therefore, four percent of her words in her first story 
were misspelled and three percent of the words in her 
second story were misspelled. Overall, there were no 
significant losses or gains in Daniella's understanding of 
conventions. She earned a conventions score of 2.8 for 
both her first and her final narratives. (See Appendix J 
for a complete compilation of the data from Daniella's 
writing samples.)
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One sunny morning my family was al the park. Sgmy brother went to play at the 
play ground but he didn’t stop running^so he fell over a ball'flipped like about five time. 
Then my mom went to help him get up. my sister got off the table and went dovwj the hill 
and tripcd over a ladybug. Then she hit her head on jjte fence and started crying.then my 
mom came running like a race car. My dad was to lasev to pick her up,site was bleeding 
from her nose. A few weeks latg-1 was born?when thcy^came to visit myunom and meft 
my sister Janet (name change) got to hold m^but she tought I was a doll so she dropped 
me. The next dav we went home?&en I stalled eatinmbut swice I was a baby my mom had 
to give me food.mv mom had to make food for everyone.^>p I grabed mv plate and put it 
on my head like a hat. Then I started eating with my hanckmy mom came running and 
said.that plate isn’t a hat/so I started lighting and through food at my mom.
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions) 
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error
Figure 29. Conventions Assessment, Daniella's First
Narrative, Titled Problems at the Park, Original Version 
with No Alterations
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One sunny morning my family was at the park. So my brotheg^vent to play at the play 
ground but he didn't stop running so he fell over a ball flipped like about five time. Then 
my mom went to help him get up. my sister got off the table and went down the hill and 
tripped over a ladybug. Then she hit her head on the fence and started crying then my 
mom came running like it race car. My dad was to lazy to pick her up she was bleeding 
from her nose. A few weeks later I was born when they came to visit my mom and me. 
my sister Janet got to hold me but she thought I was a doll so she dropped me. The next 
day we went home then I started eating but since I was a baby my mom -had to give me 
food my mom had to make food for everyone. So I grabbed my platband put it on my 
head like a hat. Then I started eating with mv hand mv mom came running and said that 
plate isn’t a hat so I started laughing and threw food at my mom.
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 




F = figurative language
OD = other detail
First Narrative,Assessment, Daniella's
Titled Problems at the Park, Version with Standard
Spelling and Minor Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning
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One stormy cold night mv mom rush into my room, woke me up,and sauP'your 
dad had a heart attack.’' I asked hundered of time how that happened but she was to l^usy 
crying to talk to me. The ambulance <^rove as fast as they coulcLbut one of the ambulamcc 
crashed in front of the house.tne ambiance took my dad to the hospital.
We went to visit my dad in the hospital. The doctor said he would have to drink 
lots of water and had to drink pills every siifgel day. That what he’s been doing for these 
past five years. c G fe
The next day we went home, ne got better and got out of the hospital. We did 
what the doctor said we had to so my dackwouldn't die or have a heart attack.
Alv dad Juan took care of himselfbut I did most of the dirtv work. So he’s been* p '
doing greatand he hasn’t had a heart attack these live years.
(My dad wore classes and was wearing no shirt and dark green pan! like the grass 
[and squares on it too. Also we just stud up when we were talking.
Italics Represent Revision
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions) 
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error
Figure 31. Conventions Assessment, Daniella's Final
Narrative, Untitled, Original Version with No Alterations
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One stormy cold night my mom rush into my room woke me up and said "your 
dacy^d a heart attack.” I asked hundred of time how that happened but she was to busy 
crying to talk to me. The ambulance drove as fast as they could but one of the ambulance 
crashed in front of the house the ambulance took my dad to the hospital.
We went to visit my dad in the hospital. The doctor .said he would have to drink 
lots of water and had to drink pills every single day. That what he’s been doing for these 
past five years.
The next day we went home, he got better and got out of the hospital. We did 
what the doctor said we had to so my dad wouldn’t die or have a heart attack.
My dad Juan took care of himself but I did most of the dirty work. So he’s been 
doing great and he hasn’t had a heart atlthese five years. ('g j
My dad wore glasses and was^earing no shirt and dark green pan! like the grass 
? and squares on it too. Also we just stood up when ire were talking.
'—— civ s-W-acA
Italics Represent Revision
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
D = Dialogue
B = Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Figure 32. Content Assessment, Daniella's Final Narrative,
Untitled, Version with Standard Spelling and Minor Changes 
to Preserve Meaning
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Table 30. Comparison Chart of Daniella's Pre and Post
Assessments
Category Pre-Assessment Post-Assessment
Total Words in Narrative 204 198
Details, Nuances—added prior to formal 
revision
0 1
Details, Nuances—added during revision 0 0
Details, Setting^-added prior to formal 
revision
1 1
Details, Setting—added during formal 
revision
0 0
Details, Characters-added prior to 
formal revision
0 . 0
Details, Characters—added during formal 
revision
0 (1 uncounted)
Details, Dialogue—added prior to formal 
revision
1 1
Details, Dialogue—added during formal 
revision
0 0
Details, Blocking—added prior to formal 
revision
1 1
Details, Blocking—added during formal 
revision
0 (1 uncounted)
Details, Figurative Language—added 
prior to formal revision
2 0
Details, Figurative Language—added 
during formal revision
0 (1 uncounted)
Other descriptive details—added prior 
to formal revision
1 0
Other descriptive details—added during 
formal revision
0 0
Total descriptive details in narrative 
prior to revision
6 4
Total descriptive details added during 
revision
0 (3 uncounted)
Overall score, content .8 1.7
Overall score, conventions 2.8 2.8
Narrative is a single event or thematic 
experience
No Yes
Narrative has multiple paragraphs No Yes
Type of Narrative Structure List of loosely 
connected events
Most poignant events 
over several days




Uses the writing process only drafting and 
some editing
Yes
Asks self questions when revising 
(metacognitively aware)
No Yes
Writing goals write more revising





2/7 D = Descriptive details used in first narrative prior to revision
2/7 D & R = Total Details in first narrative after revision
4/7 D & R = Descriptive details in final narrative prior to revision 
4/7 D & R = Total descriptive details in final narrative after revision
Figure 33. Daniella's Use of Descriptive Details
James' Writing Samples. James' first story was just a 
basic list of events surrounding the purchase and then 
sudden death of his dog, Scruffy (See Figure 34 & 35). 
This story only contained two elements of good narratives. 
It had one character detail describing the dogs, and this 
detail was also a simile. James wrote, "They were as cute 
as babies." This plot had an effective problem, but it was 
underdeveloped. This story mirrored James' first oral 
interview (See Table 23). In that reflection he did not 
think metacognitively about his writing practices. When I 
asked him what questions he asked himself when he was 
checking his writing, he said, "Is it good? Will Ms. Cooke 
like it?" This response shows that he did not understand 
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how to question himself as he revised his story. He only 
knew how to ask the teacher for her opinion, and he did 
not know how to form his own detailed opinion about his 
work. Also, in the interview he never mentioned any 
revision elements—he only talked about spelling and other 
editing elements. James did not revise his first narrative 
at all, and it is probably not because he did not want to 
do it, but because he did not know how.
In his final narrative, James showed tremendous 
growth as a writer (See Figure 36 & 37). This story had 
238 words, which was more than double the 94 words of his 
first story. In this story he talked about going to a pet 
store and then buying a dog from a woman selling dogs 
outside of the pet shop. In his first narrative, James 
only used two descriptive details and he did not revise at 
all, but in this story he used ten descriptive details and 
most of them were added during revision (See Table 31 & 
Figure 38). James started by giving a detailed description 
of the pet store. He wrote, "On the wall was paintings of 
pets. In the front of the building was dirt on the dirt 
was black empty cages." James went on to develop the main 
part of the plot when he described how his family 
purchased a puppy outside of the pet shop. In this part of 
the story, James used dialogue to convey his excitement.
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"That's cheap. Let's take all of them," he said. 
Throughout the remainder of the story, James continued 
using dialogue, some blocking and a few similes. Even 
though there were gaps in the details of his story, it was 
still a big improvement over the details in his first 
story. However, like other students in this study, it was 
obvious that James was just learning how to use the 
elements of good narratives, so he did not always use them 
correctly. For example in one part of the story he had 
dialogue about his mom going to the bank, but it was not 
really necessary dialogue. In another part he put 
blocking, ("while pointing my finger,") but it was not a 
part of anything. Again, this showed that James was just 
learning to use the elements, so they were not always a 
seamless part of his story. Overall, James earned a 
content score of 1.9 for his final narrative.
In conventions, James made significant gains in his 
use of capitals and spelling, but his score went down in 
punctuation, and in grammar he stayed about the same (See 
Figure 34 & 36). In James' first narrative, he made 
seventeen capitalization errors, and there were 94 words 
in his story. This means eighteen percent of the words in 
his story had some sort of capitalization errors. However, 
in his second narrative, he made only twelve errors out of 
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238 words. This means that only five percent of his words 
had capitalization errors. James also improved in 
spelling. In his first narrative, he made eighteen 
spelling errors out of 94 words, but in his final story he 
only made five errors out of 238 words. This means that in 
his first story, nineteen percent of his words were 
misspelled, but in his final narrative, only two percent 
of the words were misspelled. In punctuation, James' score 
went down. In his first narrative, he made three 
punctuation errors, which means that three percent of his 
words had punctuation errors, but in his final narrative, 
he had 30 punctuation errors, which means that thirteen 
percent of his words had punctuation errors. However, this 
does not mean that his punctuation was getting worse 
because in the final narrative he used a lot more dialogue 
and more complex sentence structures. It appears that 
James was just learning how to work with these more 
complex structures, so that was probably why his 
punctuation score dropped. James' grammar scores dropped 
in the second narrative as well. In the first story, he 
made six grammar errors. The first story had thirteen 
sentences, so this shows that about 46 percent of his 
sentences had grammar errors. The final story had 23 
sentences, and James made 18 grammar errors. This means
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that about 78 percent of his sentences had some sort of 
grammar error. Again, James' story was more complex than 
the first story and he was working with elements that were 
new to him, so this increase in errors may be due to the 
fact that he was out of his comfort zone. Overall, James 
earned a convention score of 1.3 for his first narrative 
and 2 for his final narrative (See Appendix K for a 
complete compilation of the data from James' writing 
samples.).
were as cucit as Babvs. later they went to slgeixthey look scLcueit.
The next dav we nlaved with them, mv brother and my would fight tqjiold one.
dad, but llowfv had a amoania. we took care of Flowfy. Later, she started getting better.
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions)
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error___________________________________________________
Figure 34. Conventions Assessment, James' First Narrative, 
Titled When My Dog Died, Original Version with No 
Alterations
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One day My parepts bought two dogs on thursday. we named 'em scruffy fluffy. They 
were as cute as Babies. later they went to sleep they look so cute.
The next day we played with them, my brother and me would fight to hold one.
The next day scruffy looked dead, we took Fluffy- and scruffy to the animal 
hospital, our family was waiting. They told my mom went to the Back, They told my 
mom sciuffy is dead, but fluffy had a pneumonia, we took care of Fluffy. Later she 
started getting better.
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
D = Dialogue
B = Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Figure 35. Content Assessment, James' First Narrative,
Titled When My Dog Died, Version with Standard Spelling 
and Minor Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning
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p , , p p
empty cages Inside were cages that were empty. The other section had lots of birds green, 
bluejyellow brown birds. My mom Bought auBird because one died and the other bird 
y 1 zx «•% 1 r
while sitting down in the car The sirl that was seiline, said, this nupnv '''runs cute
Y ,------- o ..... p C. )
to get/ I took the dog that was yellow as gold. The girl.
Italics Represent Revision
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions)
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error
Figure 36. Conventions Assessment, James' Final Story,
Titled When I Bought My Dog, Original Version with No
Alterations
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One day I went with rriv mom my brother and seer’s to a Pet Shop named Elias, On the 
wall was painting of pets. In the front of the building was dirt on the dirt^is black 
empty cages Inside were cages that were empty. The other section had lots of birds green 
blue yellow brown birds. My mom Bought a Bird because one died and the other bird 
was lonely.
Then, we were about to leave. Then, we saw a piece of a card board thal said 
“puppies for sale”. Then, we went to the car. The sign said 40^ollars. q
while looking at them Next my mom said while standing up That’s “cheap.” I said 
“lets lake all of them” alLof them were all gold
P while sitting down in the car The girl that was selling said this puppy "runs cute 
as a rabbit and she likes to take a batlj.” ^lext, she said “this puppy is playful as a kid.
Next my mom said “I'm going to go to the bank,” Then, we leave. My mom 
deposits 80 dollars. After she does (hat She gets back in the car. My mom brother and 
sisters and me hone the red mini van is still there. g
while pointing my finget^then get to the mini van. 1 said "I don’t know what 
to get,” I took the dog that was yellow as gold. The girl.
Italics Represent Revision
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
D = Dialogue
B = Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Figure 37. Content Assessment, James' Final Narrative,
Titled When I Bought My Dog, Version with Standard
Spelling and Minor Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning
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Table 31. Comparison Chart James' Pre and Post Assessments
Category Pre-Assessment Post-Assessment
Total Words in Narrative 94 238
Details, Nuances—added prior to formal 
revision
0 0
Details, Nuances—added during revision 0 0
Details, Setting-added prior to formal 
revision
0 3
Details, Setting^added during formal 
revision
0 1
Details, Characters-added prior to 
formal revision
1 1
Details, Characters-added during formal 
revision
0 0




Details, Dialogue—added during formal 
revision
0 0
Details, Blockincf-added prior to formal 
revision
0 2




Details, Figurative Language-added 
prior to formal revision
1 1
Details, Figurative Language—added 
during formal revision
0 2
Other descriptive details-added prior 
to formal revision
0 0
Other descriptive details-added prior 
to formal revision
0 0
Total descriptive details in narrative 
prior to revision
2 10




Overall score, content 1.2 1.9
Overall score, conventions 1.3' 2
Narrative is a single event or thematic 
experience
Yes Yes
Narrative has multiple paragraphs Yes Yes




events of a day
Affect about writing positive, "it's fun" positive, "it's fun"
Uses the writing process Only drafting and 
some editing
Yes
Asks self revision questions when 
revising (metacognitively aware)
No Yes
Writing goals Cursive neat printing





2/7 D = Descriptive details used in first narrative prior to revision
2/7 D & R = Total Details in first narrative after revision
4/7 D & R = Descriptive details in final narrative prior to revision 
4/7 D & R = Total descriptive details in final narrative after revision
Figure 38. James' Use of Descriptive'Details
Maria's Writing Samples. Maria's first story was 
just a list of everything she did during the first part of 
her cousin's Quinceanera. (See Figure 39 & 40). There was 
only one specific detail in the'whole story. This detail 
described the setting. She wrote, "One sunny day it was 
going to be Quinceanera." Other than that,'the rest' of the 
story .was just a list, and there was no ending because the 
story stopped short right at the part where her family was 
taking pictures. Interestingly, Maria was one of. only two 
students who was able to explain what revision was during, 
her first oral interview (See Table 24). She confused the 
terms revision and editing, but she was able to explain 
revision. When I asked her what she was thinking about as 
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she was editing, she said, "That I left out a little bit 
of parts—I didn't describe how the limousine looked." This 
is not editing, it is revision, but it is a very clear 
example of revision. She described her revision process 
even further in her next response. I asked her, "Did you 
find any errors or other things you wanted to change when 
you reread your essay?" and she said, "Yes, change one 
sentence to the other paragraph." Maria clearly understood 
the revision process, but like other students in this 
study, she did not know what to revise because she did not 
understand the elements of good narrative. Overall, Maria 
earned a content score of .9 for this narrative.
In Maria's final narrative, she wrote 381 words. This 
was almost three times as much as the 135 words she wrote 
in her first narrative. This story was a detailed account 
of the trip to the zoo her family took right before the 
Army sent her cousin to Iraq (See Figure 41 & 42). In her 
first narrative, she only had one descriptive detail, but 
in this story she put seven descriptive details. She 
described the setting of her Aunt's house, but she did not 
really describe the zoo. She also described about how her 
family ate breakfast at McDonalds. This was the one 
section of her story where she revised. Before the 
revision, this paragraph said, "We drove to McDonalds.
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Everyone ate and we left. It took two hours to get to the 
Los Angeles zoo." After she revised, this paragraph said, 
"We drove to McDonalds. Everyone order pancakes. My Aunt 
Carmen didn't want to eat anything. "Do you want some of 
mine," I asked. "No" she said while nodding her head." 
During revision she added dialogue and blocking and a 
little bit of information about her aunt. On the whole, 
Maria's second story is still in list format because she 
talks about everything they did from the morning until 
they went home and most of the story is just telling what 
they did, rather than using the essential elements of good 
narrative to show what they did. However, Maria did revise 
the paragraph about McDonald's by adding some elements of 
description, and she also used similes to describe a few 
of the parts. For example, she said, "Next we looked at 
the flamingo's, it smelled so bad like trash." 
Interestingly, Maria did not add as much descriptive 
detail as I expected (See Table 32 & Figure 43). Her 
second oral interview painted a picture of a young writer 
with a deep understanding of revision, but she only 
revised one paragraph in her story (See Table 24). For 
example, when I asked her if she thought she was a good 
writer, she responded, "Yes, I like writing a lot and I 
keep on revising it. Sometimes I think, "That's in the 
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wrong paragraph," and so I move it to a different 
paragraph. I look for...I count how many similes I have. I 
check for punctuation, dialogue, spelling errors. I tell 
myself, 'Is that enough or not enough?'" Clearly, Maria 
understood the process of revision, and she was beginning 
to name the elements of good narratives and beginning to 
put them in her writing, but she did not have an 
established baseline for what constitutes "enough" 
descriptive details. In other words, she probably needed 
to see how other author's use the elements of good 
narrative in their stories in order to solidify her 
understanding of how to write a strong description. 
Overall, Maria earned a content score of 1.3 for this 
story.
There was no significant change in Maria's use of 
conventions between the first and final narratives (See 
Figure 39 & 41). In the first story Maria made ten 
grammatical errors, and since the story had thirteen 
sentences, this means that on average, 77 percent of her 
sentences had some sort of grammatical error. In her final 
narrative, Maria made 27 grammatical errors, but she wrote 
36 sentences, so that works out to mean that, on average, 
75 percent of her sentences had some sort of grammar 
error. In her first story she made three capitalization 
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errors, and there were 135 words in this story. This means 
two percent of the words had a capitalization error. In 
her final narrative, she made fourteen capitalization 
errors, and this story had 381 words, so this means four 
percent of her words had some sort of capitalization 
error. In punctuation, her first story had ten errors and 
her final story had 21 errors. This means that seven 
percent of the words in her first narrative and six 
percent of the words in her final narrative had some sort 
of punctuation errors. Finally, Maria misspelled five 
words in both her first and her final narratives. This 
means four percent of the words were spelled wrong in her 
first narrative, and one percent of the words were spelled 
wrong in her final narrative. Overall, Maria earned a 
conventions score of 2.5 for her first narrative, and 3 




One sun^y day it was going to be quincenera. I was^ going to dance in in the p 
quinccnera. Firstjl took mv brother lo his program about marines. Alter we took him.my 
aunt called so she could met us at the barbershop so tire caif'd^ my cousins and my hair. 
After that we went to pick up my brother. When we got there,inv otljer aunt was there. 
When we got homefmy mom said,hurry up and take a shower, to my brothers.
The afternoon
P
When we left^my dad took the wrong direction. We were late for church. Mv c 




We got to a part to take pictures -
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions)
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error
Figure 39. Conventions Assessment, Maria's First




One sunny day it was going to be quinceanera. I was going to dance in in the 
quinceanera. First I took my brother to his program about marines. After we took hint my 
aunt called so she could met us at the barbershop so the can do my cousins and my hair. 
After that we went to pick up my brother. When we got there my other aunt was there. 
When we got home my mom said hurry up and take a shower to my brothers.
The afternoon
When we left my dad took the wrong direction. We were late for church. My 
mom ran to the church door. A lady took me to my seat. We all went on the limousine 
After church.
Sunset
We got to a part to take pictures
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
D = Dialogue
B = Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Figure 40. Content Assessment, Maria's First Narrative,
Titled The Morning, Version with Standard Spelling and
Minor Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning
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f* 5 G
fc-rnn-on My cousin Alan is a marine,and sence he was leaving to Iraq we wanted to 
celebrate ifso we decided to go to the zoo. We woke up at 6:30 ^n .lust to take a shower, 
every one took 15 -minutes. My mom was last to take a shower. Then we left it took 20 
minutes to go to my Aunt’s house P
c Once vve were there; my mom my bpithgrs and I got of we walk to my aunt’ house. 
it is a small apatment?once ymi g§t in there it is so warm it felt like if it was lOO^legrccs. 
The living room and kitchen were togetherfthe bathroom was next to the kitchen, there 
was two roomsc
Once We left my aunt Map^got in and mv cousin Alan'Mom quickly went to get 
my other aunt that lived next doordier name was^Carmen. p
p We drove to McDonald’s. Everyone order pancakes.My Aunt Carmen didn 7 
wan’t to eat anything. “Do you want some of mine, " I asked. “No'’ she said while 
nodding her head. Everyone ate and we left. It took 1 or 2 hours to get to the Los 
.Angeles zoo.
Fii’gwe went to the memberj>oth because ray mom was a member. They leUs in 
fag. We took at the seal tank(but they’re weren't anjpind vyejook in the other side and ” 
they’re was some in tt&y other side.^Tlw jump and splash.mere were so adorable?
we looked gthe swan,it was so*pretty as a rose. Next we looked at the 
flamigo's.it smelled so bad Ito trash. p
Next we saw the bcanit was not there.it was on thev other side.but we didn't see it 
only my^ousin and my brother did. but when the came back and my cousin came back 
really happy while we saw the tiger.
We went to eat lunch. My three brothers ate corn dogs. My 2 brothers, my two 
aunt, my mom. and I ate a hamburger.^, 6 p
We went to see the lajl animah-and if was a girrafe?and I took a picture of it. 
We went to get our sovinieyand I got a scfTp book. We left and went to gel my 
dad’s dinner.
Italics Represent Revision
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions) 
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error
Figure 41. Conventions Assessment, Maria's Final
Narrative, Titled We're Going to the Zoo, Original Version 
with No Alterations
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My cousin Alan is a marine and since he was leaving to Iraq we wanted to 
celebrate it so we decided to go to the zoo. We woke up at 6:30 Am Just to take a shower 
every one took 15 minutes. My mom was last to take a shower. Then we left it took 20 
minutes to go to my Aunt’s house
Once we were there my mom my brothers and I got of we walk to my aunt' house 
it is a small apartment once you got in there it is so wafih it fell like if it was 100 degrees. 
The living room and kitchen were together the bathroom was next to the kitchen, there 
was two rooms.
Once We left my aunt Maria got in and mv cousin Alan Mom quickly went to get 
my other aunt that lived next door her name was Carmen.
We drove to McDonald’s. Everyone order pancakes My gunt Carton didn 7 
wan "t to eat anything. “Do you want some of mine, “I asked. “No” she said while 
nodding her head. Everyone ate and we left. It took 1 or 2 hours to get to the I.,os 
Angeles zoo.
First we went to the member booth because my mom was a member. They let us 
in fast. We look at the seal tank but they’re weren’ljmy and we look in the other side and 
they’re was some in they other side. The jump and splash there were so adorable
Then we looked at^he swan it was so pretty as a rose. Next we looked at the 
flamingo’s it smefted so bad like trash.
Next we saw the bear it was not there it was on they other side but we didn't see it 
only my cousin and my brother did, but when the came back and my cousin came back 
really happy while we saw the tiger.
We went to eat lunch. My three brothers ate com dogs. My 2 brothers, my two 
aunt, my mom, and I ate a hamburger.
Wc went to see the last animal and it was a giraffe and I took a picture of it.
We went to get our souvenir and I got a scrap book. We left and went to get my 
dad’s dinner.
Italics Represent Revision
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
Figure 42. Content Assessment,
Titled We're Going to the Zoo,
D = Dialogue
B = Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Maria's Final Narrative,
Version with Standard
Spelling and Minor Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning
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Table 32. Comparison Chart of Maria's Pre and Post
Assessments
Category Pre-Assessment Post-Assessment
Total Words in Narrative 135 381
Details, Nuances—added prior to formal 
revision
0 0
Details, Nuances—added during revision 0 0
Details, Setting^-added prior to formal 
revision
1 2
Details, Setting—added during formal 
revision
0 0
Details, Characters—added prior to 
.formal revision
0 0
Details, Characters—added during formal 
revision
0 0
Details, Dialogue—added prior to formal 
revision
0 0
Details, Dialogue—added during formal 
revision
0 2
Details, Blocking—added prior to formal 
revision
0 0
Details, Blocking—added during formal 
revision
0 1
Details, Figurative Language—added 
prior to formal revision
0 2
Details, Figurative Language—added 
during formal revision
0 0
Other descriptive details—added prior 
to formal revision
0 0
Other descriptive details—added prior 
to formal revision
0 0
Total descriptive details in narrative 
prior to revision
1 4
Total descriptive details added during 
revision
0 3
Overall score, content .9 1.3
Overall score, conventions 2.5 3
Narrative is a single event or thematic 
experience
Yes Yes
Narrative has multiple paragraphs Yes Yes
Type of Narrative Structure list of events, no
ending
list of events 
throughout a day
Affect about writing Positive, "it's fun" positive, "it's fun"
Uses the writing process drafting, editing, 
some revision
Yes
Asks self questions when revising 
(metacognitively aware)
No Yes
Writing goals spell big words be an author, write 
a lot of stories
Aware of the elements of good 
narratives
knows parts have to 





2/7 D = Descriptive details used in first narrative prior to revision
2/7 D & R = Total Details in first narrative after revision
4/7 D & R = Descriptive details in final narrative prior to revision 
4/7 D & R = Total descriptive details in final narrative after revision
Figure 43. Maria's Use of Descriptive Details
Noah's writing samples.. When looking at Noah's first 
writing sample, it looks like he had a general idea of 
story structure, but he needed some instruction in 
deciding which moments to write about and which to leave 
out because he was telling the story in list form with 
everything that he remembered doing on his day at Disney 
Land (See Figure 44 & 45). It is also apparent that he had 
some understanding of how to describe a setting, but he 
did not really understand the concepts of character 
description, dialogue, blocking, and figurative language, 
because he did not include these elements in his writing. 
It is also obvious that Noah did not revise his writing at 
all. A closer look at Noah's responses to the oral 
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interview and writing reflection reveal that he did not 
really understand the concept of revision (See Table 17 & 
25). For example, when I asked him, "Describe what you 
were thinking about when you were revising your work," he 
wrote, "To check where the periods, punctuation, and 
capitals were, and to know if I did some bad spelling." 
Also when I asked him, "Please list two or three writing 
goals that you have for yourself," he wrote, "By learning 
cursive, and well hand writing." Clearly, at that time, 
Noah did not understand the revision process, and he had 
very superficial writing goals because he did not 
understand the elements of good narrative. Therefore, Noah 
was not able to revise his writing because he did not know 
how to revise, or what he was supposed to revise in the 
first place. This shows in his unrevised story. His story 
had 323 words, it was organized as a general overview of 
events, he only included six descriptive details from the 
elements of good narrative, and he did not add any 
descriptive elements during revision because he did not 
revise this text at all. Noah earned an overall content 
score of 1 for this narrative.
When I scored Noah's last writing sample on my 
writing rubric, I was able to construct a detailed picture 
of his progress (See Figure 46 & 47). He was developing a 
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strong grasp of the elements of dialogue, and he was 
beginning to understand the importance of blocking because 
he effectively used both of these elements in his piece.
He was beginning to describe his main characters, although 
he often put these descriptions in at the wrong time, and 
he tended to tell extraneous information about his 
characters. Noah was also developing his ability to see 
and record the nuances of the world. Observing and 
recording the nuances of life are one of the elements that 
make a story powerful. Noah did this six times in this 
story and all six times he added this information while he 
was revising. From the humorous way that he described his 
aunt's hair as looking like "curly fries" to the 
seriousness of the small square room "with a broken bed," 
Noah was learning how to see the world with the mind of a 
writer. Noah earned an overall content score of 2.6 for 
his final narrative.
It is obvious that Noah was developing an 
understanding of the revision process. When he wrote the 
draft of his final narrative, he included eleven 
descriptive details, then, as he was revising his work, he 
added fifteen more descriptive detail elements to his 
narrative (See Table 33 & Figure 48). Looking at his final 
oral interview, it is easy to see that he was developing a 
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sense of what it means to revise (See Table 25). When I 
asked him, "Describe what you were thinking about when you 
were revising your work," he responded by saying:
I need to have these elements (similes, 
character description, setting, dialogue, 
blocking). It helps the readers know the 
characters so they can see the characters in 
their minds. I have to do it so readers can see 
it in their minds.
This newfound awareness aligned with Noah's writing 
sample, and even though he seemed to be fixated on editing 
throughout most of the second interview, his writing 
showed that he was revising a lot more than he discussed 
in his oral interview.
In regards to editing, Noah made some progress (See 
Figure 44 & 46). In both stories, his grammar was not 
always perfect, but it did not distract the reader, and he 
used appropriate punctuation some of the time. Noah made 
some improvements in spelling and capitalization. In his 
first story he made 50 spelling errors out of 323 total 
words. This means that fifteen percent of all his words 
were spelled wrong. In his second story he made 22 
spelling errors out of 407 total words. This means only 
five percent of all the words were spelled wrong. In
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Noah's first story he made 41 capitalization errors out of 
323 total words. This shows that out of all the words in 
his story, thirteen percent of them had capitalization 
errors. In his second story he made 21 capitalization 
errors out of 407 words. This means that out of all the 
words in his story, five percent of them had 
capitalization errors in them. In grammar, Noah made 
twelve errors in his first story. This story had nineteen 
sentences, so that means that on average, 63 percent of 
his sentences had some sort of grammatical error. Noah's 
final story had eighteen grammatical errors, and 27 
sentences. This means that 67 percent of his sentences had 
some sort of grammatical error. Noah had some trouble with 
punctuation in both of his narratives. In this first 
narrative he made 36 punctuation errors, which means that 
nine percent of the words in this story had some sort of 
punctuation error. In his final narrative, he made 27 
punctuation errors. This means that eight percent of his 
words had some sort of punctuation error. These 
percentages lead to overall convention scores of 1.8 for 
his first story, and 2.3 for his second story.
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_ One day I whent to universal studios a whent to to every sigle ride. First,we when 
to urasik jpark?\yhe saw a lot of dinosdurs^and we when to a big waterfall Lhat took 
pictures when you slid down. e p t c c c > 5
Then we when to mummy^the ride.wc saw black ljke the pight'Then wc gay a big 
red mummv that had a trail sward,next we fell down a big slid field with wateAhat s^id 
took use and took picture^ ~ pc s G <•
pc"iiey whe wliet togsigntamitor show.^e say andrais with gups that lookt like fire 
guns,[hen the show started, a mt^hin that had to be dessactavated vefore aghour 
andraTds will take over the word»§xtenninator showed up arjd beat all the andraid, saved 
all the remainding humankind shut down the machine?and that's how exterminator saved 
the day. ... & < ' s pc
_ After we when to fufiired ride that we whent so fast that my chased fell down.we S p g pc fesax- dinosaurs.we say the goth.’the goth, and a resturant,when the ride was over they gave 
use a kiy to so we could see vampires?my brother was scared because he was the one ife 
had to sing^and a beast came fjomJjehTnd and feared my brothe half to death, 'l^c gave 
use blood jiis that you could drik. ^fter that ride V of space mountain, fliat ride^was olToIly 
scary.it went almas 70 mils gure hotfrXthat was coal. Then we went Jolfiash i^rntairyt 
was goin ocay until the eqd a big spasn^T got all wet. next we saw a sherk sljowJ^rd 
Jarquad was trying to kbl/eona princes, but Shrek came just ip tiirw fonhei;loyd Tarquad 
wasfjet^for eternity to Kail told jilary cjuff to give me er attograljand Tranky 
mueneso to sign my otfo graf.tnat was the greates moment aboSt all my life?
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions)
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error___________________________________________________
Figure 44. Conventions Assessment, Noah's First Narrative,
Untitled, Original Version with No Alterations
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One day I went to universal studios a went to to every single ride. First we went to 
jurassic park we saw a lot of dinosaurs and we when to a big water fall that took pictures 
when you slid down.
, .. Q^Then we went to mummy the ride we saw “black lik^dre night” Then we saw a 
big red mummy that had a trail sword next we fell down a big slide filled with waler, that 
slide took us and took picture ’ qQj
then we went to exterminator show we saw andres with guns that looked like fire 
guns then the show started, a machine (hat had to be deactivated before an hour or 
androids will take over the world, exterminator showed up and beat all the android saved 
all the remaining humans and shut down the machine and that’s how exterminator saved
ON/ G... . •
After we when to future ride that we went so fast that my chest fell down, we saw 
dinosaurs vve saw the goth, the goth, and a restaurant when the ride was over they gave us 
a key too so we could see vampires, my brother was scared because he was the one who 
had to sing and a beast came from behind and scared my brother half to death. They gave 
use blood juice that you could drink, after that ride V of space mountain that ride was 
awfully scary it went almost 70 miles pure hour that was cool. Then we went to splash 
mountain it was going ok until the end a big splash I got all wet. next we saw a shrek 
show lord farquad was trying to kill feona princes but Slirek came just in time for her lord 
farquad was Sent for eternity to hell, next I told hillarv duff to give me her autograph and 
franky mueneso to sign mv autograph that was the greatest moment about all my life.
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
D = Dialogue
B = Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Figure 45. Content Assessment, Noah's First Narrative,
Untitled, Version with Standard Spelling and Minor
Punctuation Changes to Preserve Meaning
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Once in Mexico, Aprill 1, 2004,my aunt had a blue shir, and blue pants.she as in 
bed playing with her dolls, my ount was playing with her tpy&Aer toys looked like crslos 
chfniv down a river. My grampa w<j§ making food, he had'aplaid longslfevef shirt with a c 
pair of black shoes and blue jeans.his hair all curly like like spaghettipMy sister''had
a frrats shirt with pink jeans and pink shoesjier hair lookedfik ki'/iv frizes. And she was 
playing with her toys,; and my grandma, Mana a black shirt with a pair of
white shoes and black pants, was silting watching t. v*t/»e tv was square'g'or room mw $ 
small and white with a broken bed. wherTsuddenly my grandma wlSmt to the bathroomj 
and my aunt was still playing with her toys. p S *
Suddenly her hart stopped, so when my grandma got back she said)Lgticia! Wats 
wrong!! she scrcxuned. §ic r^n Sid got to the phone%he called,, the hospital, my grandma 
had a nervous fijce. She said,“ray girl is dieingTshe screamecf. This is streeFlimana 457 
east* and come/here as fast as you can. Okay jaqramedics our on there vn/nwhen the 
paramedics got there they quicl^yjfelt herjjiis,jsne’/loesn’t have any” the^doctor siadas 
he was touching my buis neck. "Whe have get tolake her to a hospital fasL When the}’ got 
there they quickly defibulated heHieep beep beep clear ca-choo\BvA then it was no ifs— 
she was gone and nothing could bring her back.
My grandma cried a lot and three days past she started healing/she finally got over 
it. After three month she came to America to visit her atlier girUshe was called Marisol
. . my mom Marisol was wearing a wJiitne shirt and
black pant with black shoes, andtjiey both cried. They invited some relative^ over and 
told them the bad news. 3 days later my mom Marisol said/Tm going back ‘‘to Mexico,” 
but before we could reach the car (Fir car was blue, with big tattoos on it nty dad stopped 
her, he huged her, and kissed her^and said,“please don’t go away.” DAmy/ wont go away? 
and my mom Marisokshe didn’t go away. She started healingLshe got over it like my 
grandma^and that’s my story.
Italics Represent Revision
Key for Writing Samples (Conventions)
G = grammar error
S = spelling error
P = punctuation error
C = capitalization error___________________________________________________
Figure 46. Conventions Assessment, Noah's Final Narrative,
Titled The Death of My 28 Year Old Aunt, Original Version 
with No Alterations 
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Once in Mexico April 1, 2004 my aunt had a blue shirt, and blue pants slte'^ in bed 
playing with her dolls, my aunt was playing with her toys her toys loo^i like crystals 
shining down a river. My grampa was making fogd. he had a plaid long sleeves shirt with 
a pair of blade shoes and blue jeans his hair was all curly like like 'Spaghetti. My sister 
had a bram shirt with pink jeans and pink shoes her hair tooleecf like curlvfries. And she 
was playing with her toys, and my grandma, Maria Gomez had a black shirt with a pair 
of white shoes and black pants, was sitting watching t.v the A wav square her room was 
small and white with a broken bed. when suddenly my grandma went to the bathroom 
and my aunt was still playing with her toys.
Suddenly her heart stopped, so when my grandma got back she said Leticia! 
Whats wrong!! she screamed, she run and got tg the phone she called the hospital, my 
grandma had a nervous face. She said “my girl is dieing, she screamed. Tins is street 
tijuana 457 east and come “here as fast as you can. Okay partmiedics^are on their way. 
When the paramedics got there they quickly fell her pulse, she “doesn't have any" the 
doctor said as he touching my aunts neck. We have got tokiKe her to a hospital l ast. 
When they got there they quickly defribjilated her beep beep beep clear ca-choo But then 
it was no use—she was gone and nothing*could bring her back.
My grandma cried a lot and .three days past she started healing she finally got over 
it. .After three month she came to America to visit henother girl she was called Marisol 
Gomez. She quickly told Marisol my mom Marisol wtSwkaring a white shirt and black­
pant with black shoes, and they both cried. They invited some relatives over and told 
them the bad news. 3 days later my mom Marmol said “I’m going back “to Mexico." but 
before we could reach the car our car was blue with big tattoos on it my dad stepped her, 
he hugged her. and kissed her and said “please don’t go away." Okay 1 wont go aw. and 
my mom Marisol she didn’t go away. She started healing she got over it like my grandma 
and that’s my story.
Italics Represent Revision
Key for Writing Samples (Content) 
DN = descriptive nuanced detail 
DS = descriptive setting detail 
DC = descriptive character detail
Figure 47. Content Assessment, Noah's Final Narrative,
D = Dialogue
B = Blocking
F = figurative language 
OD = other detail
Titled The Death of my 28 Year Old Aunt, Version with
Standard Spelling and Minor Punctuation Changes to
Preserve Meaning
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Table 33. Comparison Chart of Noah's Pre and Post
Assessments
Category Pre-Assessment Post-Assessment
Total Words in Narrative 323 407
Details, Nuances—added prior to formal 
revision
1 0
Details, Nuances—added during revision 0 6
Details, Setting—added prior to 'formal 
revision
2 0
Details, Setting^-added during formal 
revision
0 1








Details, Dialogue—added prior to formal 
revision
0 6
Details, Dialogue—added during formal 
revision
0 2
Details, Blocking—added prior to formal 
revision
0 1
Details, Blockincp-added during formal 
revision
0 1
Details, Figurative Language—added 
prior to formal revision
0 0
Details, Figurative Language—added 
during formal revision
0 2
Other descriptive details—added prior 
to formal revision
2 0
Other descriptive details—added prior 
to formal revision
0 0








Overall score, content 1 2.6
Overall score, conventions 1.8 2.3
Narrative is a single event or thematic 
experience
Yes Yes
Narrative has multiple paragraphs Yes Yes
Type of Narrative Structure list of events over 
a days time
most poignant 
details over a month
Affect about writing Positive positive
Uses the writing process drafting and some 
editing
Yes
Asks self questions when revising 
(metacognitively aware)
No Yes
Writing goals Cursive "story will get 
recognized"





2/7 D = Descriptive details used in first narrative prior to revision
2/7 D & R = Total Details in first narrative after revision
4/7 D & R - Descriptive details in final narrative prior to revision 
4/7 D & R = Total descriptive details in final narrative after revision
Figure 48. Noah's.-Use of Descriptive Details
Conclusion
The three types of' assessments used in this study 
offer a holistic window intd'the minds and the writing of- 
eight young authors. The students' oral interviews give a 
glimpse of the students' understanding of themselves as 
writers, their thinking about the writing process, and 
their level of metacognitive awareness about this 
thinking. In the first oral interviews, the students 
focused heavily on fixing the conventions. Most of the 
students seemed somewhat aware of what they were thinking 
about before, during, and after the writing process 
because they were able to recall .some of what they were 
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thinking about during these times. However, they seemed 
unaware of the elements that make up good narratives, so 
they were unable to truly assess and revise their work.
The students written "Writing Reflections" further 
support this analysis. In these reflections, the students 
either listed vague writing goals for themselves like, 
"write more than I do now," or they talked about how they 
wanted to improve their conventions or their handwriting. 
Not one student mentioned writing goals involving 
strengthening their skills in a particular area of the 
writing process other than editing—not even one student 
talked about improving the content of their writing.
In the students' actual first writing samples, they 
wrote narratives that appeared to be more like lists of 
events than actual stories. The narratives just told 
everything that happened, and they rarely used descriptive 
elements to show the reader what was happening. Also, the 
students did not formally revise these narratives; they 
only made surface level convention corrections, and as a 
whole, their conventions were poor.
The students' second round of oral interviews, 
reflections, and narratives show that the students made a 
tremendous amount of progress as writers in both their 
thinking and in what they could produce. In the second 
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oral interviews, the students showed a marked improvement 
in their understanding of the elements of good narratives 
and in their understanding of the revision process. In the 
first interviews, the students were vague about what they 
were checking for in their stories, but in the second 
interviews, they were much more specific about what 
elements they were checking for. Also, in these 
interviews, every one of the students used the arc 
strategy when they were prewriting, whereas, in the first 
round of interviews, none of the students used prewriting 
strategies. This shows that the students were beginning to 
take ownership of the writing process and of good 
strategies that they could use within this process to 
improve their writing. The students were also becoming 
more metacognitively aware of themselves as writers 
because all of them were aware that they were asking 
themselves questions as they were writing and revising. 
During the first oral interviews, only Beth and Lupe were 
aware that they were asking themselves questions as they 
were writing, but in the second oral interviews, all the 
students had some level of this awareness.
One unexpected outcome of the second oral interviews 
was that some of the students expressed worry and doubts 
about their writing. It seems that as they were beginning 
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to understand what they needed to do to write well, they 
may have become a little bit overwhelmed. However, I do 
not think this is negative because it shows that the 
students are becoming aware of what it takes to create a 
quality piece of writing.
The overall quality of the students' final narratives 
was much higher than their first narratives. In the first 
narratives, very few students used descriptive details, 
and the ones who did only used a few. Two students, Beth 
and Lupe, used excessive amounts of dialogue, but it was 
not balanced out by any other types of details, so their 
stories appeared top heavy with dialogue. In the final 
narratives, all the students used descriptive details from 
the elements of good narratives. Some students placed the 
elements awkwardly, but they were all attempting to use 
good details, and most of them were able to appropriately 
place descriptive details into their stories. In her final 
narrative, Beth still used a lot of dialogue, but it 
appeared more balanced because a lot of it was nestled 
within the context of the story. Lupe only used one piece 
of dialogue in her final story, but this time she 
experimented by adding other types of descriptive elements 
in her story.
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Most importantly, in the final narrative, the 
students were learning to revise their work. In the first 
narrative none of the students revised their work, but in 
the final narrative, seven out of eight students revised 
at least part of their work. Beth did not revise her story 
at all, and Daniella attempted to revise her work, but the 
revisions were too awkward to count them. Martin, Lupe, 
James, and Maria revised at least some part of their 
narratives, and Kate and Noah made significant additions 
to their stories during the revision process. Kate added 
fourteen descriptive details to her story and Noah added 
fifteen descriptive details to his story. (Actually, he 
added eighteen descriptive details from the elements of 
good narratives checklist, but three of the details did 
not really fit into the piece so they were not counted.)
As for conventions, the students did not make 
significant gains in their use of conventions. Overall, 
the students' conventions scores did not improve or get 
worse. I decided to collect data on conventions to see if 
the students would make progress even through they did not 
receive systematic conventions instruction. Since there 
was no significant change, this leads me to believe that, 
in the future, I should include authentic conventions 
instruction in my writing workshop. In other words, 
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conventions instruction needs to be grounded in the 
context of the students' work, and it needs to be 
explicit.
This investigation shows that the students in this 
study were beginning to understand the writing process, 
and they were taking ownership of this knowledge and using 
it in their own writing. Particularly, they were 
developing an understanding of the process of revision and 
the elements of good narratives so that when they revised, 
they knew what to look for in their piece. In other words, 
it is one thing to memorize a definition of what revision 
is, but it is another thing entirely to actually put this 
process into practice. Understanding that revision is 
about content not conventions, and becoming aware of the 
elements that are in good narratives, allowed the students 
to create a set of criteria in which to evaluate and 
improve their work. Also, it is clear that being 
metacognitive about the questions they were asking 
themselves while they were writing was not sufficient. It 
is not good enough that they were asking themselves 
questions, because the questions may not have been helpful 
questions. What matters is what kind of questions they 
were asking themselves. For example, in the first oral 
interview, Lupe and Beth were both metacognitively aware 
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of the questions they were asking themselves, but they 
were just asking themselves questions about dialogue and 
the basic plot line. They asked themselves questions like, 
"Do I have enough dialogue?" "What was I saying?" and 
"What was I doing?" Since this is what they were asking 
themselves, this is what they concentrated on in their 
narratives, and they both wrote narratives that were 
nothing more than strings of dialogue used to describe a 
list of events. Thus, it is not enough to be metacognitive 
writers; students need to understand the elements of good 
narratives, and they need to know what types of questions 
they should be asking themselves when they are writing.
In conclusion, this data supports my assumption that 
it is not that the students did not want to revise their 
work when they were working on their first narratives, it 
is just that they could not do it because they did not 
understand the process of revision, and they did not have 
an understanding of the elements of good narratives, or 
the types of questions that they should be asking 
themselves as they were writing and revising their work. 
The final narratives of the students in this study are not 
perfect, but the data show that they are learning to use 
the writing process and think like writers. As my 
colleague Erin Dudley and I always say, "We are not trying 
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to build a perfect paper. We are trying to build a perfect
writer,, one paper at a time" (E. Dudley and S. Gagne





Initially, I decided to conduct this study because my 
students did not have a sufficient writer's awareness and 
they did not take responsibility for their writing. 
Specifically, they did not revise their work unless I sat 
with them and gave them specific prompts to nudge them in 
the direction that I wanted them to go. Without my help, 
they usually turned in basic rough drafts riddled with 
errors and no substance. Then, a few days later, when 
their final drafts were due, they would turn in a draft 
that was almost identical to their rough draft, but it had 
neater handwriting and a few extra periods. While working 
with my students, I started to realize that some students 
needed both prompts and instruction in order to follow my 
prompts. Other students knew exactly how to fix their work 
as soon as I pointed out the problem, so they did not 
require instruction, they just needed prompts. This means 
that the students who needed both prompts and instruction 
were not capable of revising their work because they truly 
did not understand that there even was a problem in the 
first place, but for the students who just needed prompts, 
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it was not that they were incapable of revising their 
work, it was just that they did not know the right 
questions to ask themselves while they were revising. On 
these occasions, once I gave these students the right 
questions, they were able to improve their drafts. 
However, in these cases, they were just waiting for me to 
supply the right prompts so that they could revise. I was 
just feeding their learned helplessness, and this 
realization gnawed at my stomach until, ultimately, I 
began searching for a new way to teach writing.
While conducting a thorough review of the literature, 
I learned that strong writers have a deep understanding of 
the writing process, they are metacognitively aware of 
themselves as writers, and they understand when and how to 
use a large number of writing strategies. The research 
also shows that students become good writers when they are 
treated like real writers. In other words, they learn best 
in a workshop environment where the teacher encourages 
them to pick their own topics, and the students are given 
time to write everyday. Also, through a process of gradual 
release, effective teachers teach their students the 
stages of the writing process, show them various 
strategies they can use when they are writing, and model 
metacognition by writing in front of the students and 
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thinking out loud so the students can hear the teacher's 
own metacognitive thinking.
After writing my literature review, I started to 
wonder: what if I showed students how to use the writing 
process, and taught them about revision by modeling it in 
my own work and helping them during 1:1 conferences? What 
would happen if I taught the students to recognize and 
write the elements of good narratives in their own drafts? 
Also, what if I taught them specific questions they could 
ask themselves as they were writing and revising? And, 
what if these questions focused on the elements of good 
narratives, and they were questions that would help a 
writer develop a- "wide awakeness" towards the world around 
them (Calkins, (1994)? I took these questions and turned 
them into goals: I wanted my students to develop their 
metacognitive abilities so they would be aware of what 
strategies they needed to use throughout the writing 
process in order to be most effective, and they would know 
when they needed to use them. I decided to focus on the 
questioning strategy because this was one of the main 
things my students could not do—they couldn't prompt 
themselves. I also wanted my students to understand the 
critical elements of effective narratives so they could 
question themselves about these elements when they were 
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working with their writing, and then they could add or 
enhance these elements in their own work. I also wanted my 
students to deepen their understanding of the writing 
process so they could effectively revise and edit their 
narratives, and I wanted them to develop their higher 
order thinking skills so they could effectively question 
themselves while they were revising and editing their 
narratives.
I took eight fourth grade students, and we worked 
towards these goals for eight weeks. I found that in the 
beginning, the students did not have a strong 
metacognitive awareness of what they were thinking about 
while they were writing, and they were not aware of the 
elements that make up good narratives, so they we not able 
to assess and revise their work. In other words, they 
could not make their writing better because they were not 
even conscious of the elements that are present in good 
narratives. Also, they did not understand the writing 
process—all they did was draft, give their writing a brief 
once-over, and then write their final drafts. This lack of 
understanding carried over into their actual writing 
samples because their first narratives were like lists of 
information devoid of descriptive elements.
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At the end of the study, the students showed an 
increase in their understanding of the elements found in 
good narratives. All of the students were using more 
descriptive details in their stories, and they were able 
to discuss how and why they used these elements in their 
writing. Also, seven out of eight students made a least 
some sort of attempt to revise the content of their 
writing, and all eight students were able to recall 
content based revision questions that they asked 
themselves when they were writing and revising. Some of 
the students were able to explain what they were thinking 
about when they were writing and revising, and their 
questions were focused and just right for the task. These 
students showed significant progress between their first 
and final narratives. However, I found that other students 
were developing metacognitive awareness, but they did not 
make significant progress between their first and final 
narratives. What I realized was that just being 
metacognitively aware of themselves as writers -was not 
sufficient. In other words, it's not just about being 
metacognitively aware, and it's not just about using the 
questioning strategy; it's also about asking the right 
questions at the right time. At the end of the study, 
these students were more metacognitively aware than they 
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were at the beginning of the study because they were able 
to articulate what they were thinking about when they were 
writing and revising. However, their drafts were still not 
proficient because the questions they were asking 
themselves were not sufficient. Thus, it is not enough to 
be metacognitive writers, and it is not enough to just 
understand the elements of good narratives; writers also 
need to be able to ask themselves the right questions at 
the right time.
Overall, I found that at the beginning of the study, 
it was not that the students did not want to revise their 
work, it was just that they could not do it because they 
did not understand the process of revision, and they did 
not have an understanding of the elements of good 
narratives, or the types of questions that would have 
helped them effectively write and revise their work. Once 
the students started developing an understanding of the 
elements of good narratives, and once they started 
becoming metacognitively aware of themselves as writers, 
and once they started asking themselves the right 
questions while they were writing and revising, their 
writing improved. It was not massive improvement, but it 
was a significant shift in their thinking and their 
writing practices. It was as if their whole way of 
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thinking about the writing process changed as their 
learning tipped up into a new direction. Because the 
students used the questioning strategy, the writing 
process, and the elements of good narratives in their 
un-aided final narrative, this tells me that they have 
taken ownership of this new learning. Therefore, as they 
continue to practice writing, they will continue to make 
improvements and expand their understanding of these three 
writing keys. This is, after all, the goal of teaching 
writing. As Calkins (1994) states, "we are teaching the 
writer and not the writing" [my emphasis] (p. 228). If 
teachers just fix students' papers for them, then the 
teachers will become very good editors, but the students 
will become dependent on the teachers, and they will not 
learn the skills and strategies of a good writer. If, in 
fact, we create the best student writers when we focus on 
the writer and not the writing, then the methods used in 
this study will certainly move students in the right 
direction.
Recommendations
As with all powerful learning experiences, if I were 
to conduct this study all over again, there are several 
things I would do differently. Hence, there are several 
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changes I have made in my own writer's workshop since the 
completion of this study. The following is a discussion of 
the changes I have made in my teaching since the end of 
this study.
Modeling
One of the most important changes I made was that I 
added modeling and thinking aloud to the essential 
components in my teaching. In the original study I had 
eight essential components (See "Design of the 
Investigation" in Chapter Three). The original components 
are as follows: I always referred to the students as 
writers, we reflected regularly on our own practices as 
writers, and we celebrated our writing with author's 
chair. Also, I conferred with students regularly, we spent 
time learning and practicing specific writing strategies 
and elements, and we read and discussed published works in 
the same genre that we were studying. During the study I 
modeled and used think aloud, but I did not include it as 
an essential component. After reflecting on the study, I 
added modeling/think aloud to my essential components 
list.
During the study I sometimes modeled by writing in 
front of the students and thinking aloud in front of them 
as I wrote and revised, but I do not think I did it 
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enough. Sometimes, to save time, I just showed them 
completed pieces that I wrote, and we discussed them 
together. While this can be a valuable strategy as well, 
it is not a substitute for modeling and thinking aloud. 
From now on, I am going to spend more time letting the 
students watch me struggle as I write. I want them to 
watch me think aloud through my ideas as I try out a 
sentence, reread it, cross part of it out and re-write 
that part to make it better. I am also going to let them 
watch me take a great draft and make it even better. In 
fact, recently, I was working in a second grade classroom, 
and I used the writing/thinking aloud teaching strategy 
throughout most of the lessons. Every day during the first 
ten minutes of class, I added a little bit more to my 
story, and I let the students watch me reread, revise, and 
edit my sentences as I was writing. I also let them watch 
me ask myself questions from the .elements of good 
narratives Revision Checklist before, during, and after 
writing my draft (See Appendix C) .. Then, when I finished 
my draft and we all agreed that it was proficient, I told 
the kids that I was going to look at it very carefully and 
make it even better. I told them, "Even when you think 
it's as good as it can get, you can always make it 
better." I modeled going back to the story, rereading it, 
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and asking myself more questions specific to the elements 
of good narratives. Then, based on these questions, I 
added more details that made my story even more vivid than 
before. After that lesson, I sent all the kids back to 
work on revising their own writing, and they did. Almost 
every kid in that second grade class found parts to revise 
by adding more detail.
During the study, I modeled my writing and thinking 
in front of the students occasionally, but overall, I 
don't think I did it nearly enough. These students had 
years to build up their misconceptions about the writing 
process, and I only had two months to punch holes through 
these misconceptions. Based on the impression regular 
writing/think aloud modeling lessons has had on students 
in other classrooms since the study ended, I have come to 
realize that the single most powerful way for students to 
understand the writing process and to understand that even 
the best writers revise, is to model how I write and how I 
think when I write. There are many times in the teaching 
profession when a teacher has to make the decision to cut 
something out because there simply is not enough time in 
the school day to do everything, but cutting down on 
modeling and thinking aloud is not one of those things.
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Author's Chair
Author's chair was one of the original eight 
essential components of my writing workshop, but I do not 
think we did it nearly enough. During the study, we held 
author's chair about once a week for five to ten minutes. 
Because I felt pressed for time, author's chair was often 
pushed aside and treated like an afterthought. First of 
all, I think this sent out a powerful message—"Your 
writing isn't really worth celebrating, so author's chair 
can get pushed aside today." It wasn't until after the 
study was over, and I was working with Maria Jasso, a 
colleague of mine who teaches fifth grade, that I really 
saw the power of author's chair. In Maria's class, she 
always makes time for author's chair. It is a regular part 
of their writer's workshop—10 to fifteen minutes, almost 
everyday. The students in Maria's class can't wait to get 
in that chair, and therefore, they can't wait to work on 
their writing and make it the best that it can be so they 
can present it in an open forum. One time she told me that 
students regularly ask her if they can continue improving 
their final drafts even after she has given them their 
final grade. The power of author's chair is that it gives 
the students' writing a purpose; they are not just writing 
for a grade—they are writing so their stories can become
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powerful literary experiences for themselves, their 
teacher, and their peers.
Since I realized how powerful author's chair is I 
have shown several other teachers. I have seen the power 
of author's chair take over classroom after classroom, and 
I have seen student writing improve significantly because 
all students want their voices to be heard, and author's 
chair gives them a pedestal on which to speak. There is no 
denying it—the best writer's workshops include regularly 
scheduled time for author's chair. (See Appendix E for 
further information about author's chair.) 
Utilizing Formal Conference Procedures
Shortly after finishing this study, I read Carl 
Anderson's book How's It Going: A Practical Guide to 
Conferring with Student Writers. In this book, Anderson 
details a precise, highly effective procedure for 
conducting 1:1 writing conferences. After reading this 
book, I realized that my 1:1 conferences were useful, but 
they were not as helpful as they could have been if I 
would have followed Anderson's guidelines. Reflecting on 
my own conferences, I realized that because I was only 
working with eight students, I had a lot of time to spend 
with each child, so I gave them more teaching points than 
they could ever learn in one sitting. According to
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Anderson, teachers should only pick one teaching point (he 
calls it a "line of thinking,") teach from that one point, 
and then walk away and let the student incorporate that 
teaching point into his writing. This way, the child 
develops ownership of the strategy, and he can use it 
again the next time he writes, whereas, if the teacher 
over-teaches, the student will just learn to depend on the 
teacher to fix everything for him. As Anderson says, "A 
teacher fixing up students' drafts no more helps them grow 
than a coach standing in for players in a basketball game 
helps those players improve (p. 9). (See Appendix N for 
more information on writing conferences.)
Read More Literature and Connect it to Writing
After the study was finished and I was going through 
all the data, I noticed a common pattern amongst the 
students—they were learning how to ask themselves 
questions and use the elements of good narratives, but 
they often misplaced these elements, or wrote them in an 
awkward way. They were starting to understand the 
elements, but they did not have enough models of what the 
elements look like in good writing. I had used literature 
at the beginning of the unit to show the students how to 
set up a problem solution plot line, but after that, I 
stopped using literature as models. Clearly, the students' 
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work shows that they were beginning to understand the 
elements, but they needed more good examples to look at; 
they needed to explore how other authors crafted these 
elements into their work. Now, as I am exploring the 
elements of good narratives with students, we look at 
great literature together, so we can see how other authors 
work with the elements and use them to create great 
literary works. I also give students writing samples from 
other authors (professional authors and student authors,) 
and we have discussions about how the writers effectively 
used the elements of good narratives in their writing. 
Also, during author's chair, we discuss how the student 
authors effectively used the elements of good narratives 
in their work.
Formal Mini Lessons on Conventions
One of the patterns I noticed when I compared the 
students' first writing samples with their final writing 
samples was that, overall, they did not make significant 
growth in the area of conventions. Because the study only 
lasted eight weeks, I spent the entire time helping the 
students with the content of their writing, and we never 
spent time working on conventions. With few exceptions, 
the students' writing conventions did not improve. Now 
when I am working with students, I spend some time during 
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mini-lessons and 1:1 conferences teaching the students 
about conventions. I also make sure they understand that 
they have to take conventions seriously if they want their 
readers to take them seriously. Conventions are not the 
focus of our writing workshop, but they are something that 
I teach in the context of the students' writing.
Reflecting on the Limitations 
of this Study
In Chapter One, I discussed the limitations of this 
study. The first limitation was that I conducted this 
study with eight fourth grade students when the average 
fourth grade classroom at my school has 30 to 34 students. 
Even though it was not representative of a regular 
classroom setting, I chose to work with eight students 
because I used the case study design methodology to 
conduct my research, and conducting a domain analysis on 
an entire class would have been an overwhelming task. 
About half-way through the study, I began noticing 
positive changes in the students' thinking about writing 
and their writing abilities, so I approached several 
colleagues grades 2 through 6, and asked them if they 
would let me try out my narrative writing unit in their 
classrooms. They all agreed, so we began implementing the 
basic outline of the personal narrative writing unit with 
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the nine essential writing components embedded within it. 
After three or four weeks, we began noticing changes in 
the students' affects and in their abilities. They were 
discussing their writing, they were taking ownership of 
the strategies we taught them during mini lessons and 1:1 
conferences, and they couldn't wait to get into the 
author's chair. Also, the students' writing scores were 
moving up, and, more importantly, they could tell you why 
they were moving up. So, even though this writing unit was 
formally conducted on just eight students, I have seen it 
help entire classrooms of students from second through 
sixth grade.
The second limitation was that the study was only two 
months in length. Even though that was not a very long 
time, I still saw significant changes in the students. The 
students did not make huge changes in their overall 
writing scores, but there were considerable changes in 
their affect towards writing, and their understanding of 
the writing process, the elements of good narratives, and 
their metacognition towards writing. These are changes 
that travel deep into the writing curriculum, and they 
will have a long term effect on how the students will 
continue to grow as. writers. Instead of painting broad 
strokes and barely scratching the surface with a variety 
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of writing issues, I chose to take a few strategies and 
teach them deeply so the students could gain ownership of 
the writing processes and the strategies. Then, later on, 
the students can continue to develop their understanding 
of the writing process and the strategies as they venture 
out into other writing classrooms and other writing 
assignments. Thus, the study only lasted eight weeks, and 
it only had a minimum effect on the students' actual 
numerical writing scores, but it made a significant impact 
on their understanding of the writing process, the 
elements of good writing, and metacognition. Consequently, 
the long term influence of this study remains immeasurable 
and infinite.
Final Thoughts
When the study ended, the students were upset, and 
some were downright indignant because they did not want 
The Writing Club to end. "What do you mean The Writing 
Club is over?" they asked. That was when I knew we had 
created something special. I ended up continuing The 
Writing Club after school on a volunteer basis for all the 
original members and several new members who wanted to 
join the club. Now, six out of the eight original Writing 
Club members regularly attend our meetings twice a week
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for an hour after school. We also have eleven new members 
from grades three and four, and five other fourth grade 
members who I was working with previously in another 
classroom.
Our club buzzes with focused excitement as the 
students dive headfirst into the various stages of the 
writing process. Currently, some of the students are 
prewriting, some are writing their drafts, and others are 
revising their work. Meanwhile, some students are typing 
their final drafts on the computers, others are cutting 
out their typed text and gluing it into the books they are 
making, and a few students.are drawing the pictures for 
their books. No one is completely finished publishing 
their books yet, but when they finish, we are going to 
barcode their books and put them in the school library. 
There will be posters in the library containing 
photographs and author bios of the students so we can 
recognize and celebrate our student authors. I am also 
going to send the authors on a book tour where they will 
go to various classrooms and read their published books to 
the' students in other classrooms.
Sometimes when The Writing Club is meeting, and I 
stop long enough to look around and see the students 
completely dedicated to their work, I ask myself, "Why is 
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this working? What did I do to help make this happen?" 
Teaching is a delicate balance of strategies and choices, 
and the best teachers try to remain cognizant of not only 
what is working, but why it's working.
A few years ago, Malcolm Gladwell (2002) wrote a book 
called The Tipping Point. In this book Gladwell talks 
about geometric progression. He says that if you took a 
piece of paper and you folded it over 50 times, the stack 
of paper would reach from the earth to the sun (p. 11). 
This seems next to impossible, but mathematically it is 
true. Gladwell says human beings have trouble 
conceptualizing this type of phenomenon because the cause 
and the effect do not seem to be in proportion. He asserts 
that we need to realize that slight tweaks in a system can 
cause considerable changes. As Gladwell writes, "We need 
to prepare ourselves for the possibility that sometimes 
big changes follow from small events, and that sometimes 
these changes can happen very quickly" (p. 11). The 
moments in which these big changes occur are what Gladwell 
refers to as "Tipping Points." He gives numerous examples 
of various Tipping Points throughout history, but I can't 
think of a more important type of Tipping Point than the 
ones that can happen in our classrooms. In the world of 
education, Tipping Points are those moments when we change 
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our teaching ever so slightly and those small changes make 
a huge impact on student performance.
Becoming the best teachers that we can be is not 
about overhauling everything we do, piling extra duties 
onto our already jam-packed workload, and spending 
countless hours grading stacks and stacks of extra papers. 
Becoming the best teachers that we can be is about 
critically examining our practices and fine-tuning our 
teaching so that our students can achieve success. As 
Calkins (1994) asserts:
To teach well, we do not need more techniques 
and strategies as much as we need a vision of 
what is essential. It is not the number of good 
ideas that turns our work into art but the 
selection, balance, and design of those ideas, 
(p. 3)
That is what I did in this study. I decided what my 
essential goals were, and then■I adjusted my teaching 
practices by modifying some of my teaching strategies, and 
completely replacing others with new strategies that were 
focused on my goals. With the standards movement, there is 
too much to 'teach, and it is impossible for the students 
to gain ownership of the procedural and skills based 
knowledge of all of the grade-level standards in a single 
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school year. Hence, we have to define our essential goals 
within the standards and then build our practice around 
these goals. As teachers we hold tremendous power to 
change our students' lives, and small changes in the way 
we teach can have a dramatic impact on our students. Like 
Gladwell (2002) says, "...Tipping Points are a 
reaffirmation of the potential for change and the power of 
intelligent action. Look at the world around you. It may 
seem like an immovable, implacable place. It is not. With 
the slightest push—in just the right place—it can be 
tipped" (p. 259). This is how I moved the eight students 
in my study forward; this is how we, as teachers, can move 




GORDON'S RESEARCH: CHANGES IN KNOWLEDGE OF
TEXT, PERSON, AND STRATEGY
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Gordon’s Findings, Changes in Metacognitive Knowledge
Beginning End
Awareness of Text Characteristics of Year of Year
Reading-Narrative
Exciting/interesting text 23% 50%
Underlying organization 23% 50%
Reading-Expository
Underlying organization 23% 80%
Familiar words 23% 0%
Graphic aids 0% 17%
Not too detailed 0% 23%
Writing-Narrative
Underlying organization 37% 70%
Writing-Expository
(Omitted)
Awareness of Characteristics of Self 
Reader
Slow/fast reader 14% 0%
Good decoder 11% 11%
Avid reader 25% 86%
Employer of a variety of strategies 0% 41%
Oral/Silent reading differences 0% 33%
Good comprehender 3% 12%
Insufficient effort 14% 14%
Lack of practice 25% 0%
Writer
Good imagination 21% 4%
Strong writing mechanics 14% 0%
Good characterization 0% 20%
Sense of humor 0% 14%
Use of vivid description 35% 35%
Writer as own reader 0% 9%
Awareness of Self-monitoring Strategies 
Reading
Decoding and Vocabulary
Looks up words in dictionary 76% 30%
Ask someone else 17% 13%
Sound it out 5% 30%
Reread the sentence for meaning in content 2% 17%
Comprehension (Sentence/Pafagraphs)
Ask someone else 60% 53%
Reread 23% 40%






Gordon, C. (1990). Changes in readers’ and writers’ metacognitive knowledge: Some 
observations. Reading research and instruction. 30(1), 1-14.
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APPENDIX B
THINK SHEETS FROM RAPHEAL AND ENGLERT
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Lauren's Plan think sheet ,
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Think Sheet Number 3
Lauren’s Organize think sheet
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Think Sheet Number 4
Lauren’s Sdlf-edit think sheet
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. Think Sheet Number 5
Lauren’s ffevMon think sheet .
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Think Sheet Number 6
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1. Setting Description—check evey part of your story where the 
setting changes
Where does the story take place?
What does it look like?
Smell like?
What’s on the walls?
2. Character Description—check every place where you introduce a 
character
What does the character look like?
What is the character wearing?
Can we tell the character’s age?
Is the character bossy? Shy? Rowdy?
3. Dialogue—read the whole story chunk by chunk. Stop after every 
chunk and ask yourself:
What are the characters saying?
Is it something that is important, dramatic, or funny 
enough to write into the story?
4. Blocking—check all the dialogue parts
What are the characters doing while they are talking?
5. Figurative language—try to find at least three or four similes in 
your story
Did I use enough similes in my story?
Did I use too many similes in my story?
Adapted from: Christensen, L. (2000). Reading, writing, and rising up: Teaching 
about social justice the power of the, written word. Milwaukee, Wl: Rethinking 
Schools. . ..
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Revision Checklist (Revised Version)
__ 1. Setting Description—check every part of your story where the 
setting changes
Where does the story take place? 
What does it look like?
What does it smell like?
What does it feel like?
What do you hear?
If there are walls, what’s on them?
If there are buildings, what do they look like?
__ 2. Character Description—check every place where you introduce a 
character
What does the character look like?
What does the character smell like?
What is the character wearing? 
What’s the character’s age?
What is the character like? (bossy? Shy? Rowdy?)
__ 3. Dialogue—read the whole story chunk by chunk. Stop after every 
chunk and ask yourself:..
What are the characters saying in this part? 
Is it something that is important, dramatic, or funny 
enough, to write into the story?
Will it make my story better if I put what they are saying 
in this part?
__ 4. Blocking—check all the dialogue parts
What are the characters doing while they are talking?
,__ 5. Figurative language—try to find at least three or four similes in
your story
Did I use enough similes in my story? 
Did I use too many similes in my story?
Adapted from: Christensen, L. (2000). Reading, writing, and rising up: Teaching 




SCOPE AND SEQUENCE OUTLINE
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Narrative Writing Unit Scope and Sequence
This outline explains the scope and sequence of our eight-week writing workshop. In 
this current political climate of standardization in education, I am compelled to stress 
that this scope and sequence is not a magic bullet. It is by no means a perfect system. 
Every group of students has different needs. This just happens to be the sequence that 
worked for this particular group of students. This is the actual unit used in the study.
1. Introduction to Descriptive Language and Mystery Fruit Game
2. Shell Game—to teach descriptive language including simile
3. Emotion Poems—to teach simile
4. Write From a Photograph—to push the idea of visualizing and 
descriptive language further. Use “Questions to Ask Myself—-Before I 
Begin Writing” list.
5. Introduce “Revision Checklist.” Use it with the students photograph 
leads.
6. Skit Exercise—looking at each individual element on the “Revision 
Checklist”
7. Start with one or more of these Prewriting Activities to teach the 
students how to generate ideas.
a. Brainstorm lists of ideas (Times I was sad, times I was happy, 
etc...)
b. Life Graphs
c. Teacher tells a story
d. Tell stories about your family
e. Map of your neighborhood
f. Make a timeline
8. Read some books with strong story structures (beginning, middle, and 
end) and map these stories out on an arc.
9. Pick a story from your own life and map it out on an arc (think aloud 
questions from the “Questions to Ask Yourself—Before I Begin 
Writing” list.
10. Write drafts, use “Questions to Ask Yourself—While I’m writing” list.
a. One the first day, just model writing the intro and then the 
students will write their intros
b. The next day, the teacher writes her next chunk, and then the 
students write their next chunk. Everyday that the students are 
drafting and they are struggling with misconceptions about the 
writing process, or the elements of good writing, write a little 
bit of your own piece in front of them. Just a little bit (10 
minutes). Once the students begin developing an understanding 
of the writing process and the elements of good narrative, stop 
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the mini-lessons, and just work with students individually 
during 1:1 conferences.
11. Modeling Formal Revision—The teacher will take her draft and 
model how to revise for each element on the revision checklist. Revise 
for one element at a time, then stop and let the students revise their own 
drafts for this element, then move on to the next element. Use Abdul 
Gasazi poster for dialogue example.
12. Students will write their final drafts.
13. Repeat steps eight through eleven.
All along the way:
• Every step of the writing process is modeled, including the thinking that 
goes along with the writing.
• Author’s chair.
• Make the Revision Checklist into a big poster, and the make the questions 
the teacher and the students ask themselves explicit by writing them down 
on sticky notes and adding them to the big Revision Checklist poster.
• Link narrative elements on the Revision Checklist to literature when you 
notice author’s using these elements in their writing.
• Individual writing conferences.
• Regular reflection time to focus on metacognition and how it is helping us 
become better writers.
• Always refer to ourselves as writers.
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Narrative Writing Unit Scope and Sequence
(Revised Version)
This outline explains the scope and sequence of our eight week writing workshop. In 
this current political climate of standardization in education, I am compelled to stress 
that this scope and sequence is not a magic bullet. It is by no means a perfect system. 
Every group of students has different needs. This just happens to be the sequence that 
worked for this particular group of students. This is not the actual unit used in the 
study. It is the revised version of this unit. It includes the changes I would make if I 
were to use the unit again.
1. Shell Game—to teach descriptive language including simile. Introduce 
“Questions to Ask Yourself as You’re Writing a Narrative” question 
sheet.
2. Introduction to Descriptive Language and Mystery Fruit Game
3. Emotion Poems—to teach simile
4. Introduce “Revision Checklist” during the Skit Exercise. During the 
skit exercise, look at each individual element on the “Revision 
Checklist”
5. Introduction to Using an Arc—Read some books with strong story 
structures (beginning, middle, and end) and map these stories out on an 
arc.
6. First narrative—use the Write From a Photograph prewriting 
exercise—to push the idea of visualizing and descriptive language 
further. Use “Questions to Ask Myself—Before I Begin Writing” list, 
and “Revision Checklist” as you construct your arc.
7. Write drafts based on the photographs. Use “Questions to Ask 
Yourself—While I’m writing” list.
a. One the first day, just model writing the intro and then the 
students will write their intros
b. The next day, the teacher writes her next chunk, and then the 
students write their next chunk. Everyday that the students are 
drafting and they are struggling with misconceptions about the 
writing process, or the elements of good writing, write a little 
bit of your own piece in front of them. Just a little bit (10 
minutes). Once the students begin developing an understanding 
of the writing process and the elements of good narrative, stop 
the mini-lessons, and just work with students individually 
during 1:1 conferences.
8. Modeling Formal Revision—The teacher will take her draft and 
model how to revise for each element on the Revision Checklist. Revise 
for one element at a time, then stop and let the students revise their own 
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drafts for this element, then move on to the next element. Use Abdul 
Gasazi poster for dialogue example.
9. Students will write their final drafts.
10. Writing Reflection Activity
11. I Am From Poems to practice simile and descriptive detail. It also 
shows students how to write the essential details that capture the 
essence of the mood and picture they are trying to create.
12. Emphasize the Reading/Writing Connection with Great 
Literature—Find good examples of particular narrative elements in 
literature. Discuss the author’s craft, and the effect the author’s craft 
has on the overall mood and understanding of the story.
13. Second narrative— Start with one or more of these Prewriting 
Strategies to teach the students how to generate ideas.
a. Brainstorm lists of ideas (Times I was sad, times I was happy, 
etc...)
b. Life Graphs
c. Teacher tells a story
d. Tell stories about your family
e. Map of your neighborhood
f. Make a timeline
14. Pick a story from your own life and map it out on an arc. (Think aloud 
questions from the “Questions to Ask Yourself—Before I Begin 
Writing” list.
15. Repeat steps 7 through 9 (prewriting, simultaneous 
drafting/revising/editing, formal revision and editing) as you and your 
students write your second narratives.
16. Modeling Formal Revision activity. (See #8)
17. Students write their final drafts.
All along the way:
« Every step of the writing process is modeled, including the thinking that 
goes along with the writing.
® Author’s chair.
• Make the Revision Checklist into a big poster, and the make the questions 
the teacher and the students ask themselves explicit by writing them down 
on sticky notes and adding them to the big Revision Checklist poster.
• Link narrative elements on the Revision Checklist to literature when you 
notice author’s using these elements in their writing.
• Individual writing conferences.
® Regular reflection time to focus on metacognition and how it is helping us 
become better writers.






1. Give the students a copy of the “Questions to Ask Yourself as You’re 
Writing a Narrative” list. Tell them to be aware of what questions off of 
that list you are asking yourself.
2. Keep a copy of the list next to you, and refer to it as you teach the lesson.
3. Show students two shells and say, “I’m going to pick just one of these to 
write about.” Show the students the shell you chose. Go through the 
“Before you Begin” questions on the checklist. Model the activity using the 
read aloud/think aloud strategy.
The lesson might look something like this:
OK, this checklist is my tool, so I’m going to use it the whole time I’m writing. Now, I 
haven’t started writing, so I’m going to ask myself the “Before you begin ” questions. 
(The teacher refers to the checklist.)
Who am I in this story? Well, I’m myself, and I’m looking at a shell.
Where am I? That doesn’t matter for this paragraph that I’m writing.
What is my purpose? I’m going to write about my shell so well that you will be able to 
guess which shell I chose just by reading my description.
Who is my audience? You are!
OK, now I’m going to look very carefully at my shell, and I’m going to use the “While 
I’m Writing” section of my list. (Skip the first question on the questions list because 
it’s irrelevant to this assignment) What does it look like? Well, I guess this shell has 
ridges, and they look like Ruffles potato chips, so I’m going to write that down first. 
Write: My shell has ridges that make it look like a Ruffles potato chip, (discuss how 
that is a simile) Oh, look, that’s a simile because my shell isn ’t REALLY a potato chip, 
it just LOOKS like a potato chip. Now, I’m not sure what to say next, so I’m going to 
go back to my checklist. What does it feel like? It feels bumpy along the rim. It feels 
like little broken teeth that have been filed down. (The teacher writes this down.) Now 
I’m going to reread what I’ve written so far and ask myself the “When You Reread” 
questions that are on the checklist (reread aloud what you’ve written) Does this part 
sound right? Yes, it does. Is my reader going to see what I see? Yes, they will see the 
Ruffles ridges and they will be able to imagine the bumpy ridges that look like filed 
down broken teeth. But, have I written enough yet? No, that’s not enough or my reader 
to see everything that I see, so I need to write more. What else do I see? (The teacher 
continues on with a few more sentences, referring back to the checklist when needed.) 
Then, ask the students: What did you hear me saying to myself? What questions did 
you hear me asking myself? (The teacher and students discuss this for a few minutes, 
and they refer back to the “Questions to Ask Yourself’ list.)
4. Then, give each students a Ziplock bag with two shells in it.
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5. Tell them to secretly choose one of the shells to write about. Then tell the 
students to write about that shell using such a good description that their 
tablemates will be able to tell which shell they chose.
6. Tell students that they can’t compare and contrast (ex. “My shell is bigger 
than the other one.”) because that would make it too easy and wouldn’t 
require a good description. They can only write about their chosen shell.
7. After the students write their descriptions, let them share out with their 
tablemates, and have them guess which shell they chose.
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Introduction to Descriptive Language
and the Mystery Food Game
(original version used in the study)
Introduction to Descriptive Language
Start by writing this sentence down on chart paper.
I looked at the green water.
Ask students what picture they see in their minds. They will probably give a variety of 
responses. Make a note of how different everyone’s thinking is.
Say: You ’re the writer, so you are in control of the writing. You need to choose the 
right words so the reader can see the picture that is in you mind.
Add to the sentence so that it says: Ilooked at the greenish brown water. Pools of 
motor oil floated on top, and it smelled like rotten garbage.
Say: Is that the picture you saw in your mind the first time? This is what I wanted you 
to see in your mind, but until I said it, you couldn ’t see it.
Take the same basic sentence and add to it again, but this time make it a nice picture. 
Example: Ilooked at the tranquil green water. It was so clean and green that it looked 
like sparkling emeralds.
Say: As the writer, I have the power to create a picture in your mind, but I have to use 
the perfect words that will paint the picture that I want you to see.
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Playing the Mystery Food Game
Make a chart of some of the words students can use to describe things. Here’s a list, 
but students can brainstorm and add to this list. Also, I like to use this list interactively 
by putting it up on the wall and letting students add to it over time. It is a never ending 
list.
Smell Touch Taste Look
sweet cold salty frail
spicy damp spicy huge
fresh dry burnt old
sharp icy bitter young
burnt rough hot tall
sour smooth rotten pale
musty sticky sugary wild
rotten bumpy cold small
moldy soft fishy ugly








Then, have students divide their paper into three columns. The first column is for the 
noun you are talking about, the second column is for the description, and the third 
column is for the simile that goes with the description.
Model a sample like the one below. Then, put sensory detail symbols on top of every 
detail. (For sensory detail symbols, draw a little eye for what you see, a little nose for 
what you smell, a little mouth for what you taste, a little ear for what you hear, and a 
little hand for what you feel.)
Noun Description Simile that goes with the 
description
The peach is yellow orange like a daisy in the spring 
time.
The peach Feels furry like a rabbit’s fur.
The peach smells sweet like honey.
The peach tastes juicy like Gusher’s candy.
When I bite the peach it sounds crunchy like celery.
Give each group a piece of paper with the name of a fruit of vegetable or another type 
of food on it. Have students work together filing out their charts, and putting the 
sensory detail symbols on top of every detail. Every child in the group should have a 
chart to fill out, so they can refer to it during future writing activities. When the 
students are done filling out their charts, the groups can take turns standing in front of 
the class and reading aloud their clues, while the rest of the class guesses what food 
they are talking about.
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Mystery Food Game
Noun Description Simile that goes with the 
description
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Introduction to Descriptive Language
and the Mystery Food Game (Revised Version)
Introduction to Descriptive Language
1. Modeling:
Start by writing this sentence down on chart paper.
I looked at the green water.
Ask students what picture they see in their minds. You will probably hear a variety of 
responses. Make a note of how different everyone’s thinking is.
Say: You ’re the writer, so you are in control of the writing. You need to choose the 
right words so the reader can see the picture that is in your mind.
Add to the sentence so that it says: Ilookedat the greenish brown water. Pools of 
motor oil floated on top, and it smelled like rotten garbage.
Say: Is that the picture you saw in your mind the first time? This is what I wanted you 
to see in your mind, but until I said it, you couldn ’t see it.
Take the same basic sentence and add to it again, but this time make it a nice picture.
Example: Ilooked at the tranquil green water. It was so clean and green that it looked 
like sparkling emeralds.
Say: As the writer, I have the power to create a picture in your mind, but I have to use 
the perfect words that will paint the picture that I want you to see. It’s hard being a 
kid because everyone is always telling you what to do—your parents, your teachers, 
and your older brothers and sisters. Writing is the one time that you get to be in 
charge!
2. Practice:
Give the students a vague sentence.like:
She walked down the path.
Then, tell them to add description to make that sentence scary. Then read some of the 
sentences aloud.
Then tell them to take the same sentence, and this time, make it cheerful. Then read 
some of the sentences aloud. If the students need more practice, give them more 
sentences like this to work with.
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Playing the Mystery Food Game
Make a chart of some of the words students can use to describe things. Here’s a list, 
but students can brainstorm and add to this list. Also, I like to use this list interactively 
by putting it up on the wall and letting students add to it over time. It is a never ending 
list.
Smell Touch Taste Look
sweet cold salty frail
spicy damp spicy huge
fresh dry burnt old
sharp icy bitter young
burnt rough hot tall
sour smooth rotten pale
musty sticky sugary wild
rotten bumpy cold small
moldy soft fishy ugly









all the colors 
(orange, red, blue, 
etc..)
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Then, have students divide their paper into three columns. The first column is for the 
noun you are talking about, the second column is for the description, and the third 
column is for the simile that goes with the description.
Model a sample like the one below. Then, put sensory detail symbols on top of every 
detail. (For sensory detail symbols, draw a little eye for what you see, a little nose for 
what you smell, a little mouth for what you taste, a little ear for what you hear, and a 
little hand for what you feel.)
Noun Description Simile that goes with the 
description
The peach is yellow orange like a daisy in the spring 
time.
The peach Feels furry like a rabbit’s fur.
The peach smells sweet like honey.
The peach tastes juicy like Gusher’s candy.
When I bite the peach it sounds crunehy like celery.
Give each group a piece of paper with the name of a fruit of vegetable or another type 
of food on it. Have students work together filing out their charts, and putting the 
sensory detail symbols on top of every detail. Every- child in the group should have a 
chart to fill out so they can refer to it during future writing activities. When the 
students are done filling out their charts, each group can take a turn standing in front of 
the class and reading aloud their clues while the rest of the class guesses what food 
they are talking about.
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Please note:
a. The students might not be able to use every sense to make similes—it depends on 
the food. For example, if you give a group the word “strawberry,” they probably won’t 
be able to make a “hear” simile. In cases like this, they can make more than one 
“looks” simile or more than one “feels” simile, and no “hear” simile.
Example:
We are writing about a food that is not a fruit or vegetable.
Noun Description Simile that goes with the description
My mystery food is red and orange like the sun.
My mystery food feels rough like a dried out sponge.
My mystery food tastes hot like a chili pepper.
My mystery food smells spicy like hot sauce.
My mystery food comes in tiny little pieces that look like worms.
The mystery food is: Hot Cheetos
b. Also, use objects that are easy to make similes out of. Here are some tried and true 
ones:
peach, apple, strawberry, Hot Cheetos, broccoli, lettuce, lemon, lime, Coca Cola, 
lemonade, cheese
Stick with simple things. Stay away from foods that have multiple parts. For example, 
once we tried “hamburgers,” but then we realized that this was too complicated 
because a hamburger has multiple parts. Since it has multiple parts, which parts should 
the kids write a simile about? The bun? The meat? The cheese? There are too many 
parts to a hamburger. Sticking with simple foods that require multiple senses seems to 
work out better.
c. Also, we found that during the game, the readers need to tell the audience what kind 
of object they are writing about. They can say they are writing about a fruit, a 
vegetable, or a food that’s not a fruit or vegetable. You can try using other objects if 








Brainstorm a list of emotions that humans can feel.











Then pick an emotion and write one of these poems in front of the students and think 
aloud the entire time.
Here are two examples, but it’s really important that you make it up right there on the 
spot so that the experience will be authentic. The students need to see us struggling 
with writing too as we write, reread, revise and edit. If we just write a polished piece in 
front of them (one that we secretly wrote the night before) they won’t get to see the 
way we fumble, reread, revise, edit, and question ourselves when we are writing.
Happiness
Happiness feels like a soft puppy.
Happiness sounds like children laughing.
Happiness tastes like a sweet ice cream cone.
Happiness smells like warm, buttery popcorn.
Happiness looks like the sun on a warm spring day.
Sadness
Sadness looks like dirty puddles of rain.
Sadness tastes like bitter medicine.
Sadness sounds like people crying.
Sadness feels like the poke of a needle.
Sadness smells like rotten apples.
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After you write and think aloud through one poem, code it with the sensory detail 
symbols (a mouth for taste, an ear for hearing, a hand for touch, an eye for sight, and a 
nose for smell.) Then, let the students help you write and code a second poem. As 
you’re calling on students to give input for the second poem, they may give vague 
responses. If this happens, tell them to stretch it out, or say, “OK, that’s a great start, 
now give me the story.”
Example:
Teacher: Sadness, what does sadness sound like?
Student: It sounds like crying.
Teacher: Yes, now stretch that out, give me the story for that.
Student: It sounds like a little girl crying because her dog died.
(The teacher writes down: “Sadness sounds like a little girl who’s crying because her 
dog died.”
After writing the second poem with student input, let the students pick an emotion and 
write their own poems. Afterwards, let some students read their work in author’s chair, 
(see the author’s chair lesson plan for further explanation)
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Skit Exercise
1. Start by giving the students a copy of the revision checklist. Then ask for 
three volunteers. Hand the three volunteers a script, have them stand side 
by side, and tell them not to move at all. Tell them just to stand there 
perfectly still and read their lines. Then, have the students read their lines. 
Say something like: They did a great job reading their lines, but that’s all 
it was. It was just dialogue. There was nothing else, (refer to the Revision 
Checklist.) There wasn ’t any blocking for the dialogue, and there wasn ’t 
any character descriptions or setting descriptions or vivid details. Good 
narratives have these things, so we ’re going to write these elements into 
this skit.
2. . Next, help the three actors block out their movements. Let the class help
decide how to make the actors move, and have the actors do what the class 
decides. For example, if the class decides that the character named Jane fell 
off of the jungle gym and broke her arm, have the student who is playing 
Jane pretend to climb on the jungle gym and then fall down on the ground.
3. After the class has decided on the blocking for the scene, have the actors 
read their lines and include the blocking.
4. Then, begin writing the blocking for the story. Have a large poster with the 
script already written on it. That way, all you have to do is add the elements 
to this script. If the students are in primary grades, have them give 
suggestions which you write onto the script, but don’t have them write it 
down (because it will take too long.) In intermediate grades, it’s your call. 
Giving the students a copy of the script and telling them to write it down 
can be a helpful management tool because it holds them accountable for 
staying focused. Example:
Teacher: OK, so we are going to start be adding blocking. In the dialogue, Jane says, 
“Oh, no! Help!” but why is she saying that? What was she doing before she said that? 
Let’s blockit out.
Sam (a student): She fell off the swings and broke her arm. 
Teacher: OK, but how can we write that in a sentence?
Sam: One day, Jane was swinging too high on the swing, and she fell off and broke 
her arm. (The teacher writes, this down.).
Teacher: (The teacher reads the dialogue that’s already written on the script.) It says, 
“Oh, no! Help!” in the script, but who said that?
Whole class: Jane
Teacher: So, we need to add that. That’s part of the blocking. (The teacher writes 
down, “Jane yelled” next to, “Oh, no! Help! ” so that it reads, “ ‘Oh no! Help! ’ Jane 
yelled. ”
Teacher: So, what happened when she fell? What did that look like?
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Kelly (a student): She was laying there on the ground, and she was holding her broken 
arm. (The teacher writes: She was laying there on the ground holding her broken 
arm.)
Teacher: Then Mary says, “What’s wrong? ” What was she doing when she said this? 
Marc (a student): She was running over there.
Teacher: Can you say that in a sentence?
Marc: Then Mary ran over to Jane and said, “What’s wrong? ” (The teacher writes 
this down.)
Teacher: Did she say it or did she ask it?
Marc: She asked it.
Teacher: (The teacher crosses out “said” and writes “asked” instead.
This type of interaction continues until the teacher and students have written all the 
blocking for the story. Every single piece of dialogue does not need blocking. In fact, 
too much blocking can make a story sound contrived and awkward. Discuss this with 
the students and decide together where to put the blocking. After you are finished with 
the blocking, check it off on the Revision Checklist.
Next, refer to the Revision Checklist and write a setting description for the story. 
Then, write the character descriptions following the same procedure as above. Then, 
write the setting description following the same procedure. And, finally, try to add a 
few similes to the story, and then check it off of the list. When the story is finished, 
read it aloud.
Throughout this entire exercise:
• When you’re writing the students’ ideas down, read aloud what you’ve written 
down after writing every sentence or two, and make necessary changes with the 
students’ help. This will show the students how drafting, revising and editing 
are not isolated separate steps. It will show them how these three steps are a 
complex interwoven process. For example:
Teacher: (rereading aloud) She had long hair. Wait, what kind of long hair? 
What do you see in your mind?
Student: long, straight, brown hair.
Teacher: (The teacher adds the student’s comments to the sentence.)
« When students get stuck and aren’t sure what to write next, refer them to the 
“Questions to Ask Yourself When You’re Writing a Narrative” sheet. For 
example: 
Teacher: What do you want to say next, Melanie?
Melanie: I don’t know.
Teacher: I know, that happens to me when I write too. When that happens to 
me, I ask myself questions. Let’s use your “Questions to Ask Yourself’ list 
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because it might help you think of what to say next. Hmmm... (looking at the 
list) Well, what did the playground sound like?
Melanie: You could hear rubber bouncy balls hitting the side of the classroom 
with a thud.
Teacher: Great, let’s add that.
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The Skit
Jane: On no! Help!
Mary: What’s wrong?
Jane: I can’t move my arm!
Mary: I’ll go get Mr. Garcia.
Mr. Garcia: It will be OK, Jane. Let’s go to the office.
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The Broken Arm
A story written by Ms. Lopez’s Class
It was a hot 110 degree summer day at Smith Elementary. The kids were 
playing on the fancy, colorful playground, and the children were screaming, laughing, 
and running. Jane and Mary were in 6th grade. They both had black hair, blue shirts, 
and blue pants because they were twins. They always had fun together. Jane and Mary 
were swinging, when all of a sudden, Jane fell off the swing and broke her left arm. 
“Oh no! Help!” Jane yelled as she laid on the woodchips crying and holding her arm. 
She sounded like a dog crying when you step on its foot.
Mary stopped her swing, ran over to Jane, and bent down to check and see 
what was wrong. “What’s wrong?” Mary asked.
“I can’t move my arm,” Jane said in pain as she tried to move her arm. Her arm 
bone was sticking up under the skin. It looked like a small hill.
“I’ll go get Mr. Garcia,” Mary shouted in a hurry. She ran towards Mr. Garcia, 
the teacher. Mr. Garcia was taking care of the kids on the other side of the playground. 
Mary told him that Jane was hurt, and then they ran back over to where Jane was 
laying.
“It will be OK, Jane. Let’s go to the office,” Mr. Garcia said as he carried her 
across the playground. He looked worried and his face looked white like the bones of a 
skeleton.
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Introduction to Using an Arc
Read some books with strong, simple story structures (problem/solution) and map 
these stories out on an arc.
Here are some books that work well for this activity:
Rotten Ralph by Jack Gantos
Possum Magic by Mem Fox
Yo! Yes! by Christopher Raschka
Example arc for Rotten Ralph'.
SETTING
DESCRIPTION—Where ’
am i? Ralph’s owners"
house ■ •
■THE MIDDLE-
How ami going '_■
"■ \ ■ - to.get to the . ■. '■7/.
, ; /•/ solution Jomy :
^CHARACTER' ,:••,/ '.problem?,/. '•/ , •/ ’
DESCRIPTION-Whoam'. : . • . Ralphs'owners
THE PROBLEM —Whafs
1,arid who are the other _■ ; 
important characters?
leave him at the ,
. ■' circus to teacfr ■ ■. '.'
wrong? . fm not in this story.
■ ■ Jlim a lesson. •. . . / /. . ■ THE SOLUTION-
■/The main, characters ■. .Whafsthe
Ralph is awful to his are Ralph.and his • /■■’ . / • solution to the
owners owners/ • - : ■,. ■■ ■. .problem? < ■ - y
/Ralph learns his.
. - ... lesson, arid he
promises to stop 
bein g rotten, so';
•..:he gets to come:
■ / •’- ' ■ home.* .' . .
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Write from a Photograph
This activity helps push the idea of visualizing and descriptive language further. It is a 
good follow-up to the shell activity.
1. Give students a copy of the “Questions to Ask Yourself as You’re Writing a 
Narrative” list.
2. Model and think aloud by taking a photograph, looking at the questions list, 
and filling out your pre-writing arc.
The lesson might look like this:
OK, how am I going to start? Am I going to tell the teacher that I don’t know what to 
do? No. Am I going to sit here and do nothing? No. I’m going to look at my questions 
list starting with the “Before you Begin ” questions. Who am I in this story? Am I the 
scary fish, or am I a person looking at the scary fish? I get to decide because I’m in 
control. I’m the writer and it’s all up to me. I think I’ll be a little fish that’s about to 
get eaten. OK, where am I? I’m in the bottom of the ocean where it’s really dark and 
cold. What is my purpose? I’m writing this to make my reader feel suspense andfear. 
Who is the audience? You are!
Once you’ve answered the first questions on the checklist, plot out your story on an arc 
(see attached sample). Make sure the students understand that they’re not writing a 
whole story yet. Right now they are just pre-writing to organize their thoughts. Also, 
make sure the students know that they can change their minds later and change things 
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3. Then give every student a photograph (letting them chose from several 
photographs is the best way because it gives them choices, and then they 
can choose a photograph that they have background knowledge about.)
4. Have the students create their arcs for their stories.
5. Now, begin writing your story lead and think aloud the entire time. Make 
mistakes so the students can see you correct yourself when you reread. 
Write a few sentences, then reread and edit and revise. Write a few more 
sentences, then reread and edit and revise. This way the students will see 
that we do all three of these stages of the writing process at once. Also, 
model what to do when you get stuck by using the arc, the “Questions to 
Ask Yourself as You’re Writing a Narrative,” and the “Revision Checklist” 
whenever you get stuck. Here’s an example of what this process might look 
like:
So now that I have my arc, I’m going to start my story. How should I start? Well, let 
me look at my checklist. Should I start with dialogue, with a quote from someone else, 
with a question, or with vivid detail? I think I’ll start with vivid detail, and I think I’ll 
start by describing the setting. What do I see in my mind? I see a cold dark ocean. OK, 
I’m going to write that down. The teacher writes: I was swimming down at the bottom 
of the ocean. The water was so dark that it looked like black ink. No, actually in my 
mind it looks more like blue ink, so I’m going to change that word (crosses out black 
and writes blue) OK, now I don’t know what to say next, so I’m going to look at my 
checklist questions. What does it feel like? The water is really cold. It feels like cold 
hands wrapping themselves all around me. Oh, I like that—I’m going to write that 
down. The water was really cold. No, I’m going to change it to: The water was as cold 
as icy hands wrapping themselves all around me. Now, I’m going to reread what I’ve 
written so far to see if it makes sense so far. (refer to checklist) OK, now I’m going to 
look at my arc again. What do I still need to do? I need to describe the ugly fish 
character so well that you will be able to se it in your minds. His skin looks like an old 
grey rock and his teeth look like white needles. I’m going to write that.
6. Then have the students write their lead paragraphs. Remind them to refer to 
the arc, the “Questions to Ask Yourself as You’re Writing a Narrative,” 
and the “Revision Checklist” whenever they get stuck. Also, they may want 
to rush through this part, so make sure to remind students how much detail 
goes into a lead by referring back to the one you just wrote in front of them.
7. Have students share their lead paragraph and photograph with their 
tablemates.
8. Model for students how to write the middle of their story by writing your 
own in front of them (just model for about ten minutes).
9. Have students write the middle of their stories, and then the endings. If the 
students need more modeling, model how you would end your story before 
they begin their endings, but if they’re doing really well, don’t model this 
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part. Just “play it by ear” because it depends on the abilities of the students 
in your class. Some students will need more modeling than others.
My example lead paragraph:
I was swimming down at the bottom of the ocean. The water was so dark that it 
looked like black ink. The water was really cold. The water was as cold as icy hands 
wrapping themselves all around me. I felt the water move behind me, so I turned 
around and I saw the ugliest fish I’ve ever seen. His skin looked like an old grey rock 
and his teeth looked like white needles. His gigantic jaw looked like an upside down 
“U,” and his eyes glowed with an eerie color. At first, I wasn’t sure why he was 
swimming right behind me. Then, all of a sudden, when he snapped his teeth at me, I 
realized that he wanted to eat me.
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Modeling Formal Revision
Once most of the students are finished with their rough drafts, take your own 
draft and show students how to formally revise it. Talk about how revision takes place 
at the same time as drafting, but that revision also takes place after the draft is 
finished. I like to call this overarching revision or “final formal revision.” I take my 
draft and my Revision Checklist and I look for each element in my draft. Once I find 
it, I read it and decide if it’s good enough or if I should change the content, change the 
wording, add more, or leave it alone. Then I give the students time to revise their 
stories for that particular element. For example:
Teacher: Look at this part of my story. I wrote, “It was as hot as an oven. ” You know, 
I think I want to change that simile because it is overused. I think I’ll come up with a 
more original one. What about, “It was as hot as the orange coals in a burning 
campfire. ” Yeah, I’m going to write that instead because it’s more original. Now, I 
want you to go back and look at your similes. Check them and make sure you think 
they are the best they can be. If they ’re not the best, change them. If you don’t have 
any similes, try to find a place to add a simile or two. I’ll give you about 5 minutes to 
work on that.
Then I give the students time to work on checking their own similes. Afterwards, I 
move on to the next element, and I model by checking this element in my own draft. 
Then, again, I give the students time to work with this element in their own drafts. We 
continue on like this until we’ve revisited all five of the elements in our drafts.
There may be some students who say, “Idon’t need to change anything, it’s done. ” To 
these kids I say, “It’s never done, there’s always something you can do to make it 
better. When this happens I do some more modeling. For example:
Teacher: So, in this lead I wrote, “The dark, grey clouds hung down low in the sky. I 
could smell the fresh scent of rain in the air as I got on my bike and headed towards 
home. ” I think that’s pretty good, but I’m wondering if I could make it even better. 
Let’s see, I’ll look at my Revision Checklist. It says “What do I see in my mind? ” Well, 
I said the clouds were grey, but what else do I see about the clouds. I’m going to close 
my eyes and really try to see every detail on those clouds, just like I did when we were 
writing about the shells during the shell game. What do I see? The clouds are thick 
and the grey color almost has a sickly green tint to it, and the clouds are moving 
fast—actually, I see them swirling around. I’m going to try to add these details. The 
teacher writes: The thick grey clouds were tinted a sickly green color in the darkest 
parts. I started getting scared as I watched them swirl around above me. It almost 
looked like they were going to open up and growl like an angry lion.
After this, I ask the students to find parts of their setting where they can add 
more details. If they say they’re done, I ask them to close their eyes and try to see one 
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more thing that they can write down. This continues on until we’ve gone through all 
five elements.
Another way to work with formal revision is to look at good examples where 
an author has crafted one or more of the elements particularly well. I like to use an 
example from The Garden of Abdul Gasazi by Chris Van Allsburg. In this example, I 
removed the powerful dialogue from the scene, so I can read it to the students this way 
first. Then after reading it without the dialogue, I read it the way the author wrote it. 
After reading it, I have a discussion with the students about what kind of impact the 
dialogue had on the story.
I also really like Jerry Spinelli’s setting description of the carnival in Wringer. 
There are thousands of good examples out there. I keep a file for each of the elements 
and whenever I find a great example, I photocopy it and put it in the file.
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Example of Powerful Dialogue from
The Garden of Abdul Gasazi by Chris Van Allsburg
The scene without the powerful dialogue:
Alan followed Gasazi into a large room. When the magician turned around 
Alan quickly apologized for letting Fritz into the garden. He politely asked that, if Mr. 
Gasazi had Fritz, would he please give him back? The magician listened carefully and 
then, smiling, he told Alan to follow him so he could give him back his dog. With 
those words he went to the door and led Alan back outside.
They were walking across the lawn when suddenly Gasazi stopped by a 
gathering of ducks. He began to speak in a voice that was more like a growl. He said 
he hated dogs because they wreck his yard. Then he said that he turned dogs into 
ducks. In horror, Alan looked at the birds in front of him. When one duck came 
forward, Gasazi said that the duck was Fritz. Alan begged the magician to change Fritz 
back, but Gasazi said it was impossible. He told him that only time could turn the duck 
back into a dog. He said he wasn’t sure how long the spell would last—it could last a 
day, or it may last for years. Then Gasazi told Alan to take the bird and leave. He also 
told him to never come back.
The scene with the powerful dialogue:
Alan followed Gasazi into a large room. When the magician turned around 
Alan quickly apologized for letting Fritz into the garden. He politely asked that, if Mr. 
Gasazi had Fritz, would he please give him back? The magician listened carefully and 
then, smiling, said, “Certainly you may have your little Fritzie. Follow me.” With 
those words he went to the door and led Alan back outside.
They were walking across the lawn when suddenly Gasazi stopped by a 
gathering of ducks. He began to speak in a voice that was more like a growl. “I detest 
dogs. They dig up my flowers, they chew on my trees. Do you know what I do to dogs 
I find in my garden?
“What?” whispered Alan, almost afraid to hear the answer.
“I TURN THEM INTO DUCKS!” bellowed Gasazi. In horror, Alan looked at 
the birds in front of him. When one duck came forward, Gasazi said, “There’s you 
Fritz.” Alan begged the magician to change Fritz back. “Impossible,” he answered, 
“only time can do that. This spell may last years or perhaps just a day. Now take your 
dear bird and please don’t come again.”
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Writing Reflection Activity
Goals: Students will develop reflective thinking skills, think metacognitively about 
their writing and the writing process, develop an understanding of the writing process, 
and develop personal writing goals
The first few times you do this activity, model for students how you would do it by 
looking at your own piece of writing and answering the questions. Then, students look 
at their prewriting, their rough drafts, and their final draft of their paper, and they use 
this to answer the following questions in writing:
1. What is the part of the writing process that helped you the most?
2. Was there a part of the writing process that didn’t help you very much? If 
so, what part, and why didn’t it help you very much?
3. Describe a time when you were working on this paper and you realized you 
were learning something new.
4. What are your goals for the next writing piece?
You may have to break the modeling into chunks where you model answering one 
question in writing, and then they answer the same questions in writing. Then, you 
model by answering the next question in writing, and then they answer it in writing 
too. The students might imitate you after participating in this process of step-by-step 
modeling, but, eventually, it will raise the bar for the quality of answers you expect. 
After the students get the hang of this activity, they will be able to do it on their own, 
and their responses will become more authentic.
After students answer these questions in writing, have a class discussion about some of 
their responses.
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I Am From Poems
This activity was adapted from:
Christensen, L. (2000). Reading, writing, and rising up: Teaching about social justice 
the power of the written word. Milwaukee, WI: Rethinking Schools.
Use I Am From Poems to work with simile and descriptive detail. This activity also 
shows students how to write the essential details that capture the essence of the mood 
and picture they are trying to create. It also shows them how some details may just be 
extraneous information that detracts from the essence of the piece. This activity shows 
them how to judge the details and cut out the ones that don’t help the piece.
1. Read aloud an I Am From Poem so students can see what they look like 
when they are finished. You can write your own and read it to the kids, or 
you can use mine (See attached Poem “I Am From Big Rusty Cadillacs and 
Sweet Raspberry Gardens”)
2. Show the students how poets often use a line over and over again to link 
the poem together and give it a rhythm. In this case, the line is “I am 
from...”
3. Go through the poem line by line. Talk to students about the details that the 
author chose and why they worked.
4. Give the students the graphic organizer that is divided up into the 
categories found in the poem, (items found around the home and/or yard, 
items found in the neighborhood, sayings that people in your family or 
neighborhood always say, foods you always eat, friends and family and a 
characteristic about each one)
5. Start filling out your graphic organizer in front of the students. Don’t forget 
to think aloud as you are working.
6. Then have the students work on their graphic organizers. After students 
have worked for a while, have them share some of their items on their list. 
This will jumpstart their thinking and they can “piggy-back” off of each 
other’s ideas. Then, give them more time to finish their lists.
7. Model how to take your list and turn it into a poem by writing the first 
stanza of your own poem. As you’re modeling with your own writing, work 
to capture the moments with just the right details—think aloud about the 
various details you could write about and tell the students which details 
you’re writing and why you’re writing them, and which ones you’re leaving 
out and why you’re leaving them out. It is also powerful to write a few 
lines and then cross out part of it so the students can see the revision 
process in action. Don’t be afraid to fumble with thoughts and words in 
front of the students. They need to see you fumbling! This is very powerful 
metacognitive teaching because this is what writers do. The kids need to 
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see this because so many of them have misunderstandings about the writing 
process.
8. Then have the students write their poems.
9. Afterwards, let students share their poems in small groups. Then, 
encourage students to share their poems whole class in author’s chair.
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I Am From Poems Graphic Organizer
1. Describe items found around your home.
2. Describe items found in your yard.
3. Describe items found in your neighborhood.
4. List sayings your family and/or friends and neighbors use.
5. List foods you always eat.
6. List the names and the characteristics of your family members, friends, and 
neighbors.
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I Am From Big Rusty Cadillacs and Sweet Raspberries in the Summer
By Suzanne Cooke
I am from big rusty Cadillacs
and no gas money
family barbeques
an empty swimming pool
and old rubber flip flops that smell like summer dust
I am from the smell of pizza at Little Caesar’s
Joe’s garden full of raspberries coloring my fingers pink
big ant hills swelling up in the grassy yard
and two giant Oak trees—too big to wrap my arms around
I am from, “Come back home when the street lights come on”
“I’m your mother, that’s why”
and, “I love you”
I am from salty chicken dumplings boiling on the stove 
creamy tuna fish casserole 
old fashioned cream soda
and huge bowls of mint chocolate chip ice cream.
I am from a mother who listened
a dad who always picked me up on time
and a step-sister who drove me around in her mom’s mini-van
I am from these moments
floating like photographs in my mind 
making up the pieces of my life.
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Emphasize the Reading/Writing Connection 
With Great Literature
I keep an ongoing collection of literature that has particularly good examples of a 
particular narrative element. I have newspaper articles, essays from the Los Angeles 
Times Sunday Magazine, essays and stories from The New Yorker, novels, non-fiction 
books, biographies, and children’s books. When I find something that I think perfectly 
captures a particular element, I photocopy it and stick it in the corresponding file 
folder. I have file folders for the following elements: character description, setting 
description, dialogue, blocking, and figurative language.
Then, when I want to show the students a particular example, I take it out of the file 
and make a copy for every child. Then, we read it together and discuss why it’s 
effective. We talk about the author’s craft, and the effect the author’s craft has on the 
overall mood and understanding of the piece. I let the students mark on their copy and 
take notes. Then they keep this copy in their writer’s notebook for future reference.
During writer’s workshop, I share literature with the students in three ways.
1. I use it whole class during a mini lesson if I think the majority of the 
students need to see how other authors work with a particular element.
2. I use it in small groups if I think a small group needs to see how to use a 
particular element.




These ideas came from Marilyn Donahue and Jean Bristol. Marilyn and Jean are 
fellows of the Inland Area Writing Project, accomplished authors, and fantastic 
teachers.
First Activity—teacher tells a story
1. First, the teacher tells a story from her own life (oral retelling)
2. Then, the teacher give the students silent think time (to “piggyback” off of 
the teachers’ story)
3. Next, the students orally tell their story to a partner
4. Then, the students write their stories
5. In the end, the students share their stories in small groups or in author’s 
chair
Second Activity—brainstorming lists
The following ideas can be used to stimulate ideas for students’ “ideas lists”
1. read aloud a literature passage
2. teacher shares his/her own writing
3. students share their writing
4. show a video segment
5. show a photograph, or have students bring in photographs
6. play music
7. students write down everything that happened in the past 24 hours, then 
circle their favorite part and turn it into a story
The teacher can keep his/her list up on the wall where students can see it, and then add 
to it in front of the students in order to model how to add to the list. Students can keep 
their list in their writer’s notebooks. Tell the students to refer to it/add to it whenever 
they say, “I’m done,” or “I don’t have anything to do.”
Make sure to define your parameters so kids know what is OK and not OK to 
discuss/put on their list.
Third Activity—life graphs
Brainstorm
--Students make a list of 20 of the best things that have ever happened to them. 
—Students make a list of 20 of the worst things that have ever happened to them. 
—Students share in pairs a few of the items that they don’t mind sharing.
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Prioritize
-Using a 1 to 5 ranking, students rate the degree to which items are positive or 
negative.
Develop a Graph
—Students chart their life events on a graph
-Students illustrate some of the items on the graph
-Students choose one of the topics from the life graph and use it to write a draft. 
Students put this life graph in their writer’s notebook. Tell them to refer to it whenever 
they say, “I’m done,” or “I don’t have anything to do.”
The life graph is never finished. It can be added to/modified at any time. Some events 
are both positive and negative, but of course this is part of the duality of life. Also, 
students can change their number rankings if they change their minds about the 
rankings.
Fourth Activity—tell stories about your family
Interview a relative (make sure to take notes)
1. What was school like for you?
2. What did you eat?
3. How did you dress?
4. What kinds of chores did you have?
5. Did you ever go on any exciting adventures?
6. Did you ever dance? If so, what was it like?
7. What songs did you like?
Model for them how to interview a relative by having them interview each other in 
class first. They can use the questions above and then write about it.
Writing options: first person “I” pretending to be that person
first person “I” pretending to be that person, but with details changed 
third person biography
Unless you’re teaching the genre of non-fiction biography, “Don’t let the truth get in 
the way of a good story. You can stray and continue on with your own story.” - 
Marilyn Donahue, children’s book author.
Fifth Activity—map of your neighborhood
This exercise is good for kids to do, and for kids to have their parents/grandparents do.
Make a quick map of your street/neighborhood
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Tell about the people who lived there
Tell about something that happened there
Sixth Activity—make a timeline
Timelines can be horizontal, slanted, perpendicular, curved, or any other shape that 
seems appropriate.
Students can create their own timelines
Students can create a timeline for a family member
Students can make a collage timeline of pictures
Students can make a travel timeline of a trip
Caution: If you use this activity with students, make sure they understand that, in 
general, they shouldn’t follow every event on the timeline when they are writing a 
story. If they do this, their stories will probably sound more like lists than good stories. 
Have them pick out just the critical pieces from the timeline (maybe even just take one 
or two pieces and then really stretch them out with details.) This will keep the students 
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Note: This lesson was not in the original study. The students participated in author’s 
chair during the original study, but not in the detailed systematic way outlined in this 
lesson plan.
This summary of author’s chair came from several sources. First and foremost, it came 
from my colleague Maria Jasso. She is an amazing teacher who showed me the power 
of author’s chair. After learning from Maria, I shared this wonderful activity with two 
other colleagues: Esperanza Lopez, and Shannon Estrada. They helped me further 
refine the activity in order to maximize student learning.
Author’s chair is an ongoing process that takes place on a regular basis throughout the 
week. Fifteen minutes or more, two to four days per week, leads to the most profound 
results, but even five or ten minutes, two to four days per week will be beneficial to 
the students.
Whatever you do, don’t skip author’s chair. I used to skip it because I didn’t think it 
was that important, but then I learned that it is one of the most important activities you 
can have in your writer’s workshop. It is an absolute essential because it gives the 
students a purpose for writing, it teaches the students the language for the elements on 
the rubric, it teaches the listeners how to ask good questions and connect with the text, 
and it shows the students how reading and writing are intertwined.
Finally, don’t wait until the students are publishing to let them read in author’s chair. 
Students can just read what they have written so far—it can even be just one 
paragraph. Later, these students can share more if they want, or share their final draft, 
and the class can talk about how that student’s ideas evolved from the first draft to the 
final draft. This can be a great learning opportunity for students to see the writing 
process in action and to see how the writer’s ideas evolved.
The following is the list of steps for author’s chair:
1. Give all the students some sticky notes so they can write down their 
thinking while the author is reading. That way when the author is done 
reading, the other students will remember what they want to say to that 
student. Also, have students get out their rubric, so they can refer to it when 
they are making comments.
2. Choose a student to read in author’s chair. The student can be anywhere in 
the writing process. The only qualification is that she has something to 
share and she wants to share it.
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3. The student sits at the front of the room. Give that student a sticky note so 
she can write down the questions, comments, and suggestions from her 
peers after she is done reading.
4. The student reads and everyone else listens and writes down comments, 
questions, and thinking on the sticky notes.
5. After the student is done, the other students ask questions, and make 
suggestions. They also make comments about what they liked and they 
refer to the rubric whenever possible. Meanwhile, the author takes notes on 
her sticky note so she won’t forget the audience’s comments, but she 
doesn’t respond back to the listeners at this time (it takes way too long); 
she just writes down some quick notes. I model this for the students before 
the first session of author’s chair; otherwise, the author ends up talcing a 
long time to write. For example, before our first session of author’s chair, I 
might say something like this: “If a student asks you, ‘What color was your 
dog? ’just write, ‘color-dog ’ on your sticky. Don’t write complete 
sentences. ” Later, during writing time, the student can go back and use the 
comments to help her write and revise her work. I always tell the students 
that the comments are just suggestions; ultimately, the author has the final 
say. Also, if the author is reading a final draft, the listeners should just 
make positive comments—not suggestions—because the student has 
already published the piece.
6. Then, the next student goes up to read, (repeat steps 2-5)
I know there are other versions of author’s chair, but this is the one that we found was 
the most beneficial to the students. At first we weren’t sure how the students would 
react to others questioning them and critiquing their work, but we found that the 
students actually liked the feedback, and they were clamoring to get in the author’s 
chair.
Here is a brief transcript that shows how author’s chair might look. This is the 
conversation after the student finished reading.
Teacher: Jose, Ilove the way you used vivid details and similes, (that’s the language 
from the rubric) When you said the sun looked like lava melting into the ocean, I could 
really see it in my mind. One thing I was wondering was, what did the ocean sound 
like and feel like when you were playing in the water? I’d like to hear more about that. 
(When you first start author’s chair, the teacher should respond to the student’s writing 
first in order to model how to give specific, constructive comments. I just sit with the 
students, raise my hand, and wait for the author to call on me. Once the class gets the 
hang of it, I back away a bit, and let the students assume ownership of the author’s 
chair.)
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Jose takes notes on his sticky note. He writes, “ocean—sound and feel” on the sticky 
note, but he doesn’t say anything. He just listens.
Ana (a student in the class): Hike the way you used details to describe the setting, but 
I was wondering about your characters. What was your brother like? You were talking 
about playing in the ocean with him, but I couldn ’t really picture his age or anything 
else about him. As the listener, I would like to know more about him.
Jose takes notes, “details—brother”
Myra: (another student in the class): I loved the way you used similes to describe the 
ocean, especially when you said the part about the salt stinging the cut on your arm 
like a needle. I also made a connection with your story. I remember playing in the 
ocean, and it felt just like the way you described it. Your story made me remember 
what it was like when I was there.
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Story Arc Graphic Organizer
I created this arc to help students pre-write. My colleague MaiXuan Serrano thought of 
the triangle graphic. The triangle symbolizes the fact that you need all three elements 
(setting description, the problem, and character description), but you don’t have to 
write these three elements in any particular order. In other words, a writer can start his 
story by giving a setting description: “Dense, smokey air filled the sky as lava poured 
down from the large grey volcano... ” or a writer can start with the character 
description: “I couldn ’t believe my eyes, a giant furry dinosaur with a blue face was 
looking straight at me with his red, beady eyes. ” or a writer can start by talking about 
the problem: “Boom! The sound of the volcano ripping apart shattered the morning 
air. Large chunks of steaming, hot lava rock flew through the air and landed in the dry 
grass... ” It doesn’t matter which part of the triangle a writer decides to start with as 

















Questions to Ask Yourself as You’re Writing a Narrative
Before you begin:
Who am I in this story?
Where am I in this story? (What is my position?)
What is my purpose for writing this story?
Who is my audience?
What’s the problem? (What is the struggle?)
While you’re writing:
How should I start? Should I start with dialogue? With a quote from someone else? 
With a question? Or with vivid details?
What do I see in my mind?
What else do I see in my mind?
What does it look like?
What does it smell like? ,,
What does it taste like?
What does it sound like?
What does it feel like?
Is this, word spelled right? (If you’re not sure how to spell a word, circle it, and check' 
it later when you’re editing.) ...
When you’re rereading (not just at the very end, but while you’re 
drafting):
Does this part make sense?
Does this part sound right?
Is my reader going to see what I see? . ..
/ ' Cooke, © 2006
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Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element
Every time the writer has 
this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
1 pt.
writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements in 
original draft to 
elements in revision
Descriptive Details 
that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
0 0 0:0
Other Details (OD) 0 0 0:0
Contains Dialogue that 
enhances the story (D) 1 0 1:0
Has Blocking to 




language that enhances 
it(F)
0 0 0:0
Story is about a single 
event or experience Yes N/A N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form No- N/A N/A
Story is organized in a 
traditional story 
structure




Totals 2 0 2:0
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Capitalization 9/204=4% N/A N/A
Punctuation 20/204=10% N/A N/A
Spelling 19/204=9% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 0 1234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 01234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 01234
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story is about a single event or experience. 0 1234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 0 1234
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 0 1234
8/9 = .9
Writing Rubric—Conventions, First Story
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 01234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 







Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element
Every time the writer has 
this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
1 pt.
writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements in 
original draft to 
elements in revision
Descriptive Details 
that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
1 3 1:3
Other Details (OD) 0 0 0:0
Contains Dialogue that 
enhances the story (D) 0 7 0:7
Has Blocking to 




language that enhances 
it(F)
1 2 1:2
Story is about a single 
event or experience Yes N/A N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form Yes N/A N/A





Totals 6 14 6:14
341













Capitalization 23/514=4% N/A N/A
Punctuation 49/514=10% N/A N/A
Spelling 64/514=12% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 0 1234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. ' 01234
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 01234
The story is about a single event or experience. 0 1234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 0 12 3 4
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 0 1234
23/9 = 2.6
Writing Rubric—Conventions, Final Story
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader.
0 123 4
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 










Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element
Every time the writer 
has this element and 
it’s placed correctly = 1 
pt.
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
1 pt.
writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements 




that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
0 0 0:0
Other Details (OD) 0 0 0:0
Contains Dialogue 
that enhances the 
story (D)
2 . 0 2:0
Has Blocking to 







Story is about a single 
event or experience Yes ■ N/A N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form








Totals 2 0 2:0
344








ratio of errors to self 
corrections
Grammar 10/163=6%10/13=77% N/A N/A
Capitalization 12/163=7% N/A N/A
Punctuation 17/163=10% N/A N/A
Spelling 14/163=9% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 0 1234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 012 3 4
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 0 1234
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story is about a single event or experience. 0 1234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 0 1234
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 0 1234
9/9 = 1
Writing Rubric—Conventions, First Story
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 0 12 3 4
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 01234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 







Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element
Every time the writer has 
this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
lpt.
Writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements in 
original draft to 
elements in revision
Descriptive Details 
that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
0 0 0:0
Other Details (OD) 0 1 0:1
Contains Dialogue that 
enhances the story (D) 4 0 4:0
Has Blocking to 




language that enhances 
it(F)
0 0 0
Story is about a single 
event or experience Yes N/A N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form No N/A N/A
Story is organized in a 
traditional story 
structure
Most poignant details in 
a 1 hour time span
Yes
N/A N/A
Totals 7 2 7:2
346
Writing Rubric—Conventions, Final Story
Convention




ratio of errors to self 
corrections
Grammar 16/321=5%16/23=70% N/A N/A
Capitalization 29/321=9% N/A N/A
Punctuation 43/321=13% N/A N/A
Spelling 22/321=7% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 01234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 0 1234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 01234
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story is about a single event or experience. 0 1234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 0 1234
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 0 1234
13/9 = 1.4
Writing Rubric—Conventions, Final Story
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 01234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 










Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element
Every time the writer has 
this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
lpt.
writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements in 
original draft to 
elements in revision
Descriptive Details 
that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
0 0 0:0
Other Details (OD) 0 0 0:0
Contains Dialogue that 
enhances the story (D) 16 0 16:0
Has Blocking to 




language that enhances 
it(F)
0 0 0:0
Story is about a single 
event or experience Yes N/A N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form No N/A N/A





Totals 17 0 17:0
349













Capitalization 15/182=8% N/A N/A
Punctuation 34/182=19% N/A N/A
Spelling 46/182=25% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 0 1234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 0 1234
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story is about a single event or experience. 0 1234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 0 12 3 4
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. . 0 1234
11/9 = 1.2
Writing Rubric—Conventions, First Story
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader.
0 1234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 01234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 01234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 







Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element
Every time the writer has 
this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = O pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
1 pt.
writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements in 
original draft to 
elements in revision
Descriptive Details 
that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
0 0 0:0
Other Details (OD) 0 0 0:0
Contains Dialogue that 
enhances the story (D) 21 0 21:0
Has Blocking to 




language that enhances 
it(F)
0 0 0:0
Story is about a single 
event or experience Yes N/A N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form No N/A N/A
Story is organized in a 
traditional story 
structure




Totals 29 0 29:0
351








ratio of errors to self 
corrections
Grammar 9/377=2%9/37=24% N/A N/A
Capitalization 55/377=15% N/A N/A
Punctuation 70/377=19% N/A N/A
Spelling 110/377=29% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 01234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 01234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 0 1234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 0 1234
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story is about a single event or experience. 01234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 0 1234
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 0 1234
16/9 = 1.8
Writing Rubric—Conventions, Final Story
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 012 34
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 








Story: first story 
Total Words: 136
Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element
Every time the writer has 
this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
1 pt.
writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements in 
original draft to 
elements in revision
Descriptive Details 
that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
0 0 0:0
Other Details (OD) 0 0 0:0
Contains Dialogue that 
enhances the story (D) 16 0 16:0
Has Blocking to 




language that enhances 
it(F)
0 0 0:0
Story is about a single 
event or experience Yes N/A . N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form No N/A N/A
Story is organized in a 
traditional story 
structure




Totals 16 0 16:0
354








ratio of errors to self 
corrections
Grammar 11/136=8%11/21=52% N/A N/A
Capitalization 28/136=21% N/A N/A
Punctuation 33/136=24% N/A N/A
Spelling 10/136=7% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 01234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 0 12 34
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 012 3 4
The story is about a single event or experience. 0 1234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 0 1234
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 0 1234
11/9 = 1.2
Writing Rubric—Conventions, First Story
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 01234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 







Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element
Every time the writer 
has this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately 
= 1 pt.
writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements 




that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
0 0 0:0
Other Details (OD) 0 0 0:0
Contains Dialogue 
that enhances the 
story (D)
1 0 1:0
Has Blocking to 







Story is about a single 
event or experience Yes N/A N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form








Totals 4 2 4:2
356








ratio of errors to self 
corrections
Grammar 11/166=7%11/16=69% N/A N/A
Capitalization 20/166=12% N/A N/A
Punctuation 14/166=8% N/A N/A
Spelling 8/166=5% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 01234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 01234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 0 1234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 01234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 01234
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story is about a single event or experience. 0 1234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 01234
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 0 1234
10/9 = 1.1
Writing Rubric—Conventions, Final Story
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 01234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 01234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 










Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element
Every time the writer has 
this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
lpt.
writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements in 
original draft to 
elements in revision
Descriptive Details 
that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
0 0 0:0
Other Details (OD) 1 0 1:0
Contains Dialogue that 
enhances the story (D) 1 0 1:0
Has Blocking to 




language that enhances 
it(F)
.2 0 2:0




■ No N/A N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form No N/A N/A
Story is organized in a 
traditional story 
structure
List of loosely connected 
events
No N/A N/A
Totals 6 0 6:0
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Capitalization 8/204=4% N/A N/A
Punctuation 16/204=8% N/A N/A
Spelling 8/204=4% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 01234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 0 1234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 01234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 01234
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 01234
The story is about a single event or experience. 01234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 0 1234




The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 01234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 







Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element
Every time the writer has 
this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
1 pt.
writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements in 
original draft to 
elements in revision
Descriptive Details 
that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
0 0 0:0
Other Details (OD) 0 0 0:0
Contains Dialogue that 
enhances the story (D) 1 0 1:0
Has Blocking to 




language that enhances 
it(F)
0 0 0:0
Story is about a single 
event or experience Yes N/A N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form Yes N/A N/A




Totals 4 0 4:0
361








ratio of errors to self 
corrections .
Grammar 10/198=5%10/13=77% N/A N/A
Capitalization 3/198=2% N/A N/A
Punctuation 7/198=4% N/A N/A
Spelling 6/198=3% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 01234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 01234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 0 1234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 01234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 01234
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 01234
The story is about a single event or experience. 0 1234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 01234
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 0 1234
15/9 = 1.7
Writing Rubric—Conventions, Final Story
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 










Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element
Every time the writer has 
this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
1 pt.
writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements in 
original draft to 
elements in revision
Descriptive Details 
that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
1 0 1:0
Other Details (OD) 0 0 0:0
Contains Dialogue that 
enhances the story (D) 0 0 0:0
Has Blocking to 




language that enhances 
it(F)
1 0 1:0
Story is about a single 
event or experience Yes N/A N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form Yes N/A N/A





Totals 2 0 2:0
364













Capitalization 17/94=18% N/A N/A
Punctuation 3/94=3% N/A N/A
Spelling 18/94=19% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 01234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 0 1234
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 01234
The story is about a single event or experience. 0 1234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 01234 .
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 0 1234
11/9 = 1.2
Writing Rubric—Conventions, First Story
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader.
0 1234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 





Story: final story 
Total Words: 238
Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element
Every time the writer has 
this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
1 pt.
writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements in 
original draft to 
elements in revision
Descriptive Details 
that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
1 0 1:0
Other Details (OD) 0 0 0:0
Contains Dialogue that 
enhances the story (D) 3 0 3:0
Has Blocking to 




language that enhances 
it(F)
1 2 1:2
Story is about a single 
event or experience Yes N/A N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form Yes N/A N/A




Totals 10 3 10:3
366













Capitalization 12/238=5% N/A- N/A
Punctuation 30/238=13% N/A N/A
Spelling 5/238=2% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 01234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 01234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 01234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 01234
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story is about a single event or experience. 0 1234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 0 1234
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 01234
17/9 = 1.9
Writing Rubric—Conventions, Final Story
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 01234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 01234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but ■ 










Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element
Every time the writer has 
this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
1 pt.
writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements in 
original draft to 
elements in revision
Descriptive Details 
that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
0 0 0:0
Other Details (OD) 0 0 0
Contains Dialogue that 
enhances the story (D) 0 0 0
Has Blocking to 




language that enhances 
it(F)
0 0 0
Story is about a single 
event or experience
One main event, list 
format, some extra info
Yes-
. N/A N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form Yes N/A N/A
Story is organized in a 
traditional story 
structure
No ending; it just stops
No N/A N/A
Totals 1 0 1:0
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ratio of errors to self 
corrections
Grammar 10/13=77%10/135=7% . N/A N/A
Capitalization 3/135=2% N/A N/A
Punctuation 10/135=7% N/A N/A
Spelling 5/135=4% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 012 3 4
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters.. 0 12 3 4
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 0 1234
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story is about a single event or experience. 01234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 0 12 3 4
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 01234
8/9 = .9
Writing Rubric—Conventions, First Story
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. .01234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 







Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element
Every time the writer has 
this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
1 pt.
writer never revises for 
this element =? 0 pts.
Ratio of elements in 
original draft to 
elements in revision
Descriptive Details 
that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
0 0 0:0
Other Details (OD) 0 0 0:0
Contains Dialogue that 
enhances the story (D) 0 2 0:2





language that enhances 
it(F)
2 0 2:0




Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form Yes N/A N/A
Story is organized in a 
traditional story 
structure




Totals 4 3 4:3
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ratio of errors to self 
corrections
Grammar 27/36=75%27/381=7% N/A N/A
Capitalization 14/381=4% N/A N/A
Punctuation 21/381=6% N/A N/A
Spelling 5/381=1% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, Final Narrative
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 01234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 0 1234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 01234
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 01234
The story is about a single event or experience. 0 1234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 0 1234
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 0 1234
12/9 = 1.3
Writing Rubric—Conventions, Final Narrative
12/4 = 3
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
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Story: first story 
Total Words: 323
Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element
Every time the writer has 
this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
lpt.
writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements in 
original draft to 
elements in revision
Descriptive Details 
that describe the 








that describe the main 
Characters (DC)
0 0 0:0
Other Details (OD) 0 0 0:0
Contains Dialogue that 
enhances the story (D) 0 0 0:0
Has Blocking to 




language that enhances 
it(F)
0 0 0:0
Story is about a single 
event or experience Yes N/A N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form Yes" N/A N/A
Story is organized in a 
traditional story 
structure




Totals 3 0 3:0
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Capitalization (C) 41/323=13% N/A N/A
Punctuation (P) 27/323=8% N/A N/A
Spelling (S) 50/323=15% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, First Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 0 12 3 4
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 0 1234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 0 1234
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 01234
The story is about a single event or experience. 01234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 0 1234
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 01234
7/9 = 1
Writing Rubric—Conventions, First Story
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 01234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 







Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element
Every time the writer has 
this element and it’s 
placed correctly = 1 pt. 
if the writer left this 
element out = 0 pts.
Every time the writer 
revises and adds this 
element appropriately = 
1 pt.
writer never revises for 
this element = 0 pts.
Ratio of elements in 
original draft to 
elements in revision
Descriptive Details 
that describe the 















Other Details (OD) 0 0 0:0
Contains Dialogue that 
enhances the story (D) 6 2 6:2
Has Blocking to 




language that enhances 
it(F)
0 2 0:2
Story is about a single 
event or experience Yes N/A N/A
Story is organized in 
multi-paragraph form Yes N/A N/A
Story is organized in a 
traditional story 
structure
Most poignant details 
over a month’s span
Yes
N/A N/A
Totals 8 15 8:15
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ratio of errors to self 
corrections
Grammar 18/27=67%18/407=4% N/A N/A
Capitalization 21/407=5% N/A N/A
Punctuation 36/407=9% N/A N/A
Spelling 22/407=5% N/A N/A
Writing Rubric—Content, Final Story
Element Points
The story has vivid details that describe the event. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the setting. 0 1234
The story has vivid details that describe the main characters. 0 1234
The story contains dialogue that enhances the story. 0 1234
The story has blocking to support the dialogue. 0 12 3 4
The story contains figurative language that enhances the story. 01234
The story is about a single event or experience. 0 1234
The story is organized in multi-paragraph form. 0 1234
The story is organized in a traditional story structure. 0 1234
23/9 = 2.6
Writing Rubric—Conventions, Final Story
Element Points
The story has appropriate grammar. There may be a few mistakes, but 
they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate capitalization. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 01234
The story has appropriate punctuation. There may be a few mistakes, 
but they don’t distract the reader. 0 1234
The story has appropriate spelling. There may be a few mistakes, but 




CONFERRING DURING WRITING CONFERENCES
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The Art and Science of Conferring
A brief summary from Carl Anderson’s book, How’s it Going?: A Practical Guide to 
Conferring with Student Writers. Summary written by Suzanne Cooke
First Part of the Conference
The purpose of the first part of the conference is to find out what the child is doing as a 
writer that day, and then pick a line of thinking (teaching point) that you want to 
pursue with that child.
1. Ask the student an open-ended question that will get him to set the 
agenda for the conference. (How’s it going? What are you doing as a 
writer today?) Let the student talk about his intentions (what he’s doing) 
and his strategies for realizing his intentions (how he’s doing what he’s 
doing.) Note: There will be times when you need to set the agenda. For 
example, the student might say that he’s trying to write his lead, but if you 
see that he really needs to work on his organizational plan first, you can 
direct the agenda.
2. “Get on a line of thinking about the student’s writing work by asking 
research questions and reading the student’s work” (p. 26 ). 
Questions: There are 6 types of research questions (pp. 42-43):
• “Questions that Nudge Students to Say More” (“Could you say 
more about that?” “What do you mean by...?” and “Could you 
explain what you mean by...?”)
• “Questions that Grow Out of Our Knowledge of What Good 
Writers Do” (“Have you planned out your draft?” “What’s the focus 
of your piece?” “What kinds of revisions have you made?”
• “Questions About Students’ Writing Strategies” (“How are you 
going to do this work?” “What strategies are you going to use to do 
this work?” “How are you planning to get started with your draft?”
® “Questions That Come from What We Already Know About 
Students” (“Have you done some of the revision work you tried in 
your last piece?”
“How did you pick the idea for your draft this time?”
• “Questions Connected to Our Mini-Lessons” (“Have you tried out 
what we talked about today in the mini-lesson?” “Remember how 
we talked yesterday in the mini-lesson about revision strategies? 
Have you used any of them to help you revise?”)
• Questions About a Student’s Decisions (“Why did you pick these 
places to add-on?” “Why did you decide to structure your draft this 
way?” “Why did you repeat this line several times?”
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Sometimes there are several lines of thinking you could pursue in a 
conference, but make sure you only pursue one line of thinking per 
conference.
When you ask the students research questions from the 6 types over and 
over again, the students will begin to prompt their own selves, which 
means they will become more independent writers, “...we are scaffolding 
their growth into reflective writers” (p. 9).
Reading: When reading the student’s writing, don’t read the whole piece 
(unless it’s really short.) Just read the part/s that have to do with the line of 
thinking you are pursuing.
Second Part of the Conference
The purpose of the second part of the conference is to, “teach students to do 
the writing work they’re doing better than they were doing it before the 
conference” (p. 17).
3. Give critical feedback. Give an honest assessment about what you’ve 
noticed in the student’s work from the line of thinking that you’ve chosen. 
This is the rationale for the teaching that will follow. It will open the 
student up to listen to you and learn from your teaching. It can be 
something directly from her writing or you can compare her work to the 
work of authors that she knows (published authors, the teacher, and other 
student authors.)
4. Teach from the line of thinking you chose to pursue. There are three major 
ways to teach in a conference: 1. teach by giving an explanation (“I’m 
going to show you something that good writers do...”) 2. teach by referring 
the student to a writing mentor (“Let’s look at what Mike did in his 
piece...I’d like to see you try this...”) 3. teach by reminding the student 
about the mini-lesson (“Remember how we studied quotation marks in 
today’s mini-lesson? Let’s talk some more about that...” (See pp. 60-63 of 
Anderson’s book for a complete explanation of these three ways of 
teaching.)
5. Encourage the student to try what you taught. During the conference 
have the students talk through what they will write instead of having them 
do the actual writing. Then, after the conference is over, the student can go 
back and do the actual writing while you move on to work with another 
student. Example: You can say, “I want you to talk it out right now, 
practice it [out loud] before you write it” (p. 63). Caution: when you’re 
scaffolding a student to try out what you’ve taught, the child needs to make 
the decisions. If we make the decisions, then the child is not taking on the 
responsibility for the writing. Ask open-ended questions like, “Can you see 
the ocean in you head? What does it look like?” Do not ask questions like, 
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“Don’t you see the birds and the cool, blue water?” Let the student do the 
thinking.
6. Link the conference to the student’s independent work. “At the end of 
conferences, it’s important that we let students know we expect them to do 
the work we taught them right away...The success of conferences, then, has 
everything to do with whether or not students use the time afterwards to do 
the work we talked about with them” (p. 65).
There are three important things you can do to ensure that the 
students will try out what you taught them:
A. You can say, “What are you going to do now?” or “Tell me what 
your plans for you writing are now.” Or, you can tell them exactly 
what you want them to do by saying something like, “Now, as 
you’re writing the next part of your draft, I want you to...” Don’t 
use phrases like, “I’d like for you to...” or “Could you try...” This 
sounds weak and it can give students the impression that they don’t 
really need to try what you’ve worked on in the conference.
B. You could also write down what you want the student to work on— 
either put it on a log for them or write it on a sticky note and give it 
to them.
C. Then, tell the student you’ll be back to check on her, and then check 
back in 20 minutes or so to see if she did what you asked her to do, 
or have her share in author’s chair, so you can see if she did what 
you asked her to do, or collect her work so you can look at it.
7. Record notes about the conference. You can keep a record keeping form 
on the children and keep it on a clipboard that you carry around with you.
The Four Types of Conferences
(According to Anderson)
1. Prewriting Conferences—help students find ideas.
2. Drafting Conferences—help students find the main idea of their work that 
will frame their entire piece, help students find the genre and structure, and 
help them with crafting.
3. Revision Conferences—help students clarify the big ideas in their work, 
help students with crafting, help students make sure their writing makes 
sense, and help students make sure they are using the right genre.
4. Editing Conferences—the teacher talks to students about editing strategies 
or discusses conventions.
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How to Structure Writing Workshop
1, Perfect Scenario—one hour of writing workshop 4-5 days per week
10-15 minutes—-whole class mini lesson
30 minutes^—students work on their writing and the teacher confers with students 1:1 
10-15 minutes—author’s chair
5 minutes—whole class reflection time ,
2. More Realistic Scenario—45 minutes of writing workshop 4 days per 
week
Some days (probably at the beginning of a genre when the students need a lot of 
teacher modeling):
10 minutes—whole class mini lesson
30 minutes—students work on their writing and the teacher confers with students 1:1
5 minutes—whole class reflection time
No author’s chair .
Then, on the other days (once the students have received a lot of teacher modeling in 
the genre, and they are spending most of their time working independently):
No whole class mini-lesson
3 0 minutes—students work on their writing and the teacher confers with students 1:1
10 minutes—author’s chair
5 minutes—whole class, reflection time
Really Important Quotes to Ponder
Unless otherwise stated, all quotes are from Carl Anderson’s book.
1. The teacher’s attitude is critical
“By truly listening to them as we confer, we let them know that the work they’re doing 
as writers matters. It’s the way we listen, more than anything else, that will nudge our. 
students [to become better writers]...” (p. 23).
2. Only pursue one line of thinking
“Everything I did to help Doran was something he could use for his next piece—or 
pieces he’ll write in ten or twenty years” (p. 14).
Only pursue one line of thinking during the conference (even if there’s several things 
that you want to address, just address one of those things—remember, as Lucy Calkins 
says, “You’re teaching the writer, not the writing” (Calkins, 1994, p. 228).
Anderson says, “A teacher fixing up a students’ drafts no more helps them grow than a 
coach standing in for players in a basketball game helps those players improve” (p. 9). 
We want our students to become independent writers, not dependent writers.
3. Make sure your feedback is honest
“...it’s essential that students get honest feedback about what they need to learn to be 
good writers” (p. 59).
4. Don’t expect perfection right away.
“Just like I wobbled on my bicycle after my dad let go, our students will wobble as 
they do the work we’ve discussed after the conference. It’s over time, as they practice 
this work independently, that they become better at doing it” (p. 64).
5. What about students who say, “I’m done, my paper is perfect”?
Some students really are done. They’ve worked on a piece for several days (if they’re 
in primary) or several weeks (if they’re in intermediate), they’ve taken their piece 
through every stage of the writing process, and they’ve tried out everything we 
suggested to them during conferences and mini-lessons. These kids are done.
Other students are not done even though the think they are done. These students 
usually need a lot of help understanding the revision and editing process. With these 
students, read their writing and talk to them about what the piece tells you about their 
strengths and weaknesses as a writer. Then, choose something to help them with. 
There will probably be a lot of things to. choose from, but just pick the most important 
thing that you think they need to learn at that time.
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This is the log you would keep on your students. Keep it on a clipboard, and then 
every time you confer, write notes on it while you’re conferring so you will have a 
record of the conferences. Example:





























































found the main 
















This is the log you can give to the students to keep in their notebooks. Every time you 
confer, have them pull this out, and then write notes on it while you’re conferring and 
then give it back to the student so they will remember what you talked about during 
the conference. Example:
Writing Conference Log for : Maria
3/15/06
Work on stretching 
out your setting 
descriptions.
3/21/06
Focus on blocking 
for your dialogue
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Writing Conference Log for________________________________
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